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* The book Incident at Exeter was no sooner completed than
UFO reports began to break out in unprecedented numbers all
over the country. After my research in Exeter, New Hampshire,
I was, as a former skeptic, now convinced that this would happen, surprised that it .had not happened sooner. FOL- the first
time, the general press began treating the subject with respect.
I knew that Exeter was only a microcosm, a small sample of
a much bigger story that was taking place and was certain to
take place with increasing frequency all over the world. Since
one reporter cannot hopscotch everywhere to track down an
effective story, I decided to concentrate on Exeter because of a
well-documented case there involving the police. It could have
been any number of other places with similar reports.
When the now-famous Michigan cases broke in March, "1966.
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford formally requested
•A congressional investigation and the wire services furnished
front-page stories for the nationwide press. But when an Air
Force investigation indicated that some of the sightings might
be attributed to methane or marsh gas, the press again backtracked and seized on this as a blanket explanation for the UFO
phenomenon.
This distortion was deplored by Dr. J. Allen T-TvnpL- ITC-C./-I
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y the Air Force. I felt that it was incredible that this many
officers could report a phenomenon like this without it

seemed as if it was going to hit him, he dove down on the shallow shoulder of the road. Then the object appeared to back
being based on fact. I tore out the clipping and waited for a off slowly and hovered directly over the roof of one of the houses.
follow-up. Nothing happened; the story disappeared from the Finally it backed off far enough for Muscarello to make a run
pages of all the New York papers.
for the house. He pounded on the door, screaming. No one
Facing a deadline for a column, I checked with the National answered.
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena in Washington
At that moment, a car came by, moving in the direction of
and learned from its Assistant Director Richard Hall that not Exeter. He ran to the middle of the road and waved his arms
only were these cases unexplained, but that two sheriffs in frantically. A middle-aged couple drove him into Exeter and
Texas had sped away from an enormous object some 250 feet dropped him off at the police station.
in diameter that came down to road level and hovered a few
The kid had calmed down a little now, although he kept lightfeet off the ground. At the same time, 1 learned about the Exe- ing one cigarette after another.
ter case, also involving competent police officers, one of whom
"Look," said Muscarello, "I know you don't believe me. I
was an Air Force veteran.
don't blame you. But you got to send somebody back out there
I knew next to nothing about the UFO subject and in fact with me!"
was .extremely wary of it. I knew that a certain element of UFO
The kid persisted. Officer Toland, puzzled at first, was imbelievers was wildly irresponsible and I was determined to pressed by his sincerity. He kicked on the police radio and
avoid this element in any research I might do on the subject. called in Cruiser #21.
On the other hand, the prevalence of recent police reports sugWithin five minutes, Patrolman Eugene Bertrand pulled into
gested that there must be substance to 'the story and, if there the station. Bertrand, an Air Force veteran during the Korean
were, the press was certainly not giving it proper coverage.
War with air-to-air refueling experience on KC-97 tankers, reAs a. naive and unbiased observer, I approached the story ported an odd coincidence. An hour or so before, cruising near
with extreme caution and resolved that 1 would follow one the overpass on Route 101, about two miles out of Exeter, he
rule: To overdocument arid understate.
had come across a car parked on the bypass with a lone woman
at the wheel. Trying to keep her composure, she had said that
a huge, silent, airborne object had trailed her from the town
of Epping, 12 miles away, only a few feet from her car. It had
brilliant, flashing red lights. When she had reached the overpass, it suddenly took off at tremendous speed and disappeared
among the stars.

THE UFO'S ARRIVE

"\ thought she -was a took," Bertram! voW Toiand. "So I
didn't even bother to radio in."
11 2:24 a^m. on September 3, 1965, Norman Muscarello,
three weeks away from joining the Navy, plunged into the
Exeter, New Hampshire, police station in a state of near shock.
He was white and shaking. Patrolman Reginald "Scratch"
Toland, on duty at the desk, helped him light a cigarette before he calmed down enough to talk.
.His story came out in bursts. He had been hitchhiking on
Route 150 from Amesbury, Massachusetts, to his home in Exeter, a distance of 12 miles. The traffic was sparse, and he was
fprced to walk most of the way. By 2 that morning he reached
Kensington, a few miles short of his home. Near an open field
between two houses, the Thing, as he called it, came out of the
sky directly toward him. It was as big as or bigger than a house.
It appeared to be 80 to 90 feet in diameter, with brilliant, pulsating red lights around an apparent rim. It wobbled, yawed
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Toland turned to the kid with a little more interest. "This
sound like the thing you saw?"
"Sounds exactly like it," said Muscarello.
It was nearly 3 a.m. when Patrolman Bertrand and Muscarello arrived back at the field along Route 150. The night was
clear, moonless and warm. Visibility was unlimited. There was
no wind and the stars were brilliant. Bertrand parked his
cruiser near Tel. & Tel. Pole #668. He picked up the radio
mike to call to Toland that he saw nothing at all, but that the
youngster was still so tense about the situation he was going
to walk out on the field with him to investigate further.
"I'll be out of the cruiser for a few minutes," he said,
"so if you don't get an answer on the radio, don't worry
about it."
Bertrand and Muscarello walked down the sloping field in
the dark, Bertrand probing the trees in the distance with his
. About 100 vards awav from the roadside was a corral

reached the fence, and still saw nothing, Bertrand tried to reassure the kid, explaining that it must have been a helicopter.
Then, as Bertrand turned his back to the corral to shine his
light toward the tree line to the north, the horses at the Dining
farm began to kick and whinny and bat at the sides of the
barn and fence. Dogs in the nearby houses began howling.
Muscarello let out a yell.
"I see it! I see it!" he so-earned.
Bertrand reeled and looked toward the trees beyond tlic
corral.
It was rising slowly from behind two tall pines: a brilliant,
roundish object, without a sound. It came toward them like a
leaf fluttering from a tree, wobbling and yawing as it moved.
The entire area was bathed in brilliant red light. The white
sides of Carl Dining's pre-Revolutionary saltbox house turned
bloodred. The Russell house, a hundred yards away, turned the
same color. Bertrand readied for his .38; then thought better
of it and shoved it back in its holster. Muscarello froze in his
tracks. Bertrand, afraid of infrared rays or radiation, grabbed
the youngster and yanked him toward the cruiser.
Back at the Exeter police station. Scratch Toland was nearly
blasted out of his chair by Bertrand's radio call. "My God. I
see the damn thing myself!"
Under the half protection of the cruiser roof, Bertrand and
Muscarello watched the object hover. It was about 100 feet
above them, about a football field's distance away. It was rocking back and forth on its axis, still absolutely silent. The pulsating red lights seemed to dim from left to right, then from
right to left, in a 5-4-3-2-1, then 1-2-3-4-5 pattern, covering
about two seconds for each cycle. It-was hard to make out a
definite shape because of the brilliance of the lights. "Like
trying to describe a car with its headlights coming at you," is
the way Bertrand puts it.
It hovered there, 100 feet above the field, for several minutes. Still no noise, except for the horses and dogs. Then,
slowly, it began to move away, eastward, toward Hampton. Its
movement was erratic, defying all conventional aerodynamic
patterns. "It darted," says Bertrand. "It could turn on a dime.
Then it would slow down."
AL that moment Patrolman David Hunt, in Cruiser #20,
pulled up by the pole. He had heard the radio conversations
between Bertrand and Toland at the desk and had scrambled
out to the scene. Bertrand jumped out to join Hunt at the
edge of the field.
"I could see that fluttering movement," Hunt says. "It was
going from left to right, between the tops of two big trees. I
could see those pulsating lights. I could hear those horses kicking out in the barn there. Those dogs were really howling. Then
it started moving, slowlike, across the tops of the trees, just
above the trees. It was rocking when it did this. A creepy type
of look. Airplanes don't do this. After it moved out of sight,
toward Hampton, toward the ocean, we waited awhile. A B-47
came over. You could tell the difference. There was no comparison."
Within moments after the object slid over the trees and out
of sight of Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello, Scratch Toland took
a call at the desk from an Exeter night operator.
"She was all excited," says Toland. "Some man had just called
her, and she traced the call to one of them outside booths in
Hampton, and he was so hysterical he could hardly talk straight.
He told her that a flying saucer came right at him, but before
he could finish he was cut off. I got on the phone and called
the Hampton police and they notified the Pease Air Force Base."
The blotter of the Hampton Police Department covers the
story tartly:
1 Sept. 3, 1965: 3 a.m. Exeter Police Dept. reports unidentified
mying object in that area. Units 2, 4 and Pease Air Force alerted.
At 3:17 a.m., received a call from Exeter operator and. Officer
Toland. Advised that a male subject called and asked for police
department, further stating that call was in re: a large, unidentified flying object, but call was cut off. Call received from a
Hampton pay phone, location unknown.
At 4:30 a.m. that morning, Mrs. Dolores Gazda, 205 F Street,
Exeter, and mother of Norman Muscarello from a previous
marriage, was in her own words "pretty shook up." Without a
phone, she had had no word from her son since early the
previous evening. Nervous.and wakeful, she watched the police
108

spotlessly clean apartment in the tace ot a restricted budget.
She ran to the outside wooden stairs and watched officers Bertrand and Hunt escort her son up.
"You know what a shock this could be to a mother," she says.
"And of course I could hardly believe this fantastic story. It
wasn't until I talked to the two police officers that I knew what
they went through. When he came in with the police, he was
white. White as a ghost. I knew he couldn't be putting me on.
Thank God the police saw it with him. People might never
believe him."
Lt. Warren Cottrell was on the desk at 8 o'clock that morning. He read Bertrand's report, a rough piece of yellow manuscript paper hunt-and-pecked as a supplement to the regular
blotter.
Cottrell called the Pease Air Force Base to reconfirm the
incident and, by 1 in the afternoon, Maj. David H. Griffin
and Lt. Alan Brandt arrived. They went to the scene of the
sighting, interviewed Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello at length,
and returned to the base -with little comment. They were interested and serious.
By nightfall that evening, a long series of phone calls began
coming into the police station, many from people who had distrusted their own senses in previous sightings before the police
report.
Nightfall nlso marked the beginning of a three-week nightly
vigil by Muscarello, his mother and several friends. In the
short time left before he was to go to the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, he was determined to see it again. He did.

3 checked in at the desk of the Exeter Inn on the morning of
October 20, 1965, arid waited over 10 minutes for a bellhop to
take me to my room. Two tape recorders, a Polaroid camera
and a suitcase took up most of the space, but the room was
cheerful and I would be spending little enough time in it.
I was armed with extensive background material supplied
me by Maj. Donald Keyhoe's organization, the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP). Both
Richard Hall, assistant director, and Ray Fowler, their Massachusetts fieldman, had been most generous with their time and
information about a subject I knew literally nothing about.
I met officers Bertrand and Hunt for lunch that day in the
sprawling, tearoomish dining room of the Inn. Only a few
hushed patrons were lunching at the time and Hunt's bulk as
he came through the door of the dining room dominated the
room. He looked twice the size of Bertrand in every dimension.
He had a quiet, wry New Hampshire accent and a salty sense
of humor.
Bertrand was wearing zylonite glasses, was soft-spoken and
serious-looking. Although he appeared slight and scholarly, 1
recalled that his lieutenant had told me over the phone that
he was invariably assigned to the tough cases. Over a porterhouse steak I learned more about what had happened and—1
\vas surprised to learn—was still happening in Exeter following Muscarello's UFO sighting, more than six weeks earlier.
"For quite a stretch there," Hunt said, "three or four phone
calls a night would come into the station. Most of them were
pretty sensible people and a lot of them came pretty close to the
description of the things we saw.".
"I think you'll find," Bertrand said, "that a lot of people
are really afraid to report seeing these things. I know I was
damn glad when Dave pulled up in his cruiser that night, if
nothing else than to check me out. Some people might be
making mistakes, but I'm convinced a lot of them aren't. When
I was in the Air Force, I used to work right on the ramp
with the planes. I could tell what kind of plane might 'be
around just by the sound of it. Right after this thing went
away on. September 3rd, ap. Air Force jet c?.me over. Dave and
I both saw it. It was very clear what it-was. No comparison at
all between it and the object, in either lighting or configuration
or sound, or anything else. And, of course, the B-47 was high
and the object was low. Right down over the trees. It was imTHUE THE MAN'S MAGAZINE
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possible to make a mistake in comparing the two. On the way
out to the place with Muscarello, I thought the kid for sure had
seen a helicopter. But it wasn't. Not by a. long shot."
"He's a pretty cool kid, Muscarello," Hunt said. "It would
take a lot to shake him up. And he was shaken up, there's no
doubt about that."
Hunt went on to say that Muscarello was now at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, but suggested I could get some
details from his Mother.
After lunch, Bertrand and Hunt got in my car, a smallish
Volvo sedan which sagged a little under Hunt's weight. We
drove out Route 108, then turned lef.t on Route 150 southerly
toward Kensington and Amesbury. Hunt pointed toward another road slanting up a hill ahead of us.
"Up this road another kid, Ron Smith, saw the thing too."
"When did that happen?" I asked.
"About three weeks after we saw it. Said it passed over his
car twice."
"Anybody with him?"
"Yes, his mother and aunt. They were all scared to death
when they pulled into the police station."
"What kind of kid is he?" I asked.
"Pretty decent, from what I know," Hunt said. "Works in
the grocery store after school, right across from the police
station. You might be able to find him this afternoon."
I made a mental note to interview Smith, just as we approached Tel. and Tel. Pole #668. We pulled up near it and
got out of the car. Stretched across the field was n. heavy wire
with a metal sign on it, reading KEEP OUT.
"The owner had to put this wire and sign up right after it
happened," Hunt said. "Dozens of cars out here every night
for weeks afterward. People dropping beer cans and cigarette
butts all over the place. Some of 'em used to wait here all
night to see if it was coming back.' 7
We looked out over a wide, sweeping field of some 10 acres,
rimmed by tall evergreens. To the left was the tidy neo-Colonial
residence of Clyde Russell. To the right, about a hundred yards
away, was the rambling, ancient saltbox farm, its timbers tidily
restored by Carl Dining, a gentleman farmer who kept several
horses and other livestock. Behind the Dining house was a
split-rail fence forming a corral, where the horses were romping.
The ground sloped down toward the evergreens, and in the
far distance we could see the Atlantic shore at Hampton, a
half a dozen miles to the east.
f asked Bertrand to reenact the scene in as much detail as possible. He pantomimed the motions in detail, reliving the incident.
"Well, we both got out of the cruiser, walked down the field,
down the slope, down to over by that fence there.''
He pointed to the split rails of the corral, about 75 yards
down the slope. "I was shining n\y light all around to see if I
could spot anything. Especially over toward those woods."
He pointed toward the woods several hundred feet away, in
the direction of Hampton.
"When he yelled, 'I see it! 1 see it!' I turned fast and looked
up. He pointed near the trees over there—the big ones. The
leaves are off them now, but they weren't then. It was coming up
behind them. It hovered, looked like it banked and came forward toward us. He seemed to freeze, and that's when I grabbed
him and ran back to the cruiser. We got in the cruiser and I
called in saying I was seeing it. Dave came. Dave came, and
it was moving down toward the end of the field, across the
tops of the trees."
"Just to the right of the big trees," Hunt said. "That's when
I saw that fluttering movement. And the pulsating lights."
Bertrand pointed back toward the two big trees. "These
trees must have been blocking the light when we first got here,"
he said. "It was somewhere, but I didn't see it. Then it came
up from behind the trees, it's thick there, thick enough to hide
it. It came up and it looked like a big red ball -when it was still
behind the trees."
"About how far above the trees did the thing seem to be?" 1
asked.
"Well," said Bertrand, ''1 figure those trees to be about 70
feet high. And it was about 30 feet above them. That's how I
figured the altitude of the thing was about 100 feet."
"A little lower," Hunt said, "and it would have looked like
it was skimming the trees. And it was rocking over them. An
airplane couldn't do this if it tried."
"And here's another interesting thing," Bertrand said. "Right

after the thing disappeared toward Hampton, we waited, and
that's when we saw the B-47 going over—a, conventional jet
we see all the time around here. Everybody knows them—and
the B-52's and the Coast Guard helicopters. Kids in their knee
pants know them here. Grandmothers know them. Anyway,
when we got back to the station and Scratch Toland told us
about the hysterical man calling from the Hampton phone
booth, Dave and I back-timed what happened and figured that
the man made this call just about the time the craft had
moved from us to Hampton."
"And then I saw it later," Hunt said. "About an hour later,
down on the 101 bypass. But it was too far away then, and I
didn't make any big fuss about it."
"You couldn't identify it for sure?"
"Not positively," Hunt said. "But I could pretty well say it
was the same thing. And it was still over Hampton."
We got back in the car and Bertrand directed me toward
Drinkwater Road, and then over Shaw Hill, where Ron Smith
and his mother and aunt had reported their sighting several
weeks later.
"They were scared, there's no doubt about that. Shaking.
Really white. The second time he saw it, Smith said it backed
up over his car. Like it went into reverse gear. Said it was round
with bright lights over the top of it. On the bottom, some different colored lights. Said it looked like it was spinning, like
a top."

I ext to the tiny room, housing the police desk is a small
courtroom to handle those cases requiring immediate attention. It is spotlessly clean, with shiny brown woodwork out of
respect for the serious business of the dispensation of, justice.
It was in this solemn room that afternoon that I interviewed
young Ron Smith. He was a pleasant-looking 17-year-old
whom I had found in the grocer's across the street, unpacking a
carton of chicken soup. His boss at the store, skeptical of the
UFO situation, had let him off for a few minutes, on the assurance that I wouldn't let him take a ride in a flying saucer. "He's
too good a worker to lose," he said.
Young Smith was used to this gentle ribbing, he said, ever
since he and his mother and aunt were driving that night first
on Drinkwater Road; then on Shaw Hill, not move than a half
a mile from where Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello encountered their inexplicable craft. "They can kid me all they want,"
he said. "I know what I saw. Nobody can tell me I didn't sec it.
Nobody. That's all there is to it."
Smith, a senior at Exeter High, was planning to go into the
Air Force after he graduated. His marks in school were fair to
good, averaging around a gentleman's C. His boss at the store,
in spite of the ribbings he liked to tender Smith, thought he
was a top worker. Mrs. Oliver, at the police desk, knew the
boy and described his character as exceptionally good.
Sitting at the attorney's desk in the tiny courtroom, 1 asked
him to describe his experience in as much detail as possible.
"Well," he said, "I was riding around with my mother and
aunt. It was a warm night, I guess around 11:30 p.m., and this
was just about two or three weeks after the officers here saw
this object. All of a sudden, my aunt said. 'Look up at the sky!'
I thought she was kidding, but I looked up and then stopped
the car. I saw a red light on top and the bottom was white and
glowed. It appeared to be spinning. It passed over the car once
and when it passed over and got in front, it stopped all of:
a sudden in midair. Then it went back over the car again."
"Stopped in midair?"
"Stopped in midair, went back over a second time, stopped
again. Then it headed over the car a third time and took off.
It scared me, it really did. And I started to come back into Exeter to report it to the police. I got partway back—all the xvay to
Front Street—-when I came to my senses. I wanted to go back to
make sure it was there. To tska another look to make sure 1
wasn't seeing things. We did go back. And sure enough, it was.
in the same spot again. It passed over the car once, and that was
the last time I saw it."
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"Well, it didn't rush. It just sort of eased its way along. Then
it took oil fast."
"How about sound? What kind of sound did it make?"
"It didn't make any real sound. Just sort oE a humming noise,
like a cat when it purrs. And incidentally, I got up again tlwt
morning, about 4 a.m. to see if I could see it again. But I didn't
see it."
Shortly after the interview with Ron Smith, I learned that
Bob Kimball, a newsreel cameraman and stringer in New England for all three of the major television networks, lived in
Exeter and had been very interested in the Muscarello-BertrandHunt incident. I had worked with Kimball before, on several
documentary films I had produced, and knew him to be a hardy
and pleasantly cynical man, traits which often characterize the
newsreel cameraman in any area.
When I saw Kimball, lie frankly admitted that lie was puzzled and baffled. He had a long-standing habit of spending a
great deal of time at the Exeter police station, especially late at
night when he found it hard to sleep. Used to the irregular
hours his profession demanded, Kimball ws essentially a night
person. His habit was to drop by the police desk about midnight,
chat with Officer Toland at the desk and follow up on any interesting cases which came in over the radio. Along about 3 in
the morning, he would join Rusty Davis, owner of the local taxi
company and another one of the night people, and the two
would drive over to a bakery in Hampton, in the rear of a small
restaurant called Sugar'n Spice, for coffee and hot doughnuts,
just out of the oven. This was a ritual for both of them.
"Unfortunately, I wasn't around the night of the Muscarello
case. I was sleeping, which is something I don't usually do and
don't approve of. I would have given my left arm and an Arriflex camera to have caught a picture of that thing. Gene Bertrand finally did wake me up—about 4:30 a.m., I guess it was—
but by the time we got out there, nothing was in sight and I was
still half asleep. And Gene was still shaken, which is very unusual for Gene. He's a tough cookie. So is Hunt. They're not
the kind to go around making up any story."
I asked him what he made of it all.
"I just don't know," he said. "I can't figure it out and I find it
hard to even guess at it. Something was there and something is
continuing to happen. That much I'm sure of. Too many people
all around the area are reporting this seriously and a lot of them
aren't dummies by a long shot. I kept thinking if I could only
get a picture, a good picture, a close-up, then we'd have something to work on. 1 carry a loaded camera in the car with me
all the time, but still no luck."
Kimball offered to drive me around the area after midnight
and invited me to join him and Rusty, the taxi man, at their
nightly ritual at the bakery. He also offered to point out several
of the many spots from which reports of UFO sightings had
been made both before and after the September 3rd event.
"UFO hunting has become a popular sport. All along Route
88, on the way to Hampton, and 101-C in the same direction.
You see cars waiting out there every other night."
The streets of Exeter at midnight are ghostly and quiet. The
shops on Water Street, which sprawl along die bank of the
Squamscott River, are dim and silent. Across from Batchelder's
Bookstore, featuring cards, gifts, stationery, the faint blue fluorescent light POLICE flickers and glows uncertainly from the side
of the Town Hall building. Inside, Desk Officer Scratch Toland
holds a nightly rein on cruisers #21 and #22, most frequently
manned by patrolmen Bertrand and Hunt on the midnight-to8 a.m. tour of duty.
Scratch Toland, with a round and impish face, is a veteran
officer on the force, with a sharp and dour Yankee tongue and a
pleasing wit. With his help, I was able to cull the names of over
a dozen witnesses to UFO incidents, many more than I had
anticipated, from the police blotter. It was my plan to interview
as many of these people as I could.
"This is interesting," I told Toland. "I didn't know you had
so many leads."
"Lot of people were keeping 'era quiet," Toland said. "Afraid
people might think they were nuts. Thing that brought so much
attention to the September 3rd sighting was that there were two
officers on hand to testify directly."
"Do you think there are many more sightings unreported, not
on the blotter?"
"I know so," said Toland. "Keep running into people who
tell me they saw such-and-such quite a few weeks ago, a few
110

aren't even bothering to report them."
It was nearly 2 in the morning when Kimball and Rusty Davis
showed up at the station. There was a lot of kidding around and
then the nightly pilgrimage for the coffee and doughnuts got
under way. We would have a chance to look at some of the
favorite places the UFO hunters haunted on the way over to
Hampton.
We piled into Kimball's car, a big Chrysler especially
equipped for his newsreel and documentary camera work, with
a shortwave radio, a mobile telephone, cameras, lights and film
stock. It carried a license plate CBS-TV, although he worked
for all three networks. "We'll check a couple of these places on
the way down," Kimball said as we moved out of the empty
streets of Exeter and onto the Hampton road. "But don't expect
to see anything. Rusty and I have been looking every night since
it happened and we haven't had any luck. There's one spot on
Route 101-C where some reports have come in—and another
field on Route 88 where a lot of them have. We'll go by there
first."
Rusty, in the back seat, mumbled, "As long as we don't forget
the doughnuts." A shaggy, congenial man with an enormous
appetite, he had heard a lot about UFO's as he taxied the citizens of Exeter and environs around the area.

oute 88, from Exeter to Hampton Falls, is dark, winding
and lonely, a fit place for a tired UFO to rest, if indeed UFO's
did exist. In spite of the evidence, some of it rather startling,
it was hard to overcome the resistance of a skeptical outlook,
born of the scientific age. And yet one of the prerequisites of
science is to keep an open mind.
For the first time the idea began to grow on me that, in spite
of official protestations, the Establishment (in the form of official government, Air Force and scientific agencies) was actually
in as weak a position as the protesters or witnesses, if they could
be called that. Regardless of official proclamations, the Air Force
offered no definite proof of nonexistence (a paradox, of course,
but everything in this case was a paradox, an ambivalence, a
dichotomy). -But neither did the witnesses offer proof. They
offered only conviction, sincerity, dedication and resolute resistance to any who would call them false witnesses. What was
most distressing to these people was that the Establishment—
mainly in the form of the Air Force—was responsible for calling
them liars and incompetents with almost unforgivable bluntness. There seemed to be shaping up here a mammoth confrontation between the Air Force and the growing number of
reliable observers.
The threat of the UFO was still psychological, however. No
instance of any physical harm befalling a human being had
been reliably reported in the 20-year history of the phenomenon's most yeasty occurrences. Even those observers who had
had close and frightening encounters experienced no physical
harm. Interstellar beings who could conquer the forces of nature to the extent of defying gravity (if thousands of observers
were telling the truth), harness electromagnetic forces, and defy
G forces which the entire NASA space program showed no indication of conquering, should easily be able to do harm at will.
The UFO's had apparently made no attempt to communicate
with earth people, unless, of course, they had communicated
directly with the scientific elite, who, having reportedyit to the
government, were promptly restrained from releasing it to the
general public.
And then of course the question would come up: Could scien.lists be squelched like this? Wouldn't some intrepid scientist say
to hell with politics and everything else, he was going to bring
the Truth to the public because he believed that truth was
more important than both politics and the Establishment combined?
On the other side of the fence, if you presupposed a benign
and intelligent group of political leaders, or Air Force generals, who were faced with definite evidence and proof of the
fact that UFO's of extraterrestrial origin did exist, wouldn't
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wmcn tnis intelligence snouia oe reieasea to tne general popu"Any otner cases come your way?" 1 asked.
lace? The Orson Wells "invasion" in the late 30*5, a single
"Oh, a couple of weeks ago," the sergeant said. "After the
dramatized radio program, resulted in mass hysteria. Would the beach dosed. About a week or two after Labor Day. We got a
same thing— or worse—happen if official government sources report, you might have heard about it, that the thing was over
announced blandly that we definitely had visitors from another the marsh, back of the police station here. I went out there,
planet? What would a reasonable and prudent man in a posi- but I didn't see anything. Then there's a woman who works at
tion of complete authority—such as the President of the United the high school in Exeter. I took her to school one morning,
States—do when 'confronted with such a decision?
her car had broken down. She saw it. She was going up the exThere have been, I learned after I started this research, fre- pressway toward the Exeter line when she saw it and she said
quent and continual rumors (and they are only rumors) that the thing stopped off to one side of her car. She got petrified
in a morgue at Wright-Patterson Field, Dayton, Ohio, lie the and stopped the car and couldn't make up her mind what to do.
bodies of a half-dozen or so small humanoid corpses, measuring AJl of a sudden, she said there was a big white flash from the
not more than 4i/£ feet in height, evidence of one of the few thing, and it was gone." The sergeant paused a minute, and
times an extraterrestrial spaceship has allowed itself either to leaned back in his chair. "Now I still don't know what to make
fail or otherwise fall into the clutches of the semicivilized earth about all this," he said. "Do you suppose it's something the
people/What would any of us do if we bore the responsibility government is working on?"
of releasing this news to the citizenry? If we were the "reason"That's one possibility. All I can say is that it's anybody's
able and prudent man" our law courts always use as the meas- guess."
uring stick of judgment, we would probably be very circumspect.
"It seems to me, and I might be wrong," said the sergeant,
We .might even delay judgment.
"that every night we got a report on this, it's been foggy, hazy."
As I drove down the twisting, darkened curves of Route 88 in
"Most of the time," Kimball said, "in Exeter, it's been clear.
Bob Kimball's newsreel-equipped Chrysler, thoughts like these So I don't think that holds up."
were going through my mind.
"That night the kids went up to the Coast Guard station, it
Another ritual assumed by Rusty and Kimball was to deliver was quite foggy. But you know—on a second thought, I don't
a parcel of doughnuts and hot coffee to the police station at think it could belong to the government, because the governHampton Beach, the resort section of the town, swarming with ment can't keep its mouth shut that long. They'd be so proud
visitors during the summer, now deserted and boarded up in of themselves if they had a vehicle that could do all this, they'd
October. We drove along the ocean, past the shells of the sum- have it on TV the next day."
mer hot-dog stands and curio shops, and pulled up in front of
"Well," said Rusty, "they can't be dangerous. Because they've
the police station, the only light visible in the entire seashore been around enough that they could have done plenty of damcommunity. It was close to 3 in the morning by now and the age by now, if they wanted to."
It wa's almost dawn when I got back to the Exeter Inn. Tired
only sound was the echo of the breakers on the beach.
Sgt. Joe Farnsworth was on night duty, a gray-haired gentle- • as I was, I found it difficult to get to sleep; everything that had
man who tendered some friendly insults to the regulars for happened during the long day of October 20 ran through my
mind.
being so late with the coffee.
The possibilities seemed to boil down to one of three things:
He recalled the night of the frantic phone call from the man
in the unknown phone booth, pulled out the blotter and showed first, a revolutionary government secret weapon, unannounced
and unpublicized. Second, it might be a foreign craft. Russia's
me the record of it.
"There's another story, though," he said, "much more inter- perhaps, that was so fast, maneuverable and invincible that it
esting than this one. It's not on the blotter because we turned could thumb its nose at our own Air Force, and survey the
the whole thing over to the Coast Guard station and they took country at will and without fear of being captured or shot down.
Third, it could be an interplanetary craft, coming from a civiliit from there."
zation far advanced beyond our own.
"Tell me about it," I said.
These were, it seemed to me, the only speculations possible
"Well," the sergeant said, "this was about two months ago.
That would make it some time in early September or late Au- unless it could be assumed that the sightings were psychic abergust. I don't have the names of the two fellows involved, but the rations. From the quality of the official and technical witnesses
Coast Guard does, if they're allowed to give them to you. Any- making low-level observations, such as the one Bertrand and
way, I was cruising up on the boulevard. It was late, about 4 in Hunt had reported, mistaken identity could almost surely be
the morning, I think. This car was parked along the side and ruled out. The Air Force explanations of some of these sightI eased up to it to see what was up. There were these two boys ings were actually harder to believe than the sightings themin it, I guess they were in their late teens. As soon as they saw selves. Psychic aberrations? Maybe—but highly unlikely. There
me, they came running to the cruiser. And they were scared to was photographic and radar evidence, too. Bertrand had refused
death, I mean scared to death. Both of them. And this one boy point-blank to believe the reports of the lone woman on the
said, 'You'll never believe what I'm going to tell you I' Right 101 bypass, of Muscarello, too, until in the company of both
away, the way they were acting, I checked to make sure they Muscarello and Hunt the thing suddenly loomed above him.
Of the three major speculative possibilities, there seemed to
were both sober. And they were. No liquor on the breath, nothing like that. They were just plain hysterical. So they told me be arguments against any one of them being likely. If it were
they were going down the boulevard, and this thing come in an experimental aircraft of our own design and making, it
from the ocean right over the top of their car, and it stayed still' would be required to carry conventional running lights simply
over the car. And they stopped short, they thought it was a plane for air safety, if nothing else, regardless of its secret nature. And
that was trying to land and they didn't want to get involved the Federal Aviation Agency would prohibit it, secret or not,
underneath it. Then this thing stopped, too, whatever it was. from zooming straight at automobiles on the highway and forcRight in the air. Pretty soon, they got scared and took off—and ing people into nervous shock. It would most certainly not be
when they did, this thing did, too. But when they went up the permitted to hover and maneuver in populated areas at night,
boulevard straight, this thing suddenly came right at them'. skimming over housetops and cars. And if it were that secret
That's when they pulled over, the thing shot off out of sight, the Air Force would not want it in populated areas anyway.
and they were too hysterical to do anything until I'pulled up, If it were not secret, as Sergeant Farnsworth had said, it would
be all over TV along with the astronauts, whose feats would be
I guess. So I took them up to the Coast Guard station."
overshadowed by the power and maneuvers of the UFO's.
"How far is that?" I asked.
If the craft were of foreign origin, why had it not set off
"Couple of miles up the shore from here. Right on the beach.
So anyway, the Coast Guard had these guys write out state- vociferous complaints about violation of air space in our counments about what they saw, and everything. And they had try, or any other of the countries which had reported UFO's so
somebody come over from the air base, I don't know who it frequently? The single U-2, which had flown over Russia at
was, and check on it. And I don't know what they found, but 60,000 feet, had created a major international incident, blasted
the hopes of a summit conference and brought before the
these kids definitely saw something."
United Nations a case which still echoes through its halls. Logic
"Yon don't have the names of the kids anywhere?"
"No, I'm afraid I don't. But the Coast Guard does. And the would seem to rule out this possibility, also.
If the UFO's were extraterrestrial, why had they not atnext day, the story was flying around so much I was believing
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vanced enough to create interplanetary' or even interstellar
craft should be able to make it plain to us that we had visitors
from space for the first time in recorded history. Unless, of
course, they had already communicated with authorities who
had decided to withhold this intelligence on the theory that the
public might panic.
The latter possibility is at once the most logical and still most
illogical (again the paradox). It is more logical than the other
two only because the other two possibilities (advanced U.S. or
foreign man-made craft) are so totally illogical.

next morning, October 21, 1 had an appointment with
Mrs. Virginia Hale—a UPI stringer and a reporter for the
Haverhill, Massachusetts, Gazette. She lived in a generous ranch
house on a trim residential street in Hampton, not far from
the ocean. Mrs. Hale was an experienced, observer. She knew
every conventional flight pattern of the nearby Portsmouth
Air Base, as well as the commercial air lanes reserved for airliners on their way to Boston.
She took me immediately to her kitchen window, set above
her spotless stainless-steel sink, and pointed out the portion of
the sky in which she first saw the unknown craft. She had kept
it in clear view over a five- to'lO-minute period. She pointed to
a soapish smear on a pane of her ivindow.
"I put my finger in the dishwater the minute I saw this thing
in the sky," she told me, "because I wanted to clearly mark the
position where it was when it first came into view. The only
thing I had handy to do this was the soapy water, and you can
still see it there—faintly of course. But it's there."
It was. Enough of a mark to line up a fix on a certain portion
of the sky, above the rooftops of her neighbors' homes and out
over the Atlantic a short distance. It was from this general portion of the sky, I recalled, that Sergeant Farnsworth had described the craft coming in over the two hysterical young men
on the Hampton boulevard that early morning when they had
been whisked to the Coast Guard station to make their report.
"I don't know the date I saw this," Mrs. Hale told me, after
she had poured a cup of black coffee in the kitchen. "I'd say
two to three weeks ago. I was standing right here by the sink,
about 25 after 6 in the evening. It was dusk, it wasn't quite
dark, and there was still plenty of light. The reason it caught
my eye was because it was bright and because it was going slow,
very slow. Not at all like the path of the planes as they come
over. So I automatically figured something is wrong. Then—it
stopped dead over that house—"
She pointed to the roof of her neighbor's house, just out the
kitchen window. "It was about three times the height of that
chimney," she continued, "and it hovered there. Now you know
four minutes is a long time and that's why I hesitate to say
that. But I'm pretty sure it was that long. Then I marked the
window with the smear from the dishwater, so I could remember where I lined up the spot."
We moved outside, as she reenacted what had happened. "At
the moment the object stopped I came out here on the terrace.
Now, I would estimate that it was out beyond the Coast Guard
station which is right on the shore, just over these houses here.
After it started up again, it moved much faster. The B-47's go
further east and further north before they cut back. And when
this thing cut back toward the southwest, coming directly back
and losing altitude fast, coming in really fast, and coming, almost, I swear I thought it was coming right at me. Of course,
to be frank, I was hoping it would land. And it cut over this
house behind us here, and I knew I would lose sight of it. But
also, it was going so fast I thought it was going to crash."
"Could you get a clear look at it at this time?"
"Well, at this point I could see from underneath, too. It was
dome-shaped, and underneath, it was flat. Its altitude was now
about twice the height of that chimney. By the time it was over
here, I could see the bottom and die front of it plainly. And here
1 got a full'view-of the bottom and the back and tail, maybe
you'd call it a fin. Then I went'into the house and looked out
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"You could definitely rule out a
"Definitely," she said. "If you're around here any time at all,
you'll notice the B-47's come by here on their landing pattern,
and they go just about directly over this house. Then they head
out to sea, to the east, turn slightly west, and come in by Rye
and North Hampton. So I am familiar with all that. And, oh,
there was one thing I forgot to tell you. Right after I saw this,
there was a commercial plane moving on a steady flight pattern
and I used that to contrast it with this thing, and to check the
altitude and erratic movements of the object. Now what exactly
did it look like? I'd say maybe it looked like a golf ball, sliced
off more than half, and with another slice taken off where this,
fin was. As close as I can describe, it was very bright, not like
any kind of light I can think of. I know I've seen something
'like the texture of this light, not a regular electric light. Matter
of fact, the Puritron was the first thing I thought of."
"What's a Puritron?"
"It's an ultraviolet light, an air purifier. I have one here and
I'll show you. The light was bluish-green, but more green and
white than it was blue. It had very definite outlines, and that
was what I wasn't quite sure of at first. It did have a little glow
around it, but that could easily have been a reflection of what
was coming from within."
"Can you tell me what portion the glow was coming from?"
"Well, more or less from around the rim, that's what I noticed when it was going north along the coastline. And it son:
of spread up the top part of the dome."
"Was it a bright light? Anything like neon?"
"You're getting close," she said. "When I described it to my
daughter—she's 14—she said you mean something that makes
heat? But I would say more like one of these modern streetlights
that glow so brightly. Except that it seemed more contained.
It seemed to have more substance."
"Could you tell if the surface was metallic or not?" Mrs. Hale's
description was so articulate, I wanted to get every possible
detail.
"I could not say that it was," she said.
"Any portholes?"
"No, nothing- like that."
"Jet trail?"
"No."
"Sound?"
"Absolutely none. None at all."
"When it stopped, you say it stopped still?"
"Absolutely."
"Did it wobble at all? Rock?"
"No."
"Absolutely stationary?"
"Yes. That's the thing that struck me. It hovered only in the
sense that it remained suspended. I had heard of some of the
other reports and they had said that it rocked or wobbled."
"Did it behave aerodynamically like a plane at all?"
"Well, when it came back toward me. it was going too fast
for anything that I know. That's for sure. And in the pattern
that it was coming, none of the planes around here would use
that pattern. Not even the local ones. When it was out in the
east, I thought it might have been a reflection from the chute
that the B-47's use just before they touch down on the runway."
This, I noted, showed an inclination to check out her own
sighting against other possibilities. It helped support the accuracy of the testimony.
"About the shape again. Could you give me any more detail?"
"Well, if you turn a real deep, very deep saucer upside down,
you do come close to it, if you break out a corner on it. If I
could think of the right type of light I've seen and the right
type of plastic to put it inside of, that's the impression I had."
"A glow from within that left a halo effect?"
"That's about it."
"And the size of it? Could you give any estimate of that?"
"It was big."
"If you saw a B-47, which you know so well, going over in a
landing pattern, how would it compare?"
"If it were strictly on its landing pattern, I would say that
?. B-47 would be half as big."
I had gotten a number of leads from Scratch Toiand and
other policemen in Hampton and Exeter. The next one I followed up was Mrs. Rudy Pearce. Her home is in a miniature
Levittown-type development on Warner Lane. It is a split-level
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house surrounded by well-kept shrubbery.with the usual quota
of bicycles on the lawn. I rang the bell and waited a moment
until Lillian Pearce, a large, handsome woman with a shock
of blonde hair, opened the door and let me in. I was almost
stunned by what I found inside. Sitting in a semicircle was a
group of a half a dozen or so of the neighbors, waiting for me,
and anxious to tell me of their many experiences with UFO's.
Also in the room were several teen-agers, mostly of high-school
age, who were ready to volunteer their personal stones. I had
been expecting a single description from Mrs. Pearce and, instead, I was faced with a neighborhood meeting. It was helpful,
of course, because I could compare several stories with the others
I had heard. For the first time in the research, I began to get
the feeling that UFO incidents were far more widespread, more
frequent and more recent than I had suspected.
The room was so crowded that it ws difficult to keep the
meeting coherent. Mrs. Pearce dropped the opening bombshell
by announcing that she had encountered a low-level UFO only
the evening before as she was driving her children and those
of a neighbor home from a dance. 1 quickly scanned the other
faces—both the housewives' and the teen-agers'—to see if any
disbelief was registered. None was. There were only nods oC
assent. I was a little numbed by this, but went on with the questioning.
"This was a real odd craft last night, I kid you not," Mrs.
Pearce said.
"It was definitely not a plane?" 1 asked.
"Definitely. It was treetop level and had an enormous span."
"Where was it in relation to your house here?"
"It was up by the next farm," Mrs. Pearce said. "Just as you
turn the corner here oa Route 101-C."
We were on Warner Lane, just off this road, one of the main
highways from Exeter to Hampton.
"About what time?" I asked.
"About JO," Mrs. Pearce said. "These kids here were with me."
I looked around the room at the teen-agers. If there is any
proclivity that can be said to be certain, it is that of teen-agers
to debate or neutralize any parent who tries to exaggerate in
front of them. I was watching carefully for this reaction. "All of
you saw this?" I asked the teen-agers.
They replied, almost in concert, that they had.
"It was real wide," said Mrs. Pearce. "It went right over our
car. I'm nor. kidding you. Mrs. Deyo—Doris here—was with us."
I looked in Mrs. Deyo's direction. She nodded in assent.
"How can you be sure it wasn't a plane?" I asked.
"Do planes make no noise?"
"This was silent?"
"This was absolutely silent. This was not a plane. All of us
here know planes, day or night."
Mrs. Deyo spoke. "It looked like it had a lot of little, I call
them portholes, except they were square. The light comingthrough them was solid white."
"There were other lights on it, but they were dim," said Mrs.
Pearce. "Several colors, red, green, orange. All over. And the
surface seemed to be metal. I don't mean that metal can change
shape, I mean the lights all around it, they can change the
pattern and make it seem to change shape. I say the lights can
camouflage it in the air, they definitely can. I believe that 100
percent."
"This thing just dropped down toward the car," Mrs. Deyo
said. "It dropped down, and it seemed to take on red lights,
and it followed us. My son was in another car near us, and he
saw it over our car."
"How close over the car?"
"I mean close," Mrs. Pearce said. "Not more than eight to
10 feet above it. The lights seemed to circulate, rotate around
it. Airplane lights don't do this. They flash on and off."
The atmosphere in the room was tense and electric. It was
still hard to control the group, to keep everybody from speaking at once.
"Let's go back," I said to Mrs. Pearce, "to your first experience. And the objects you saw closest to you."
"The first experience I had was on J.uly 29th, this past summer. This was before anybody had seen anything around here.
That I know of, anyway. And I thought I was losing .my head.
I was with my daughter here, my 14-year-old, and we first
thought it was nn accident dov.-n the road. With these .bright,
flashing red lights. It seemed to be right on the road. When we
got near it, I could see this wasn't an accident. It was a huge
craft, right on a field beside the road. Then it suddenly took

off. My daughter won't go out at night alone anymore, since
then, I'm not a brilliant brain, but I'm not stupid, either. I
can tell you what I saw. I don't care if anybody believes me or
not. These things I saw, And nobody's ever going to try to convince me any way different."
Like the others in the room, Mrs. Pearce was passionate in
her testimony. It was a little difficult to keep her on the track,
but she xvas a basically intelligent woman, and I encouraged
her to go on.
"It's just like 1 told the colonel at the air base: You show me
the craft, I said. He said he couldn't show me the craft, the Air
Force had no such thing. I said, Then what is it? He said, It's
a UFO. All right, I was told that over the phone, when I called
the base after this July incident. I wasn't even going to call
them. I told one of my friends that they'll think I'm nuts. According to the officers, none of them have seen these things.
When the major and the colonel came down, we looked at what
appeared to be a star, except that it was blinking red, green
and white. It didn't appear to be a star to the major, but lie
didn't know what it was. The colonel did see two very puzzling
red things in the sky, and he had some very, very poor excuses
for it. Very poor, as far as I'm concerned.
"At one point, they thought we might be seeing the strobelights of the runway. The colonel sent the major and a lieutenant back to the air base to have the strobe lights turned on.
This was after Doris and I had gone up to the air base to talk
with them. We were all down on Route 88. While we were
waiting to see what would happen, we were talking, and a
strange object went across the sky, not low, the way the ones
which have scared us, but high. I asked him. What do you call
that tiling there? He said, Well, that's an airplane. 1 said, Oh
is it, well how come it doesn't make any noise? Well, it's too
far away, lie said. I said, No it isn't, Colonel, and there were
about 15 or 20 cars there by the field piled up. He asked me
why they were there and 1 told him. Then I said, What kind
of plane is it, are you going to tell me it's a jet? He said, No, it
isn't. Well, what is it? I said. Then he sort of, you know,
couldn't quite name it. Then he came up with a name, I can't
even remember it. I said, I'm sorry, I don't agree with you,
Colonel. I didn't. So then another object started over the road,
right down on Route 88, right across the road. By the Applecrest Orchard. So the other one starts over, and I said. Okay,
what's that? Oh—that's a plane. I said, Oh, you think it is. Okay.
So one guy there in the crowd had binoculars, I didn't have
any at this time, I went out and bought some later. I asked if
he'd let me use them, and he did. The colonel looked through
them and his face dropped. It did, I could tell. Now what is
that? I said. Well, he says, you know there are passenger planes
that come into Boston along here. I said, Oh, you mean they
stop in the orchard to have apples? I said, That's pretty stupid.
I said, I'm sorry, I don't agree with you. No, I mean it, I don't
care what I say. Nobody's going to tell me I can't see something.
So, anyway, one woman was standing in the background, she
said, I'll tell you something, I've seen those things and they're.
not airplanes. She said, There's no noise to them. She said, I
never saw a plane look like that. I believe that woman down
there, she said, meaning me."
I had to admit that I was spellbound by Mrs. Pearce's vivid
recollection of the scene. She continued.
"Now he's a colonel in the Air Force, he should have much
more intelligence than that. So, anyway, finally he decided he
had to leave. I said. Oh, Colonel, what about the strobe lights?
You were trying to tell us that we were having hallucinations
or seeing reflections from the air-base runway. By this time, the
major had returned and admitted that the lights had been
turned on and off on a regular pattern, and we had seen nothing unusual at all while they were doing this."
Mrs. Pearce took a deep breath. "All I can say is that if they're
from another planet, the Air Force being the way it is, I hope
they're friendly people."
I had come up to Exeter expecting to explore a single incident. Now it seemed to have developed into a constant, steady
flow, not just from the group on Warner Lane, but in scattered
places throughout the area.
My talk with the Pearce neighbors and the teen-agers continued for over an hour. Reports on Route 88 and on 101-C
near seme high-power transmission lines were the most frequent, but some of them had seen the unknown objects along
Drinkwater Road and near the sighting by the Exeter police
officers. I kept questioning their capacity to distinguish what-

over, day and night, and that the objects they were reporting
had nothing to do with them.
"How would you feel," Mrs. Pearce said, "if you had a daughter who wouldn't go out the door at night because of these
things?"
I figured that mass hysteria here could not be discounted,
that it had to be seriously considered as part of this cluster of-,
sightings. Meanwhile, I was going to reserve judgment. When
Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo asked me if I wanted to look-over '••
the locations they had described, later on in the evening, I said
that I would. I had to admit I felt a little odd; this would be
the first time I had ever gone UFO hunting, and I made a mental note to ask Bob Kimball to come along. If by the remotest
chance we did see anything, I would want to have a solid man
like Kimball around, who, in addition to being a newsreel cameraman, was a fully licensed pilot, familiar with all types of
running lights on airplanes. He agreed to join us.
That night we covered two or three locations on Route 88
that both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo described as places where
they had seen the objects. When we reached the field where
the colonel and the major had been confronted by Mrs. Pearce's
wrath, we got out of the car to see if any strobe lights were visible from the runway of the air base, over 10 miles away, and
to study the landing- and running-light patterns of planes
which might be over the area. Both Kimball and I wanted to
do this to examine with Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo the possibility of mistaken identity of planes.
Over a 15-minutc period, we saw the running lights of four
planes which, Kimball pointed out, would be making a landingpattern for the air base. Both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo immediately recognized them as running lights on planes and
didn't, as I. had half expected, attempt to convert them into
UFO's. This was a strong point in their favor, and helpful in
making a better assessment of the amazing testimony given
me that afternoon.
The night was dark, moonless, with a very high overcast. No
stars were visible, of course, so that the winking running lights
of the planes stood out dearly against the gray void above.
Just as we were getting ready to get back in the car, Kimbail
noticed the running lights of a smaller plane, moving at a considerably faster speed than the lumbering B-47's and B-52's,
"That boy is really moving," Kimball said. "If he's anywhere
near the landing pattern of the field, he's breaking speed limits
at that altitude."
The plane was coming toward us, moving southeast at a vapid
clip. Its running lights were plainly visible in conventional
aircraft pattern. It took perhaps 20 seconds for it to get almost
abeam of us and the roar of its jet engine could now be heard.
Its altitude seemed to be about 6,000 to 8,000 feet, according to
Kimball. We were both watching it rather intently because its
pattern was entirely different from the other planes we had
observed.
Just before it drew abeam of our position, Kimball nudged
me. "What the hell is that?" he said.
1 looked and saw a reddish-orange disk, about one-fifth the
size of a full moon. It was about three or four plane lengths in
front of the jet, which appeared to be a fighter. The plane was
moving as if in hot pursuit. The disk was perfectly round, dull
orange more than red. It was luminous, glowing, incandescent.
The plane was not closing the distance between it and the object. We followed both the plane and the object for 18 or 20
seconds until they disappeared below the southeasterly horizon.
If Mrs. Pearce or Mrs. Deyo were saying anything, I didn't
hear them because Kimball and I kept up a running commentary with each other on what we were seeing as the plane moved
from abeam of us until it went over the horizon.
"Check me," Kimball was saying. "What exactly do you see?"
"An orange disk," I told him. "Immediately in front of the
running lights of an apparent jet fighter."
"A little to the port of it, too, wouldn't you say?" Kimball
asked.
"Maybe. Not much to port."
"Do you see any running lights on the disk?" he said.
"No. Nothing but the orange glow."
"Right," said Kimball.
In almost precisely the time in which we carried on this conversation, both the plane and the object had disappeared. The
whole thing happened so fast that I'm not sure how I reacted.
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ming i-ve seen."
Mrs. Pearce, however, seemed to shrug it off. "That was nothing," she said. "Wait until you see one close up."

he next day, still checking out leads, I visited the town of
Fremont, a dozen miles from Exeter. I found my target, Bessie's
Lunch, in a lonely wooded clearing not far out of the village.
It was a rustic diner, homespun and friendly in atmosphere,
with barely enough room behind the long row of stools to stand.
A tall, angular Yankee behind the counter turned out to be Mr.
Healey, husband of Bessie, in whose honor the diner was named.
Mr. Healey was friendly, but reserved. I ordered a cup o[
black coffee, and finally confessed that I was on the track of
UFO reports, and perhaps he could help me.
"Understand you got several reports down here aboxu them.
Is that right?" I asked. "Several" turned out to be n low estimate.
"Ran into one couple here," Mr. Healey told me, "who saw it
pretty close. Right along the power lines clown here. They all
seem to describe it pretty much the same, that's what gets me.
No matter what place they see them in. If the people were making it up, I don't think they'd come in with the same descriptions. This couple come in from South Hampton or Hampton, I
don't know which one it was. I've known the father ever since I
was a kid, and I know he wouldn't lie about it. And his was the
same description as all the others has given—dozens of 'em.
And we have so many that come from different parts dropping
by here. We had a woman in here who come all the way from
Epping. She claims she saw it, and she described it the same way:
a round flying object with bright lights, and then it's got this
orange and red light. And she says it flies along that way—no
noise, not one of them. They all say close to the same thing,
that's what gets me." Another customer, Jim Burleigh, had also
heard a good many reports.
We were interrupted when Bessie, a plain and honest-looking
woman, came in with her daughter, a smiling girl in her twenties. I lost no time in questioning her daughter, who mentioned
her own sighting first. It had happened as she was standing in
her backyard in Fremont.
"The first one I saw,'" Bessie said, "went right down in back
of the trees. It was white and then it turned red. Dark red.
But first it looked greenish-like. And then there was a plane
that seemed to be trying to circle it. And I was with my other
daughter, we both saw that. She has seen it more times than
that, too. We saw it two nights in a row, the same time of night.
Early evening. I went out on Tuesday night—just last Tuesday,
out at the clothesline, and I said. Gee, am I seeing things? It
was really close. That night it was round, just as big, and you
could see these silver things coming down from it. So I went
in and called my neighbor, and I said, Come out on the field,
quick. But her husband yells, We can see it better from the
attic, and he called down he could see it real good. Then it
went down behind the trees, and came up.again. It's just like
the one we saw the other night. It went right down the power
line. That's what it always seems to do—hover over the power
lines."
Bessie could not be called an expert witness, but there was
no question that she recalled the incident vividly and genuinely.
And here again the power lines were indicated, miles away from
Exeter.
Jim Burleigh finished his coffee and agreed to take me to the
Jalbert family, a few hundred yards down the road. It was a
small house by the side of the road, not more than 40 or 50
feet from the poles of the high-tension power lines which crossed
the road at that point. The lines, part of the Northeast Grid,
interlock communities with electrical power, and permit different utility companies to exchange power when a peak demand
requires "borrowing" electricity from another community. Some
transmission lines are mounted on huge, gaunt steel towers;
others use oversize lighting poles, as wns the case here. When
they are constructed, a xvide ribbon of clearing is made extending dozens of feet on each side of the lines, in order to keep the
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wires free of any entanglements with foliage or tree branches.
This creates, in effect, wide highways or swaths of clearing
which sweep across the country.
Before we went into the Jalbert house, I examined the power
lines carefully. The swath inusi have been over a hundred feet
wide, and you could look down it in either direction for several
miles. Overhead, some 10 or 12 heavy wires were suspended,
sweeping along the open swath until they disappeared in the
distance.
Mrs. Jerline Jalbert, a pleasant and unassuming widow, had
made a modest home for her boys, Joseph, Jr., 16; Jerle, 14;
Kent, 12; and a smiling four-year-old. They were bright kids,
standing high in their classes at school, innately friendly and
curious. The entire family often stood watching by the power
lines at dusk. Mrs. Jalbert told me what she had seen the previous week.
"Jt was a funny-looking shape," she said. "Very hard to describe. This was Tuesday night. About quarter of 7 when I
saw it. We had just been outdoors and we happened to look
and we saw this bright-red thing in the sky there. It was really
close, because you could see something hanging down from it
that night. 1 don't know what ic was. When I had gone in the
house to call a neighbor, it had moved across the field by then.
Then it slowly disappeared out of sight."
"Can you recall the shape a little more clearly?"
"Well, it was big and it was round. Like a glowing light.
You'd think it was just like the moon rising out of the sky, but
of course it wasn't that. It was the size of the moon, or bigger, though, when I first saw it."
"What was your reaction?"
"It doesn't scare me any. I'd just like to know what it is."
"How about the way it moves?"
"Well, it docs both. First it goes fast and then it goes slow.
Slows right down. Then it seems to go up and down. It's the
darndest thing."
"Now- this thing that was hanging down. What was it like?"
"It was silverish. Several things. And you could see them,
because it was glowing in that part of it."
"How long were you able to watch it?"
"A good half hour," Mrs. Jalbert said. "And you see, this is
only one time. We see it regularly along here. Always seems
io be somewhere near the power lines. It often comes around
7 o'clock, and by quarter of 8 it's gone. Monday night we saw
it—" She turned to Jim Burleigh. "Was it Sunday I called you
up about it? Anyway, it goes way up in the sky finally, and it
gets smaller and smaller as it goes up, anrl gets more orange.
And a lot of times, this airplane comes out and chases it."
I turned my attention to Joseph Jalbert, the 16-year-old.
"When we saw it the first time," he said, "it was even with
the power line. Right beside it."
"That low?" 1 asked. 1 was fascinated because for the second
time in as many days I had run into a duster of people who reported seeing the objects regularly. These people had no connection with Mrs. Pearce's group and were not even aware of
the others' existence.
"All of a sudden," Mrs. Jalbert added, "it'll disappear. Then,
just as sudden, it'll come back. Then little red lights will
sometimes come on top of it, and one on the bottom. Off
and on."
"Now you say it seems to stay pretty close to these power
lines?"
"Yup," said Mrs. Jalbert. "It seems to stay over these lines
most of the time it's been down through here. It's always over
those wires."
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j§iS hat evening Kimball joined me and we went to see Fremont's Chief of Police Bolduc and his numerous family who
lived in a rambling old farmhouse. Kimball and I were admitted by the chief into the sprawling country kitchen, where
an assortment of children and adults were in varied stages of
finishing up. dinner. Mrs. Phyllis Bolduc, plump and cheerful
in spite of the confusion, was as cordial as her husband.

At the head of the large kitchen table was Meredith Bolduc.
the 22-year-old daughter-in-law of the chief. Jesse Bolduc,
married to Meredith, leaned back against the wall in a wooden
chair underneath a rack packed with hunting guns, while children and grandchildren of assorted ages made occasional excursions in and out of the room off the kitchen which housed
the television set. The scene created the impression of a Yankee
version of a Bruegel painting of friendly family confusion.
I told the group that the chief had suggested earlier in the
day that they might be able to give me some information on
Unidentified Flying Objects.
Meredith, an attractive young housewife with short black hair,
spoke first. "Go no further," she said. "I tell you that the experience I had is enough to make your hair curl."
"Tell me about it," I said, slinging the battery recorder oil
my shoulder and turning it on.
"Oh, dear," she said. "Am I going clown in history?"
"Doesn't make you nervous, does it?"
"Not really. Maybe a little."
"Just-relax and forget about it."
"It's these men of mine here who really make me nervous,"
she said, referring to her father-in-law and husband. "But anyway, 1 know exactly what I saw and I'm going to tell you about
it, no matter how much they kid me. Actually, they know
better."
"You're darn right they do," said Mrs. Bolduc. "They know
this is no joke."
"Anyway," Meredith Bolduc continued, "this thing was coming up the power lines toward the road, this was going from
Frentont toward Kingston, at the power lines right down near
the town line. It was coining and it didn't stop. I just kept on
going on to Kingston, to my folks. And when you see one of
these things, you don't forget them. This was last week, just a few
days ago. But I saw it much closer two weeks ago Wednesday,
that would make it—that would make it October sixth. This is
the closest it ever came to rne."
"Where were you at the time?" I asked.
"On the Raymond road. Driving."
"Did you stop?"
"No. I didn't know whether to goose the car or turn around
and go home."
"It was dose?"
"Yes. Came right down toward the car."
"What was your reaction?"
"Scared! Scared to death. In fact, a couple of minutes after
that, I saw a light shining over my shoulder and I turned around
and jumped a foot—but it was only the moon I
''This was the only night I was really afraid of it," she continued. "The other nights it was fascinating, it was way off in
the distance. WTm good is it going to do to reach for a gun or
to goose your car and make it go faster?"
"About how high up was it when you saw it that close?"
"I'd say a couple of treetops high. You just had to look up
a little, right in front of the windshield, and there it was."
"Could you make out any detail?"
"Well, it was bright, and white, with sort of fluorescent
red around the rim. Like a big light bulb, the way the white
part of it shone. It might have been more whitish-yellow, the
main part of the thing was."
"What about the shape?" .
"It wasn't flat, but it wasn't round either. Not oval like
an egg, but it was oval—not quite as oval as an egg. You could
tell it wasn't round, but it wasn't square and it wasn't flat.
It was a funny shape."
"Where was the red?" I asked. I was continuing to ask the
same question more than once, as a double check on accuraq'.
"On the outside of it. Around the rim. And I'll tell you
this much—I don't particularly care about seeing it that close
anymore."
The men chuckled. Meredith reacted quickly.
"By God, you guys laugh!" she said. "But wait until you see
it up' closel And I'll also say this: I absolutely refuse to drive
alone at night anymore."
Kimball and I were silent on the first part of the drive back
to Exeter. Finally I spoke.
"Now what do you think?" I asked.
Kimball just shook his head.
"I certainly never expected to run into so many reports, we
days in a row," said Kimball.
"All these things that keep repeating themselves," I said.

&y tne power lines," said Kimball. "Both Fremont and
Exeter."
"How many people have had the damn things come right at.
their cars?"
"Let's see," said Kimball. He was driving slowly because the
Cog was still rather thick. "There's the woman that Bertrand reported on the 101 bypass. There's Mrs. Pearce, down on the
Exeter-Hampton line. There's the two young fellows the Humpton police took to the Coast Guard station. Muscarello, he wasn't
in a car, but he had to dive down on the road to get away from
it. Actually, it came right at Bertrand, too, wouldn't you say?
When he was out on the field with the kid?"
"Well," I said, "he started to pull his gun on it."
"That's close enough," said Kimball.
Before leaving Exeter, 1 made a point of visiting Norman
Muscarello's mother. She is Muscarello's mother from a previous marriage and her name now is Mrs. Dolores Gazda. She
lived in a modest but spotless apartment on Front Street in
Exeter, about a mile out from the center of town. An outdoor wooden stairway with a small landing on the top led to
the door, and she sat me at the kitchen table for a cup of coffee.
She was young-looking and trim, barely old enough, I thought,
to have an 18-year-old son.
"Do you want me to tell you something interesting?" she said
as she poured the coffee. "When this whole thing started, I
told my son I really couldn't believe him. He had been out all
night, and he came walking into the house at about -I in the
morning. I was really concerned and very upset. You see, he'd
sold his car because he was going into the Navy in a few weeks,
so he hitchhiked all the way to Amesbury to see this friend,
and that's how the whole thing started. Well, of course, I could
hardly believe this fantastic story, but when the two police officers told me what they went through, J knew that: all three of
them couldn't be pulling my leg.
"Now ray son says it was as big as a house, and that's about
the description of it when some friends of mine saw it over the
hospital. And then one night I went down with these friends
on Route 88. I hadn't had any luck on several nights when J
went with Norman. But this night, we weren't there more than
10 minutes when all of a sudden this thing1, you couldn't see
what it was shaped like, came out from behind some trees, like
if it was just parked and rose. Now I describe it as being beautiful. It went right along the top of the trees, oh, several hundred
yards away. It was hard to tell the distance. It was huge, it
looked awful big even from that far away. What it looked like
to me. there were lights on the bottom going around it like
pinwheels. Red ones. And it was very bright and it was beautiful. Since then, I've seen it right over the house here. And the
other night, the whole neighborhood was shook up. I could
see it right here from the landing. And I went and told all
the neighbors and they all saw it with me. It was very low, and
spinning like always, with these red lights. So a few minutes
later, an airplane came over and made a circle around it. And
darned if that thing didn't just turn around and take off like
a bullet."
ft was nearly 2 in the afternoon on October 23 when I
checked out of the Inn and began driving toward my home in
Connecticut. I had to admit my head was spinning. For nearly
four days I had been talking to everyday people who were discussing in infinite detail what might become the most important
news story in history. But why hadn't it broken? What was
holding it back?
f had talked with and interviewed, either singly or in groups,
nearly 60 people. I had nearly 20 hours of tape recordings.
Driving along the broad, straight superhighway toward Boston, I tried to summarize in my own mind just what specific
conclusions could be drawn from these long and involved days
in and around Exeter. What had I been able to gather that was
irrefutable evidence?
First, it was uncontestably true that Unidentified Flying Objects had been reported and verified in many cases by more
than one reputable person at regular intervals over a wide area
of southern New Hampshire.
Second, it was uncontestably true that the reports were coming in very frequently.
Third, it was uncontestably true that many reports indicated
the objects sighted over, near and along high-power electrical
transmission lines, although sightings were not confined to such
locations.
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i-.uuii.il, it was uncontestably true—to Kimball'and me, at
least—that we had seen an object that could not be identified
as any known aircraft in existence.
Fifth, it was uncontestably true that some people were in actual shock or hysteria as a result of extremely low-level encounters with these objects.
The tape recorder was beside me in the front seat of the car
as I circumvented Boston on Route 128 and continued along the
Massachusetts Turnpike. I picked up the microphone and began
dictating a memo to my agent and editors in an attempt to give
them a brief picture of the progress of the research to date. I indicated that I could not understand why some kind of major
newsbreak should not be forthcoming on this subject in the light
of the material I had gathered.
"I say this after several days of intensive research in Exeter,
in which I interviewed nearly 60 people and tape-recorded hours
of testimony," the memo began. Then it continued:
The people who have given this testimony have been checked
out as far as character and reliability are concerned. For the
most part I would say that their judgment and capabilities
range from average to better than average.
The testimony adds up to this:
There is overwhelming evidence that UFO's or"flying saucers"
do exist.
They seem to exist in uncountable numbers.
They move at incredible speeds and in aerodynamically impossible patterns.
They are reported, checked and verified almost continuously.
They hover for considerable time, often at less than treetop level.
At low altitude, they sometimes assume a domelike shape with
an inner red or white glow. A pattern of red pulsating lights
is frequently observed. In others a red whirling pattern is reported around the edge.
They are usually absolutely silent, although in some cases a
high-frequency hum is heard.
They move almost directly overhead of cars and people, at
times causing fright and panic.
At least four women, living in widely separate areas, are
afraid to go out alone at night and they refuse to do so.
At least four people report extremely large objects, 60 to 80
feet in diameter, rising up silently from behind trees.
The low altitude movement has been reported to consist of n
yawing, kitelike motion, wobbling in the air and moving slowly
back and forth, sometimes with a fluttering pattern. like a
leaf.
At times, it is reported to throw a brilliant red light glow
which paints_the side of white houses a brilliant red. It can
light up a wide area on the ground around it.
At high altitudes, in some cases, it seems to assume a shape
of a small disk, in the relationship of a pinhead. (star) to ;i
tennis ball (UFO).
Reliable, but off:the-record information from the Pease Air
Force Base in Portsmouth indicates frequent radar blips and
fighters are constantly scrambled to pursue these objects. This
information is not official, but it comes from a reliable source.
The objects are often reported in the vicinity of high-power
transmission lines: Some of these locations have been crowded
with cars many nights, with groxip sightings sometimes reported.
No one has ever been harmed physically by any of these objects, although psychological trauma has been evident.
The area covered by the research extends from Hampton.
New Hampshire, on the coast some 20 miles west to Derry, New
Hampshire, near Manchester.
In most interviews, I was able to determine the reasonable
capacity of the respondent to differentiate between a helicopter, balloon, jet, prop plane, planets or stars. Some sightings
have 'been described in daylight.

n October 27, I drove from Pittsburgh north some 30
miles to Beaver, Pennsylvania, in a rented car to investigate a
dramatic UFO photograph NICAP had sent me. The Beaver
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County Times, an extremely able newspaper covering a large from the object could be ultraviolet?"
population in the Pittsburgh area, had covered the picture
"Well," said Frye, "this is something I couldn't answer. It
and story in depth, I had learned, and I planned to talk to could be, and it could be also something else. There is a lot
their reporter first before interviewing the youthful photo- of light outside of the visible spectrum that you can photographer directly.
graph."
One especially interesting thing had shown up in the picture:
"How about infrared?" I asked.
under the upside-down luminous dinner-plate shape was a
"That will also photograph on a plate to a certain extent,
whirling halus, a misty cloud extending beneath it like a especially with certain film."
ghostly tail of a kite, which had not been visible to the naked
"We discussed ways that the picture could have been faked,"
eye but which had shown up on the photographic negative said Shunk, "and we couldn't come up with a logical way you
clearly. Since film will pick up some invisible infrared and could do it."
utraviolet light, this might provide a clue to the power source
"In other words," said Frye, "if somebody asked us to go out
of the objects.
and duplicate this picture, we would find it impossible."
1 found Tom Schley, a reporter for the Beaver County Times
I thanked Schley and the photographers for their informawho had covered the story, at his desk in the large, modern tion and then left to see James Lucci and his brother John to
building of the paper.
reenact the way die photograph was taken, and to see what other
He had plunged into the subject cold, and was as mystified as information I could pick up in their neighborhood.
I. He was convinced that the 17-year-old James Lucci, who had
James Lucci was quiet, soft-spoken and shy. His brother
taken the picture, was sound and able, an amateur photographer John was 20, three years older. He was a student at Geneva
who often took pictures of the stars and moon as part of his College nearby. Both were articulate and friendly. The Lucci
hobby. His father was a professional photographer for the Air house nestled at the bottom of a steep hill, so typical of western
National Guard, and both the family and the boy were highly Pennsylvania. 1 got both boys to take me to the exact spot
regarded in the community. At the time of the observation where their camera had been set. It was in the gravel driveway,
and the taking of the picture, James Lucci was with his brother. directly beside the house, and we stood there, looking up at
A third witness, Michael Grove, saw the. UFO from his home an angle toward the hill. The trees stood out sharply in silacross the road. James was making time exposures of the moon houette against the sky, the same tree line which had showed
in the driveway of his home in Brighton Township, Beaver up in the pictures.
County, at about 11:30 p.m. A round, thick object, glowing
I asked James Lucci to point out the exact spot where the
brighter than the rnoon, came into die field oi" the camera object was when the picture was taken.
from over a high, steep hill behind his house. Realizing the
He pointed to the high ridge, at about a 45-degree angle
camera must have caught it. James closed the shutter quickly, from where we were standing.
wound the film down for another shot. Before he could get
I looked up, following the direction of his finger, and caught
a third shot, the object climbed rapidly out of sight.
my breath.
The entire Lucci family was afraid, as many other people
For immediately below the part of the sky he indicated were
were, of ridicule and publicity, but friends persuaded James to the sweeping wires of a high-power transmission line, extendbring the picture to the Beaver County Times, where three ing from a tower on top of the ridge and stringing across the
photographers superimposed negatives and made other tests valley to the next hill. It was Exeter all over again, this time
which showed the UFO had slowly moved closer, left to right, with a striking photograph to go with it.
as described by the witnesses. After a full evaluation, they
I returned to Exeter on October 31. On the following mornlabeled the photograph genuine. The boy's character was ing, I followed up half-a-dozen leads by phone; they were invouched for by the chief of police, Brighton Township, the teresting mainly because they indicated the high frequency of
high School principal, and Beaver County police.
sightings in the area.
With reporter Schley's help, I was able to catch two of the
At noon, 1 stopped by the power plant on Drinkwater Road
photographers on the newspaper who had made the examina- in Exeter and spoke to a couple of the engineers for the Exeter
tion of the Lucci negatives, Harry Frye and Birdie Shunk. We and Hampton Electric Company. They had heard many stones
joined them in the cafeteria.
about UFO's but had not been aware that so many people were
"How do you go about checking out the negatives?" 1 asked. reporting them above or near power lines. They were intrigued
"The only way," said Frye, "is to make completely sure that with the idea, though, and planned to investigate it. They
there's no double exposure involved, or anything like that. If said that high-voltage power lines do create an electromagLhe negative is faked by a double exposure you have overlap- netic field, and that if the objects had any kind of affinity for
ping images. Now I studied the negatives for considerable time electromagnetic fields, the power lines would be an obvious
and I don't think they could possibly have been double-ex- attraction. There had been no unusual voltage losses reported
posed. Everybody else in the department agreed on this."
on the meters, but, they added, it would be possible for an ob"It wasn't .1 lens-reflection freak in the development, either," ject to enter an electromagnetic field without affecting the
Shunk added. "We examined the negatives thoroughly for that voltage.
possibility.
In midafternoon, I went to Officer Bertrand's house to get
"After we all had studied them, we couldn't help but come to his reaction to a story the Pentagon had released to the local .
the conclusion that the image was a definite picture. There was papers about his and Officer Hunt's sighting. It was such a
no other way it could have been done."
garbled distortion of facts that I.could not understand how the
"How did you go about matching up the two negatives?" .1 Pentagon could release it. Later, an officer at the Pease Air
asked.
Force Base told me he was "shocked at the Pentagon's stupidity."
"Well," said Frye, "we put the two negatives, two separate
With a Washington, D.C., dateline of October 27, 1965, the
exposures, we put them together and lined up the trees, the news story read:
horizon line, the moon, and other things that were in both negatives. And you could see where the object had moved across the
The Pentagon believes that, after intensive investigation,
film. From my judgment, the object had moved from a position lit has come up with a natural explanation of the UFO sightings
closer to the camera to a position a little farther away and in Exeter, New Hampshire, on September 3.
across."
A spokesman said the several reports stemmed from "mul"And that would have been difficult to fake? :l
tiple objects in the area," by which they mean a high-altitude
"It would be, yes," said Shunk. "I would be difficult to fake Strategic Air Command exercise out of Westover, Mass., was
it in another way—to put something up there and photograph going on at the time in the area.
it, and still get the things that are seen in the background.
A second important factor was what is called a "weather inJust about impossible. I'd say. You also noticed that tail of version" wherein a layer of cold air is trapped between warm
mist coming down from the object."
layers.
"That wasn't seen by the naked eye," I said. "What sort of
The Pentagon spokesman said this natural phenomenon
thing does a film pick up that the eye doesn't? Infrared? Ultra- causes stars and planets to dance and twinkle.
violet?"
The spokesman said, "We believe what the people saw that i
"Ultraviolet will appear on a film and not to the eye," said night was stars and planets in unusual formations."
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Frye. "It would tend to produce a white image."
"Then is there a possibility that these rays coming down
I was confident that no one, including the Air Force, had in-

vestigated this sighting in greater detail than 1 naa. w u a i a
more, the release was a direct slam at both Bertrand and Hunt
and their capacity to distinguish between "stars and planets"
and an enormous, silent craft which had brought Bertrand almost to the point of pulling his gun. I had spent part of two
nights patrolling with Bertrand and Hunt, and had come to
respect them and their jobs. For the Pentagon to ascribe their
sighting to either "high-altitude exercises" or "stars and planets
in unusual formations" was patently absurd. If anything, it
could only lead eventually to the embarrassment o£ the Pentagon.
Bertrand was very calm about it. "If they want to turn out
ridiculous statements like that," he said, "that's their business.
I know what I saw. They don't. And of course I can't accept
what they say there. I know for sure it had nothing to do with
the weather: I know for sure this was a craft, and it was not any
plane in existence. I know for sure it was not more than a hundred feet ofE the ground. I'm not saying it's something from
outer space. I'm saying I don't know what it was, and from this
newspaper story they've released, I know damn well they don't
either. I know it didn't have any wings, arid I know it wasn't a
helicopter. Or no balloon, or anything of that sort. It's absolutely stupid of them to release something like that."

rather extensive random survey in the Exeter area
brought many more stories to light. Most impressive were the
off-the-record accounts by the military:
—A Coastguardsman from New Hampshire told me that although his station would never release any official information,
he was on watch one night when an enormous reddish-orange
disk moved slowly up the beach, not more than 15 feet above
it. He confessed that he was so shocked by the sight that he went
into the radio shack and dosed the door.
-From an Air Force pilot I learned that pilots had been ordered to shoot at any UFO they came across in an effort to bring
them down. But he said that they were apparently invulnerable
and that they were capable of outmaneuvering any aircraft the
Air Force had. He said that he simply ignored the orders to fire
on such objects, since he felt personally it would be better not
to alienate, them.
—A military radar operator reported that a UFO came directly toward the base, was clocked both visually and on the
radarscope. It seemed as if it were brazenly going to land at the
base. But instead of landing, it hovered over the base. The officer of the day was notified, and he -put a telescope on the object.
As he watched, it suddenly accelerated to a speed of over 800
miles an hour, as clocked on the radarscope. It disappeared
within a minute.
—A brilliant orange object landed directly off the edge of one
of the runways at the Pease Air Force Base, illuminating a wide
area where many of the Air Force officers and their families
lived, according to a member of a high-ranking officer's family.
Some wives reported that the light was so bright that they
thought it was morning; one actually started to get dressed until
she realized it was still in the middle of the night. Phone calls
swamped the switchboard at the air base, and eventually the
base was cut off by the commander from outside communication.
The fire unit of the base was dispatched to the end of the runway as the object took off and disappeared at an unclocked
speed..
—I was given several more reports about the constant scrambling of jet fighters after the strange object when radar sightings had been made in concert with visual sightings.
—Constant radar reports were being made at the Portsmouth
Navy Base. In one instance, an object hovered over a water
tower at die base before taking off at incredibly fast speed. It
was checked both visually and by radar.
—One highly qualified officer at the Pease Air Force Base told
me that he had been skeptical about UFO's before he had been
assigned to the command at Portsmouth. He was no longer
skeptical at all. At least 15 pilots at the base felt the same way.
—Two additional officers of the air base told me that they
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the Bertrand and Hunt case in Exeter. They said it was so unbelievable in the light of what local authorities knew, that it
could make the Pentagon a laughingstock. They said in no uncertain terms that the report was severely damaging to the Air
Force.
Although none of the personnel supplying this information
can be identified,, for their own protection, these reports are
no less real than any of the other information I put directly on
the tapes. In fact, in view of the position of these people, the
stories reinforced the thesis that UFO's not only existed, but
were, beyond the capacity of the military to deal with them. This
impotence, of course, might be the.underlying reason why the
government was carrying out its ostrichlike program of nonrecognition. The public has a naive and childlike faith in the
military, and anything admittedly beyond its control might
shatter this faith forever.
I was not able to talk to Norman Muscarello until several
weeks later, when he came back to Exeter on leave from the
Navy. But the interview with him was strangely antidimatic.
The recorded tapes of Officer Bertrand, Officer Hunt, his
mother, Officer Toland and others so surrounded die incident
in detail that Muscarello's story was simply a total but necessary confirmation of everything which had happened on that
predawn morning of September 3. It coincided almost exactly
with the description given by officers Bertrand and Hunt. He
demonstrated how he had dropped down on the shoulder of
the road to keep away from the object when it came toward
him. The interview with him completed the cycle of the original
incident at Exeter, whidi had set into motion such a long and
arduous period of research.
On Monday, November 8, I was in Exeter with two companions, an editor and a photographer from a national magazine.
We were there to recheck some of my earlier interviews. We
covered Mrs. Hale, Mrs. Gazda, the'entire community in.the
area of the Pearce home, die police, Ron Smith, Bessie's Lunch,
the Jalbert place by the power lines in Fremont and Chief
Bolduc and his family in the same neighborhood. In reviewing
their sightings with them, it was interesting to note diat the
descriptions remained basically the same as when they had given
them to me a few weeks previously.
At die Bolduc house, Jesse Bolduc had joined the ranks of
the observers since the time I had first talked to him. He confessed that he no longer laughed at his wife, and admitted that
he had to eat his own words.
At the Jalbert home, the entire family reported continued
sightings, and both Joseph Jalbert and his mother recounted
a most interesting observation which had happened since I had
first met them.
Joseph had recently noticed a reddish, cigar-shaped object
in the sky, high over the power lines. It hovered there motionless for several minutes—exactly how many he did not know
because he was so absorbed with watching it. After a considerable length of time, a reddish-orange disk emerged apparently
from inside the object, and began a slow, erratic descent down
toward the power lines. As it reached a point within a quarter
mile of them, it leveled off, then moved over the wires until
it reached a point several hundred feet away. It then descended
slowly until it was only a few feet above the lines. Then a silvery, pipelike object came down from the base of the disk and
actually touched the lines, remaining there for a minute or so.
The protrusion then slowly retracted into the body of the
object, and it took off at considerable speed—exactly how fast.
Joseph could not estimate—and dien rejoined the reddish-cigarshap.ed object and disappeared inside it.
Joseph's mother had not seen this but had observed a similar
occurrence some 20 miles away, near Manchester. The only
difference in their descriptions was that the protrusion extending down from the object she observed was reddish rather than
silver colored. Joseph was very reluctant to bring this sighting
up. His younger brother had prodded him into telling about it,
and when we asked him why lie was so hesitant, he told us that
the whole thing looked too scary and he didn't like to talk about
it. "It's the first time I've ever seen one of these things toudi
anything," he said, "and it happened so near to me that I really
tried to put it out of ray minci."
By Tuesday, November 9, I was ready to close out the research and begin the long job of trying to correlate all the tapes
and notes. Several more reports of sightings were brought to
our attention that morning, but most proved to be repetitive,
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and 1 could see no reason, for extensive interviews: I met my
companions back at the motor inn in Hampton for dinner. It
was a cold, sparkling clear night, with a brilliant hunter's moon,
and the huge fireplace in die dining room was a welcome sight.
We met at about 5:30, and as I was leaving my room, I noticed
that the electric lights flickered, faltered for a few seconds, and
then came on brightly again. I though: nothing of it, went on
into the dining room. My friends were waiting for me in a
booth. We ordered Martinis and prepared to relax.
As the waitress brought the drinks, she had a broad smile on
her face. She had been helpful in the past in supplying the
names of people she had heard about who had sighted objects,
and was interested in the story as it developed.
"I suppose this is all your fault," she said, putting the Martinis down on the table.
"What is all our fault?" I asked.
"You mean you haven't heard about it?" she said.
"Heard about what?"
"The blackout. The power failure. All over the east."
"You're kidding," I said. The lights in Hampton were blazing
brightly. I did recall, though, the flicker as 1 had left my room.
"It just came in over the radio in the kitchen," she said. "New
York, Albany, Boston, Providence, all of Massachusetts, are absolutely black. Not a light burning. This is no joke, I mean it."
This seemed so incredible that we hardly took it seriously. I
got up.went back to the room, and turned on the television set.
I was startled "to see the news staff of NBC-TV broadcasting
in faint candlelight. The picture was fuzzy and barely discernible. The commentary, of course, confirmed all that the waitress
had told us, and more. I still found it hard to believe. And, of
course, the first thing which crossed my mind was the long
series of UFO sightings involving the power lines, such as Joseph Jalbcrt's report the evening before. I forgot completely
about dinner.
I quickly started pouring through the 203 pages of transcript
of the tape recordings. The words "power lines" or "transmission lines" appeared on an alarming number of pages. I began
making a notation in the margin of the transcripts wherever a
reference like this was made. There were 73 mentions in various
locations by various people. These included cither the actual
use of the words or references to locations near where die power
lines ran.
I sat glued to the television set, waiting for some word.as to
the cause oi the unprecedented failure. The news commentators
were as confused as everybody else. No one seemed to have any
idea of the cause and never in history had there been a power
blackout of such extent. I tried to phone my home in Connecticut and was told by die operator that the only calls she could
put through were those that were a matter of life or death.
The Portsmouth-Exeter area, we learned, was one of the few
pockets of light in the entire Northeast. I found small comfort
in that, because I thought of the millions of people in the large
cities who must certainly be trapped in cold, dark subways or
jammed, stuffy elevators.
I waited in vain throughout the evening and early morning
hours for more news but no announcement came which gave
even a due to the mystery. I ran through the transcripts again,
still noting the phrases and descriptions referring to the power
lines. Suddenly, the major emphasis of the entire UFO research
—the power lines—was now becoming the focal point of a new
mystery—no less mysterious than the UFO phenomenon I had
been dealing with for weeks.

3 lie blackout caused by the failure of the Northeast Power
Grid created one of the biggest mysteries in the history of modern civilization. Eighty thousand square miles and 36,000,000
people—one-fifth of the nation's population—were suddenly
plunged into inexplicable darkness.
There was a curious lack of physical damage: The utility
companies iooked for something to repair, but there was nothing. Only a few generators were out of action as a result of the
power failure, not a cause. What's more, the utilities were able

to restore service with the exact same equipment that was
use at ihe time of the blackout. What happened that night -\
not only far from normal; it was mystifying.
If there had been a mechanical flaw, a fire, a breakdown
short circuit, a toppling transmission tower, the cause woi
have been quickly and easily detected. Mechanically, howe>
the system as a whole was in perfect repair before and after
failure.
At 10 p.m., it was announced that the crux of the diflicv
lay at a remote-controlled substation on the Power Authori
transmission lines at Clay, New York, a town 10 miles north
Syracuse. The high-tension 345',000-voIt power lines stretch
over Clay are part of the authority's "superhighway" of po^
distribution, running into Niagara Falls, cast to Utica and soi
to New York City.
Niagara Mohawk repairmen who drove out to Clay fot
the substation in apparently perfect order. There were no si.
of mechanical failure, fire or destruction. Another report s
FBI investigators and state police to the desolate Montezu
Marshes outside of Syracuse, but they found nothing out
order there.
Something else happened outside Syracuse, however, wli
was noted briefly in the press, and then immediately drop)
without follow-up comment. Wclclon Ross, a private pilot ;
instructor, was approaching Hancock Field at Syracuse fo
landing. It was at almost the exact moment of the blackout,
he looked below him, just over the power lines near the C
substation, a huge red ball of brilliant intensity appeared
was about 100 feet in diameter, Ross told the New York Jour.
American. He calculated that the fireball was at the point wl:
the New York Power Authority's two 345,000-volt power li
at the Clay substation pass over the New York Central's tn
between Lake Oneida and Hancock Field. With Ross wa
student pilot who verified the statement. At precisely the sr
moment, Robert C. Walsh, deputy commissioner for the 1
era! Aviation Agency in the Syracuse area, reported that he
the same phenomenon just a few miles south of Hancock Fi
A total of five persons reported the sighting. Although the 1
cral Power Commission immediately said they would inv.
gate, no further word has been given publicly since.
Pilot Ross's sighting took place at 5:15 p.m., at the morr.
when the blackout occurred in the Syracuse area. At 5:25 p
a schoolteacher in Holliston, Massachusetts, watched thro
binoculars with her husband an intense white object in the
moving slowly toward'the horizon. At the same time, D;
Hague, a 17-year-old from Holliston reported an identical
ject, moving toward the southwest.
In New York City, simultaneously with the blackout,
women declared in two separate statements that they sigl
unusual objects in the sky.
In spite of the lengthy report issued by the FCC, the G
Blackout has still not been adequately explained. Ostensi
backup Relay #Q-29 at the Sir Adam Beck generating sta
Queenston, Ontario, was eventually pinpointed as the soi
of the massive failure. But further.investigation, hardly n<
in the press, showed that nothing in the relay was broken w
it was removed for inspection. In fact, it went back into op
tion normally when power was restored. The line it was
tccting was totally undamaged. "Why did everything go
scrk?" Lije Magazine asks in an article about the black
"Tests on the wayward sensing device have thus far been u
avail." A later statement by Arthur J. Harris, a supervising
gineer of the Ontario Hydroelectric Commission, indie
that the cause was still a mystery. "Although the blackout
been traced to the tripping of a circuit breaker at the Sir A>
Beck No. 2 plant, it is practically impossible to pinpoint
initial cause." As late as January 4, 1966, The New York T\
in a follow-up story indicated a series of questions' regar"
the prevention of future blackouts. The new item says: "T
questions more or less are related to the cause, slill'nol jully
derstood, of last November's blackout." The italics are our
The Great Northeast Blackout was a mystery, but not
more puzzling than what followed on its heels. On Noven
16, a series of power blackouts hit many parts of Britain. Do
of sections of London were darkened, and telephone oper;
in Folkestone, on the south coast, worked by candlelight.
On November 26, NICAP was advised that power failun
St. Paul, Minnesota, were reported by the Northern Si
Power Company simultaneous with die appearance of-ob
overhead giving off blue and white flashes just off Highway

dent on Hogt Avenue reported a "blue-glowing
house lights and appliances in the area went dead. A motorist
also reported that his car lights and radio went out.
The power company announced that it was unable to determine the cause of that blackout.
By December 2, sections of two states and Mexico were
plunged into darkness after a widespread power failure in the
Southwest. Juarez, Mexico, was hit, as well as El Paso, Texas,
and Las Cruces and Alamogordo, New Mexico. Authorities were
unable to explain the cause of the trouble.
A few days later, on December 4, portions of east Texas were
knocked out electrically, with 40,000 houses losing power. It
was the third major blackout since the Northeast Grid failed.
By December 26, the mystery was growing deeper. The entire
city of Buenos Aires, and towns as far as 50 miles away, were
plunged into darkness by a power failure, with hundreds
trapped in subways beneath Buenos Aires' streets. The cause
was thought to be a single generator.
On the same date, four major cities of south and central Finland were hit by a loss of electrical power attributed to a single
insulator.
One news story on January 13, 1966, is particularly interesting because it received little attention in the press aside from,
che Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Herald of that date, even
though it was an AP release, with an Andover, Maine, dateline:

government. As a result of these articles, the~Air Force has received inquiry as to the cause of this report.
Our investigation arid evaluation of the sighting indicates
a possible association with an 8th Air Force Operation, "Big
Blast." In addition to aircraft from this operation, there were
five B-47 type aircraft flying in the area during this period. Before a final evaluation of your sighting can be made, it is essential for us to know if either of you witnessed any aircraft in
the area during this time period either independently or in
connection with the objects observed. Since there were many
aircraft in the area, at that time, and there were no reports of
unidentified objects from personnel engaged in this air operation, we might then assume that the objects observed between
midnight and 2 a.m. might be associated with this military air
operation. If, however, these aircraft were noted by either of
you, then this would tend to eliminate this air operation as a
plausible explanation for the objects observed.
Sincerely,
HECTOR QUINTANILLA, JR., Major, USAF
Chief, Project Blue Book
1 atch.
I
Article "Saturday Review"

Curiously, the letter was noc only undated, but the large
brown envelope in which it was mailed bore no postmark.
The Telstar communications satellite tracing station was
The letter referred to the sighting as September 2, when of
blacked out by a power failure which hit a 75-mile area in west- course it took place on September 3. It also indicated that the
ern Franklin County.
high-altitude exercises were conducted from midnight until 2
Electrical power tailed at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and was re- a.m., while the police officers encountered the close-range object at approximately 3 a.m. But most ironical was the indicastored at 11:20 p.m.
A spokesman for the Central Maine Power Co. blamed the tion that the case was still in process of "final evaluation," while
failure on "an apparent equipment failure which somehow cor-| the Pentagon had already released its own "final evaluation"
rected itself."
.,,....-1 over a month before the letter arrived.
Officers Bertrand and Hunt replied to the Air Force with
Noteworthy are two things: 1) The power failure involved a this letter on December 2, 1965:
space satellite, and 2) in this age of science and engineering, the
equipment "somehow corrected itself." Coupled with the stories HECTORIQUINTAN ILLA, JR., Major, USAF
of the numerous other blackouts, it is strange indeed that the j Chief, Project Blue Book
engineers could not figure out how it went out—and how the Wright Patterson AFB
Dayton, Ohio
failure was remedied.
On the following day, an AP 51017 datelined Augusta, Maine, Dear Sir:
We were very glad to get your letter during the third week
stated that Chairman Frederick N. Allen of the Public Utility
Commission indicated that there was no negligence by the two in November, because as you might imagine we have been the
power companies involved. The Central Maine Power Company subject of considerable ridicule since the Pentagon released its
said that the blackout was caused by the failure of a big trans- "final evaluation" of our sighting of September 3, 1965. In other
words, both Ptl. Hunt and myself saw this object at close range,
former in its Rumford substation.
CMP Vice-President Harold F. Schnurle went on to say that checked it out with each other, confirmed and reconfirmed the
it had not been determined why the transformer failed or why fact that this was not any kind of conventional aircraft, that it
was at an. altitude of not more than a couple of hundred feet,
it restored itself to service nearly seven hours later.
The relationship of the Unidentified Flying Objects to the and went to considerable trouble to confirm that the weather
power failures is entirely circumstantial, of course. Both UFO's was clear, there was no wind, no chance of weather inversion,
and the Great Blackout still remain unsolved. But stranger yet and that what we were seeing was no illusion or military or ciis the incapacity of modern science to come up with any kind vilian craft. We entered this in a complete official police report
of real answer to either question. More baffling still is the atti- as a supplement to the blotter of the morning of September 3
tude of the large bulk of the scientific fraternity in presumably (not September 2, as your letter indicates). Since our job delaughing off a phenomenon testified to by hundreds of techni- pends on accuracy and an ability to tell the difference between
cians, other scientists, airline pilots, military personnel, local fact and fiction, we were naturally disturbed by the Pentagon
report which attributed the sighting to "multiple high altitude
and state police and articulate and reliable citizens.
In the third week in November, a month after the Pentagon objects" in the area and "weather inversion." What is a little
explanation, officers Bertrand and Hunt jointly received an difficult to understand is the fact that your letter (undated) arundated letter from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and rived considerably after the Pentagon release. Since your letter
signed by Major Hector Quantanilla, Chief of the Project Blue says that you are still in the process of making final evaluation,
it seems that there is an inconsistency here. Ordinarily, this
Book. It read:
wouldn't be too important except for the fact that in a situation
like this we are naturally very reluctant to be considered irreMr. Eugene Bertrand, Jr.
sponsible in our official report to the police station.
Mr. David R. Hunt
Since one of us (Ptl. Bertrand) was in the Air Force for four
Exeter Police Department
years engaged in refueling operations with all kinds of military
Exeter, New Hampshire
aircraft, it was impossible to mistake what we saw for any kind
Gentlemen:
The sighting of various unidentified objects by you and Mr. of military operation, regardless of altitude. It was also defiNorman Muscarello was investigated by officials from Pease Air nitely not a helicopter or balloon. Immediately after the object
Force Base, New Hampshire, and their report has been for- disappeared, we did see what probably was a B-47 at high altiwarded to our office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This tude, but it bore no relation at all to the object we saw.
Another fact is that the time of pur observation was nearly
sighting at Exeter, New Hampshire, on the night of 2 September has been given considerable publicity through various news an hour after 2 a.m., •which. v.-ou!d eliminate the 8th Air Force
releases and in magazine articles similar to that from, the "Sat- operation Big Blast, since as you say this took place between
urday Review" of 2 October, 1965. A portion of this article is midnight and 2 a.m. Norman Muscarello. who first reported
attached for your information. This information was released this object before we went to the site, saw it somewhere in the
BBHK22
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vicinity of 2 a.m., but nearly an hour had passed before he got Patrolman. Reliable.
into the police station, and we went out to the location with
—In the same official report, a statement by Major David H.
Griffin, Base Disaster Control Officer, Command pilot. "' Al this
him.
We would both appreciate it very much if you would help time have been unable to arrive at a probable cause of tins
us eliminate the possible conclusion that some people have sighting. The three observers seem to be stable, reliable persons,
made in that we might have a) made up the story, or b) were especially the two patrolmen. I viewed the area of the sighting
incompetent observers. Anything you could do along this line and found nothing in the area that could be the probable cause.
would be very much appreciated; and I'm sure you can under- Pease AFB had 5 B-47 aircraft flying in the area during this
stand the position we're in.
period but do not believe they had any connection with the]
We appreciate the problems the Air Force must have with a sighting." (Our italics)
lot of irresponsible reports on this subject, and don't want to
cause you any unnecessary trouble. On the other hand, we think
The difference between this report of the actual investigating
you probably understand our position.
officer at Pease AFB, and the one officially released by the Pentagon to the local press on October 27, is marked and startling.
Thanks very much for your interest.
Sincerely,
When I left Exeter, the sightings were still continuing, seemPTL. EUGENE BERTRAND! ingly without letup. In the early months of 1966, while Hunt
PTL. DAVID HUNT
| and Bertrand were still waiting to hear from the Pentagon, as
many as two or three reports a week were being received by
Nearly a full month went by, but the officers received no reply police in the vicinity of the town, one of which induced a dyedwhatever from Wright-Patterson. Finally, on December 28, the in-the-wool skeptic to run to the police station with a full
account of a UFO viewed by at least seven people.
officers wrote again:
On February 9, 1966, the Pentagon finally wrote a letter of
WECTOR QUINTANILLA, JR., Major, USAF
apology to Patrolmen Bertrand and Hunt:
f?Sf^ffffSS
WVright Patterson AFB
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Dayton, Ohio
Washington
Dear Sir:
Since we have not heard from you since our letter to you of
Office of the Secretary
FEBRUARY 9, 1966
December 2, ive are ivriiing this to request some kind of an- Gentlemen:
swer, since we are still upset about what happened after the
Based on additional information you submitted to our UFO
Pentagon released its news saying that we have just seen stars investigation office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
or planets, or high altitude air exercises.
we have been unable to identify the object you observed on
As we mentioned in our letter to you, it could not have been September 3, 1966. . . .
the operation "Big Blast" you mention, since the time of our
In 19 years of investigating over 10,000 reports of unidentisighting was nearly an hour after that exercise, and it may not fied flying objects, the evidence has proved almost conclusively
even have been the same date, since you refer to our sighting that reported aerial phenomena have been objects either creas September 2. Our sighting was on September 3. In addition, ated or set aloft by man, generated by atmospheric conditions,
as we mentioned, we are both familiar with all the B-47's and or caused by celestial bodies or the residue of meteoric activity.
Thank you for reporting your observation to the Air Force
B-52's and helicopters and jet fighters which are going over this.
place all the time. On top of that Ptl. Bertrand had four years and for your subsequent cooperation regarding the report. 1
of refueling experience in the Air Force, and knows regular regret any inconvenience you may have suffered as a result.
aircraft of all kinds. It is important to remember that this crafi
Sincerely,
/s/ JOHN P. SPAULDING
we saw was not more than 100 feet in the air, and it was absoLi. Col., USAF
lutely silent, with no rush of air from jets or chopper blades
Chief, Civil Branch
whatever, and it did not have any wings or tail. It lit up the
Community Relations Division
entire field, and two nearby houses turned completely red. It
Office of Information.
stopped, hovered and txirned on a dime.
What bothers us most is that many people are thinking that MR. EUGENE BERTRAND, JR.
we were either lying or not intelligent enough to tell the dif- MR. DAVID R. HUNT
ference between what we saw and something ordinary. Three Exeter Police Department
other people saw this same thing' on September 3, and two of Exeter, New Hampshire.
them appeared to be in shock from it. This was absolutely not
a case of mistaken identity.
We both feel that it's very important for our jobs and our
reputations to get some kind of letter from yoxi to say that the
story put out by the Pentagon was not true; it could not possibly be, because we were the people who saw this; not the PentagonCan you plense let us hear from you as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
he most logical, but still unprovable, explanation is that
PTL. EUGENE
PTL. DAVID HUNT
the Unidentified Flying Objects are interplanetary spaceships
under intelligent control. NICAP and others have been supIn the official Air Force files at Wright-Patterson field is othei
porting this hypothesis for years. Its credibility, however, has
information on the case:
suffered by the support of the crackpot fringe. In spite of this,
the hypothesis remains stronger than any other theory advanced.
/
— In (lib. signed statement to the Air Force investigators, PaThe biggest remaining question is the apparent attitude of
trolman Bertrand said: "At one time [the lights] came so close, government and scientific authorities who have shown no inI fell on the ground and started to draw my gun." He also noted dication of setting up a full-scale project either to prove or disthat the lights were always in line at about a 60-degree angle, prove the existence of UFO's. Or if they have, the ostensible
and when the object moved, the lower lights were always for- paternalistic protection of the public is not consistent with
ward of the others.
democratic principles. The reaction ot those who have experi—In the official Air Force report of the investigation by the enced close encounters with UFO's in the Exeter area has been
Administrative Services Officer of the Pease Air Force Base to one of shock, followed by intense curiosity rather than sustained
Wright-Patterson, dated September 15, 1965, the following in- panic. An unprepared public is far more likely to panic than an
formation was included: Identifying Information on Observers informed one. Truth isn't likely to remain hidden forever.
(1) Civilian. Norman Muscarello, Age, 18. 2051/2 Front Street,
In the light of recent developments, the situation has reached
Exeter, N. H. Unemployed (will joiiT Navy on !8 Sept. '65)
;i point where it appears to be the duty and responsibility of
Appears to be reliable. (2) Civilian. Eugene F. Bertrand, Jr. che government either to reveal what it knows, or to order a
Age, 30. Exeter Police Department. Patrolman. Reliable. (3)
scientific investigation on a major scale and report the findings
Civilian. David R. H u n t . Age, 28. Exeter Police Department. immediately to the public at large.
—John G. Fuller

Our contributor, who lives in Texas, is relalively new to the subject of UFOs, having
approached it by way of Dr. Jacques Vallec's books and the FLYING S A U C E R
REVIEW. Mrs. Fuller is not related to the author of the book which she analyzes
so brilliantly in her article.
metallic", no wings, no glow, about 30 ft in diameter, 200
ft in the air. It flew slowly, hovered, then "went furiously off"
upon departure.

HE correspondence from Aviation Week
Tplasma
theory , and the FLYING SAUCER

on (lie
REVIEW
editorial on "explanations"-, prompted me to take a
second look at Incident at Exeter'-1 by John Fuller,
since'.( understand that Mr. Klass (of Aviation Week)
used ihc book to help work out his plasma explanation
of the UFO problem. Mr. Fuller interviewed some sixty
witnesses before writing his book, and described some
twenty-one of these cases in detail. 1 have made a
summary of these twenty-one cases, and 1 imagine
readers of the REVIEW might be interested in (he results.
Most of the sightings were made in the vicinity of
Exeter, New Hampshire, in the laic summer and the fall
of 1965.
Muscnrcllo Sighting
September 3. A huge red glowing object was seen 10 follow
a car prior lo Ihc sighting, which occurred around 2 a.m.
when an object SOft to 90fi in diameter dived from the sky
towards the witness, backed off, and hovered over a house.
Later, when officers Hunt and Bcrirand observed it with
Muscarello, it was seen to rise from behind trees. One hundred feel in the air, the length of a football field away, it was
observed as a huge red glow with lights around the rim
which pulsated in a 5, <J, 3, 2. 1. pattern. When it left, it Hew
towards Hampton, where a badly frightened man only
minutes later reported ihnl a flying saucer came right at him.
Said police officer Be.-trand: "In fact, the first reaction I got
was that it was a huge red fireball. But then I could immediately sec that it wasn't. It was a huge, compact, round
thing, with lights going back and forth." Said Patrolman
Hunt: ". . . it was definitely a craft—a big one. . . ."
1

Hale Sighting
October. At 6.25 p.m. witness observed bright, dome-shaped
object, Hat underneath, with a tail or fin, twice (he si?.c of a
B.'I7. Came in slowly from over the Atlantic, hovered over
ihe house at distance only three times the height of the
chimney, then left at great speed. Kept in sight nearly twenty
minutes.
Pcarcc Sightings
1. October. Seen at night at treetop height, object wiih dome,
fins, appearing to be of hammered metal and of "enormous
span". Had small lights all over it. red lights around rim, and
square while lights, or ports, on the bottom. Big as a jet, it
hovered S ft to 10 ft above the car, illuminating pavement.
Several witnesses present in car, and one witness present in
another car, who saw it over the first car.
2. July. Object "big as a car" with bright red lights, seen
hovering below Ireetop level beside road. 30 ft from witnesses
(2) ;\s thev approached, thinking it was a wreck. Seen to take
off.
3. September J7. Object with red, green and white lights seen
hovering over house for two or three minutes, during which
lime its lights went om twice as jet passed over, to come on
again as plane passed by. Seen to depart. Several witnesses.
4. October. Seen by a neighbour of the Pearccs. Object with
two while lights the width of a wingspread crossed ihc road,
dipped, (lew over the car, and went up into the sky.

Henley Sigliliny
September. At 6.15 p.m. witness and her husband observed
large, round, red object with several "silvery things hanging
Smith Sighting
September. At 11 p.m. n white glow with a red light was seen down from it". High in the sky at first, it came down towards
to come out of the sky and pass over the car four limes. power lines, hovered jusi over them, as plane circled area.
About | mile in the air, larger than a B.52. Sighting lasted 15 Upon departure it "moved away—fast".
minutes, ended as object "zoomed right off".
Jall)crl Family Sightings
1. September. At 6.45 p.m. a bright glowing object Ihc
Shipninn and Kalogcropoulos Sighting
On a foggy morning at 4 a.m. two boys were badly frightened apparent size of the full moon, with several silverish things
by object which came in from over the ocean, buzzed their hanging down from it, was seen in the sky, later departed
car, and "shot off out of sight". Sighting investigated by slowly. It was seen for 30 minutes by the Jalbert family. It
occurred the same evening as ihe Healcy observation.
Coast Guard.
2. September or Ociohcr. At 10.45 p.m. an object "as big as
Davis Sighting
a car", with red lights and white lights, "like a house window
September. At 2 a.m. witness thought she was observing an when its lit", came from the end of the power line in the
aircraft until one small green light changed to a large red distance, going over irees. It was seen to go up over a large
light "too big for a plane". Sighted from a hill three miles tree in its path.
distant, object travelled from south-east, hovered, changed 3. October or November. Reddish, cigar-shaped object seen
in the air, from which emerged a small reddish disc. Apdirection. Observed from five to eight minutes.
proaching from a quarter of a mile away lo within a few
Spinney Sighting
hundred feel of the witness, it hovered over power line,
September 27. Object seen at 10 a.m. on a clear, day one mile extended a silvery, pipe-like'protrusion which touched the
away, nearest approach 2fJO-300 feet. Described as "definitely wires, remained in contact with them for one minute, and
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giow aescriDed in 13 cases. Two were daylight
sightings.
Michel's '"jellyfish" described twice. (Probably the same
sighting from different witnesses.)
Colours diffused or object all one colour: 3 cases.
No description: ] case.
3. Two cases describe repeated sightings over a small
area. In the Jalbcrt case we have "ball lightning" which
repeatedly appears in the sky and descends to keep a
7 o'clock appointment with power lines on clear nights,
Bolduc Sightings
remains over power lines for one hour, and zooms off
Fall, 1965. Object or objects seen several times by Bolduc
family near; .(heir house. Appeared, football-shaped with into the sky when power lines cease to attract it.
lights around middle. Twice a plane Was seen circling when 4. In the Jalbcrt "cigar" case we have a large "plasma"
object in vicinity. Once caused photoelectric cell lights to go from which a small bit is seen to detach itself, descend:
to the power line, touch ii, presumably find it less attracout because of its brilliance.
tive than supposed, return to the sky, and merge wyh
L
:
H.fCi Citing
the larger "plasma".
'-••'
August 8. The Lucci brothers photographed a "saucer", 5. In two cases we have daylight sightings of large
which appears on the coverof INCIDENT AT EXETER, at objects at fairly close range
ll.3,Q p.m., u-h.cn thcjr camera was set to photograph ilie
moon. Large white disc-rsfiapcd light was seen lo come up 6. Out of the whole book I counted seven cases in whiph
over the trees- hovered here and there 50 to 60 ft above jets and other aircraft were scrambled to chase "ba|(
'•'
power lines. Weather tjpscribed as misty. In sight only long lightning" across the sky.
enough for two,'photographs to be taken, it "shot straight 7. The weather is described in two cases as clear, in tvy.o
up in the air arj'd was jicine".
foggy. No mention of any thunderstorm associated wjj'fy
any of these sightings.
,'"
(Jp ,Turca Sighting
8. Duration of sightings: from 4-minutc to over qrjg
August 11. Fjye.piilcs ayvay from the Lucci home, only three hour. In the Muscarcllo case, the object was seen at
nights laicrj RV rrijilnisht, a huge (60-70 ft diameter), humming, disc-like object with brilliant red lights whirring around different times over a two hour period. In five o|h.C|'
its rim, came lp from the west, stopped over a neighbour's cases the object was kept in view for 15 minules^.rjr
house, where if hovered and moved about, three or four longer.
rooftops high.'''for half an hour. When it left it "took off 9. Arrivals and departures: there is mention of qi|ly
faster than a jc[". [n (his case the weather was described as one case (very briefly, and not described by origjpnj
"beaulifu|ly"c|car."
witness) of a sighting described in this'way: "There vv^s
(These two sjah'tings occurred in Beaver, Pennsylvania).
a big white flash from the thing and it was gone." However, this does not necessarily mean that the objyi'c^
JJIodgcU Sighting
disintegrated, and may only indicate rapid departure.
September 21. Between 1.30 and 2.00 a.m. an object, red on On the olher hand we find:
top and glowing on bottom, 100 ft diameter, seen from
witness' bedroom window. Hazy night. Object spun, "went Approaches from the sky: eleven (two of these fr.qm
over the ocean).
'••' "•'••
zoom—and it was out of sight".
Approaches from over trees: one.
Buikkcr Sighting
Approaches from over road: one.
Fall, 1965. At 10.45 p.m. an object was seen approaching from Approach from over power line in the distance: one.
north-west. Red green, white lights, silenl. trectop level, Witness came upon object when it was stationary. s.ix.
object made "a long, graceful bounce" j-milc from the wit- Not indicated: one.
ness. Continued towards south-east.
Departure frorh vicinity of witness described: fifteen.
Witness left first: two.
Doughty Sighting
October.1965. Between 9 and 9.30 p.m. a lighted object with Actual departure not described: four.
red and 'green lights around it was observed stationary in the
Mr. Klass's suggestion that "cornea discharge"
sky. Two witnesses stopped car to observe it. Object began
to move, dived directly at car, causing witnesses to depart formed along power lines, became deia.ch.cd. and floated
with haste.
and zipped about; finds no confirjm^tipn in these
reports, wherein the object ^.-a's seen approaching:
Mazelewski Sighting
manoeuvring and departing.
'
. '
.. ..'•
:,
September 1965. "Wakened by light at 2 a.m., witness called
There
is
no
report
in
fnciile/il
W
Erey.w
describing
arj
husband. Both observed humming object covered with lights
like a Xmas tree which blinked, hovering low over field 15 object materializing on power lines and lafer disWtegfa;ft from their window. They observed it for 15 minutes. ing. And the Jalbert case is the only one in which. ain
Witnesses left window, noticed that humming had stopped, object was described as in actual contact with the poXVef
looked out to find it gone.
lines.
As you will see from these accounts, 'we have "ball
Annlysis
lightning" described as giving the appearance of: an
Of these 21 sightings I noted the following:
aircraft, an auto wreck, an object with square windows
1. Size: from "as big as a car" to 100 feet in diameter. or ports, a red object with silvery cables hanging from it,
Extremely large objects described in seven cases.
and a metallic craft 30 ft. in diameter (definitely a craft,
several days previously.
Obscrvatipns 1 and 2 were part of repealed sightings in this
area. The object was said to arrive around 6.45 p.m., remain
nearly an (tour. Stayed near power lines, appeared and disappeared, vrjjh small red lights on lop and bottom, which
wcn( on and o(T. A plane was sometimes seen to circle the
object as if'ln pursuit. Seen in unusually clear weather. Of
departure, \yjincsscs said: "It goes way up in the sky
finally.1'
'
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lights pulsating in a 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
pattern.) There was also an object flat underneath with a
tail or fin, an object of hammered metal, and an object
with two lights the width of a wingspread. (One wonders
what scientists would say if such descriptions of ball
lightning appeared in an encyclopedia!).
To me, however, one of the most remarkable things
about this whole series of sightings is this: of the more
than 60 persons interviewed, not one mentioned physical
harm done by the "masses of charged particles". Not
one person was hurt, not one car damaged, no grass or
forest fires started, no trees or rooftops set afire by these
huge globs of plasma which were floating around so
freely in Exeter and vicinity for several months in the
fall of 1965. This dangerous phenomenon called ball
lightning, in spite of its durability, great size, and apparent attraction to a variety of objects, always managed to
stop short of actual contact with environment, while one
on a collision course with a tree was seen to go up over
the tree.
This bafflement in the face of the explanations is
probably "old hat" to the FLYING SAUCER REVIEW and
its readers, but I am still new enough to the field to be
bewildered by it. Consistent testimony from so many

would seem to indicate the phenomena was accurately
described. I am not saying ball lightning cannot show
the appearance and behaviour described here, but I do
believe any explanation based on the "plasma theory"
must account for the features demonstrated in these
accounts, without any attempt to minimise or distort
them.
One last point—about those "cloud cigars" and the
tornado theory. Anyone living close to the '"tornado
belt" of the midwestcrn U.S.A. would know better t h a n
to compare the awesome but dignified "Type II" appearance and behaviour with the rampaging fury of one of
nature's most terrible spectacles. Whether or not they
touch the ground, tornadoes are not the kind of thing
you just stand and watch! They do not remain stationary
in the sky so that you can watch them for half an hour,
wondering what they are. You know what they are—
the accompanying clouds (black), hail, lightning, and
noise leave little room for doubt. Nor do I recall any
news account describing a fall of "angel hair" in the
wake of a tornado.
NOTES
Refer to TLYISG SAUCER REVIEW January/February 1967 p. iv or cover.
FSR January/February 1967
' John G. Fuller, /nnrfrm 01 F.xcicr: Putnam.
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OUTER-SPACE
GHOST STORY

BY JOHN G. FULLER

Was it delusion? Or did more than GO people living near
Exeter, N. H., actually see huge flying objects resembling
the one shown in the remarkable photograph above?

Police Officers David Hunt, Uft,
iin.i" fi/Rcnr litrtrand of Exeter,
:V. H.. ,o>n«l Aterman MutcarMo bock
til the fit<• inhere he had reported
st:t-ing n tnrgr, luminous.
tiring tibjrci. Thi-y watched it reappear.
JFhUc driving Home with her mother,
Sharon Prarce. 13, of Hampton, aniv a
ditklike object how ring br.iide
iheir car. It mobl/ted anil rocked near
them for miinttlf.j. Since ihtn,
thiry have teen similar phenomena.

Vnr,,,,,,, M„,,:,„ f tin, ,.„* in the
.'Vriuj-, jdj-i n large, airborne
fiijr.n hou,-rril aver fnrm noir Exeter,
ihtn funned la nuritif. him,
mi ihr i-nrt-y morning of September 3
Hr tcr.nt to the police lor aifi

AT 2:24 A.M. Of« September 3. l'X>5.
Norman Muscarello wiilked imo the
lixeler, IV. H,, police slntiou. uppni-rrnIly near shock. Patrolman RcgiimM
Tolnnd, who was on duty at thv. desk,
helped him light a, cigarette before
Muscnrcllo was cnlm enough in inlk.
He had been hitchhiking north on
Iloulc .ISO from Amesbury, Mass., 10
his home in ExcUir, n distance of 12
miles. The traffic was sparse, he said,
and he was forced to walk most of the
way. About 2 a.m., when he was passing an open field near Kensington,
N. H., n huge object came out of the
sky directly toward him. "The thin;:,"
ac ho called it, appeared In be CO 10
90 feel in diameter and hnd brilliant,
pulsating red lights outlining ;in apparent rim. It wobbled, yuwctl imrl
floated toward bin). Inn made no
noise whatever. He iv.is afraid Jl was
uuin;: to bit him ami prelected Minisell by diviup into the shallow shoulder of the rond.
Tin: object hacked off -ihnvly innl
hovernd dirci;lly over the roof i»f inn:
of the Iwo nearby lioutcs. rinally. il
bnckcd uK far enough fnr Mn«n::ir«;llo
to make a run for one of the houses.
He pounded on thu.ttoor, scrcrunin^.
No one .iriswcred, At ihni moniuni, :<
car c.unc by. moving toward Kxc(i:r.
Muscarcllo rnn lo the middle of the
rond, iv.iv'mg his .inns frantically. A
middle-n^ed tiouplc picked liirn up.
look him rnlo Kxetcr and dropped
bim off at the police station.
"U>okt" be noiil lo TolAnd, "I know
you don't believe me. I tlon'l blame
you. Hut you got to semi somebody
(jftfi otit there iviili me!"
Tolond, impr(3.<icd by Mii3ciiri;lli)'s
sinccriiy. called Cruiser No. 21. Within live minute?, Pjiirotm.in Kn^ent:
Bert rand pulled inlu the sial ion. A ftcr
he heard Muscarcllu's story, Herirand, an Air Fon;e riilcrnn with uxjjericnuc in air-to-air ictuelin^ on
KC-97 Linkers, mentioned ;uiotln;r
strange report be hint heard. He bnd
been cruising ut> Ituule 10). apprm;imalufy lwtt miles from Exelcr, nbnvil
an hour earlier. He hod conic ;iurn*s
a cur parked on ihe bypass. »nd the
nromaii a| the wheel Uild him ibiu n
bu»e and silent airborne object bud
I railed her fn>ni llic town n( tppin^,
nine miles nu'.iy. The abject b?d brilliant, flnshing rui) li^liti, tin-. .4aid,
ainl kepi wilhiu a few (eel «f her *»r.
When she readied the ovcrpiisd, it
sudden I y developed tremendous 5}>uctl
nmNonri disappeared armip;;Uw&(ai>.
"I iliou^lu site wus :> konk," ((-.'•
ir^iid (..Id Tolnml. -,S,, 1 .li.lu't ew.i.
lujllier to radio in.''
"Tins *>undj like I lie ihin^ you
«nu-y" Ti)(.-rn<l a-skc<t Miis'i^fcUo.
"Sounds e.viiclJy like ii."
Il t*'aj nearly ,'i a.m. ivhen Patrolman Bertram), si ill t r y i n g to <;;»lni

can drop her ;i nolc in my capacity a? prcsidr.nl of
Match ami say, Dear loan, Yoit have keen selected
hr n highly pcrntnnl proctsx called Rnndnm Snmfifing ti) Itc inter vie wed extensively It-)' myself. . . .
;HM! Tiirr breaks into ingratiating laughter.
"Same romanticists complain that we're too
commercial." he says. "Hut we'ru iio| trying to
take the love out of love; we're just trying to make it
mnru ufitciuui. We supply every I Iting hut the spark.''
Actually, computer dating supplies more. Acuor.lui^lo Or. Henaim U, Snyjcr. M IT1* uhief psychiatrist, it act? us .1 mclticxl that society condones
for introducing a girl and .1 boy. "A buy knows
thnt the pirl lias expressed her willingness lo date
by ihu act of joining. I think: that's one r>f ihc most
idi|>or<iint tilings llint il provides. It reduce* ihc
nnxiely of ihe Wind dale; you know that the girt
wants lo go nut with someone roughly like you.
"However," warns Dr. Snydcr, "if (his is
tnkcii too seriously, and il becomes institutionaliaud. it could IK seen .15 n pressure for a safe, conforinislic approach,. In ail relationships, lliere is n
need for the unexpected; even (lint which is a little
uiixielv-lflilcn."
With .ill the joys and ploys uf <:ompuicr elating, social life at sexually segregated schools in (he
Ivy League remains plenty anxiely-lndcii. Al noncotd schools tike Yale and Dartmouth, students
Icud lives of social isolation. Many nre consumed
by plans for weekend dates. "We try to pack a
whotu week into Friday nnrl Salunloy ni^hl," aays
;i Wmccion sophomore. "IT we <lon*l make «ni—if
we don't sleep with the girl—tlie whole tiling's a
colossal failure."
Comments n distinguished New York psychoanalyst : "Ivy League students are forced to hchnve
like nionk-scholari. When they're freed on weekends, (hry sw,k emotional release. Almost nil college boys are jwycho logics I adolescents, with an
overpowering need for companionship, and they
ciinnol be expected to live in seclusion, M's no sur|>rUc lUal fruxuul rcl«li«nu nre rnoru and more
Lommon among college-aged l>oys .ind girls."
"All-hay colleges-create a clitvt&le for fantasy," says Curler Wiseman, n Ynlc sophomore.
"Girls become unreal beings, so on ine weekend,
you try lo force the reality to fit intu the fantasy
you've created, and il won't work!"
"Celling dales down licre for the weekend is
n terrible vrns-i?. of time," says Joint dc Forest of
Yale. "Hotel accommodations for- ihu j;irl, c.v
IJCHSCS, arrangements . . . iryin;- lo liml » »irl in
the lirjl place. Tnul's why Malt:li ia Wrc to shiy.
I npprovc of it ns a way to inccl people, alllmugh
( hnve no faith in tlic quest innit.iirc'tf nhilily to
nijrn;h compatible people. 'Hie machine Ua« mi way
of telling whclltcr or not the pirl has pa*azx?"
Hut. Wiseman insists. '"Hie odrls uf getting
alon« with n «irl are better if she's been screenful
)))' ;i i:unipuier.S.iy you're i me rested in Itcnnissanui:
;iri, .IIK| the rnacliint ^ivcs you a chick who's intui'CStcrl in Kciuiissnntc art, you've ^oi a bafts lo
luiittl nn. \ou cim'l just go U|t lo some j^irl on (he
slrnui and any, 'Hello, do yon like MoUiwIli?' "
"In midwinter, il's luuj;h tu meet n ^irl n
couple uf hundred miles nwny nn iirty prelexl
whatever," says a snowbound DarLmouih senior.
"Match i* a {;rcnl icebreaker; tho girl will ol Ica^l
talk to you if you cull."

Even before boys (eJephane their malchea,
most girls hnve a line on them through Ivy-viin;
sources— tipsier^ nl I«*ys* «:)iooU and up;>rr-clas5
"tits who've dated extensively. Lirt* are passed
ihrougli the dorms, where ^irls jienc.il r.nmmenis
next lo fnmiliar names: coo/; Anng up when Ac
calls: .<umi££; fink.
"What [roubles me about all this computer
jazz," says a sophomore nt Connecii"«»i C^lleau.
"is my feeling llinl hoys don't level v r-f 'li-:)- fill
in their fjueMioiinnircs. 1 wn-> Itunest »fiili niine,
but I wonder il .some guys rill out theirs to sec if
ihey can £t[ a firsl-iii^hler."
"Uoys want itv.u kind of a f^irl lo dale. l>ul
someone t)uitr Hi^-re-H lo mnrry." .•ay« o Moiinl
Holyoke teninr. "Cnya are j usl oul for a pi-od lime,
but I dnn't know any jrirl who poes nn a Hale without marringc crotwiiij; l»:r mind. When vo|l"i:«: kids
are lo«ctl\er, I he ^ir| thinks: '/ wnn^tr mhni il
wonlil h>: like tn hi: marnml lo MM H(i"v?' n»d
the boy thinks, '/ wonder tuhat il mould be like to
sleep with thit girl?' "
"1 don't sec how ihe quust>onn.iiri: can pas>ihly result in compatible m.itches." «nys Ellen
Robinson of Connecticut. "Guys ilon'l care nboul
altitudes and imerrsis. They at) wnni a Monde with
a great fisure. Hut if you must fill out a questionnaire, 1 think the one from Contact is Ivetttr."
Shekels no argument from David OeWan, 22,
(he MIT gratUiate student who o»'n» Contact,
Match's jirincipa) rival in New England. "The
Match questionnaire is unbeatable (or national
distribution," he stiys. "Uul in the Northeast, ) can
use a vocabulary llial will he more cfTeciivc than il
would be in the Midwest. Phrases like verbal
fluency and aesthetic appreciation &ell far better al
schools like Princeton and Harvard."
DeWan, n brilliant mnlh and engineering sUident, does noi hnve an organization as sprawling
or yeasty as Tncr's. fn fnd, he hns no orpaiiizaiion
al all, A (v\ipnl man, hi* rims deep in the blnck:
He has no full-limr employees. His office is n room
in his grandparents' home, near Cambridge- He
uses .1 'Honeywell 200 computer at three o'clock in
the morning, when the rental is low. In one distribution of questionnaires, he drew 11.000 reAmuses at four tioilura ench.
DC Wan has been going steady with a girl at
y, so when he organizer) Conlncl, they put
tlmimelves to ihe test. Sure enou^li. (he Computei*
matched them. Uul the computer also tnattilicd her
wiih iin Amliersl boy. who won her away. "Il was
very jsad," says fleWaii, "but il proved my system
works. Il found her n more compatible goy."
"I lliink ihal^s a riul," diiys Dr. Siiydr.r, who
invited DeWan to discuss the r.otnpulcr project at a
meeting of the MIT psychiatric staff. "I was a littli:
btt iipjvalled by i»5 I9H4 overtones, but was much
less concerned nflcr we t.nlkcfL Contucl provides
sludettis with reliance to ^ct over the initial hurdle
of knowing ihnl thuy'rt: not (f«»in^ to be immediately rejected. Al their ngc. it's often difficult to make
(he kiml ol smalt talk that's so important nt the
inilial slttpes of 3 relationship. My guess is thai
coinpuier.matched people arc more able lo explore
comfortably their interests. I think it's a useful
social mechanism, bul il would bu misused if boys
UXM) il merely to moke a wnncclion for n sexual
™ood lime."

"1 don't know (hoi Match, anrl Contact can
really work." gntusays Or. Morris 5. Diivis, a.n'ronoiner and director of ihc Yale Computer Ccnler.
"Until body cliumisiry can be inpuled Into ihe
rompuier lo slimulnti: the nctuitl rcituiions of iwr>
persons, 1 have my doubts concerning (he efficacy
of the method."
Dr. Snyder agrees dial the ctimpiiler '::">'»
prcd;r-| cuni|ialibilly. "Itut it's m*l just chemistry."
lie in i.Ms. "It's because ynu c:in'i progriiin snnicihiny »^ oinnplic.iterf :i5 the whole cluster <»f Irr.l.
ings anil asvocintions lh;it riirroiinil a (><iv'c uulitin
of what a ^irl oti^lil to lie. Wh;il u i;t>mpuli:r t.nti
rlo is irtf^cjtJr Ihe pn>bnbilil;' n[ a <;>!isfJclnry n:latintfliip !>y removing iocom|mlil'lu persons.''
Tn lest this theory, Gl«n"-tnpltur \V:illmr. A <uuior ni Ynlc, organized Ji dunce for 20(1 college hoys
and girls, who v».re jclr.L'led ;il raiul'im. m;ili:hcil
by computer .ind tcsteil before and after tin: dance.
Thi:y spent time wilh their malchey. tiicn will)
dates they "picked up" during ihc dnnrc's di:>i^nnlcd free period. Prelimis-.iry fiodinyri: Miwl hnd
mo't fun \i'\'\\ their "pickujrs.*1 "If il turns out lh:it
way," says Walker, n psychology student who i-j v,
"real admirer of Mnlch, "it will be I>CI:JH*<: a rh-nci;
is a one-ni^ht stand, where the only tiling lh:il
counts is physical nl I met ion."
Not everyone hiis fail It in computers. At ihc
Univcrsily of Wisconsin, Iwo enterprising prarluntu students, Glenn Wt:infcld mid Michael Itnppapor\, hnve o service called SECS—Scicmific KvMuiition ol Compatibility Service. They offer u shod
qiiesttonnaire, charge one dollar, provide (in;: d::lr..
and somehow, il works. Says Wcislcld, "We h:td
our proudest moment when wt; were conprotulittcd
for making SECS a four-letter Kurd."
Just ihe same, Tnrr feels the fuiure belongs to
the computer. He's workins on campus iirstallalions of hundreds of special typewriters, nil linked
to a centralized "mother computer." A boy. typing
his requirements, will receive in seconds the namu
of a compatible girl on his campus who's free thnl
nighr. Tnrr is also organizing n trnvel service. On
deck: A transatlantic cruise by nn ocean linur
packed wilh compatible couples, f Rcjeclftd name:
Shift of'F.ools. Scene: night. The Heck uworh with
moonlight. In the .•drndows. a U«y sitt^?, "Cuntc To
Me, My Correlated Ruby." llelow decks, in the
snlon, u ^irl murniort; "How do 1 lovu llicc? LtM
me count the punch carrls/'l
TniT already hns outposts in Nv.\* York, t'hiciifjo. Los An»eles, will »n*ut ;;n inlcrnnlinoiil, jirn.
virlin^. slndeiils. itntiinci1 tlnlcs nt) tivcr Kurnpc.
Since r»llcginns niusl fulfill cucli other's fo
nuircments, ihc ^ucslionnain: i< de^i^nal lo jiruduce I he profile of the applicant and thu pmldi: uf
ihu applicant's ideal date. Hoys have disruvuccdiluit
(here is more lo getting (he girl of llieir duytlream?
than ordering a blonde, intelligent, wuntihy. .sexunity expcriencuit wench. They must alsu try lu
guesa u'hnt kind of boy such y girl would rc<|ucsl.
then licseribe themselves lo conform lo httr <lntit.
The future suggests itself: A buy answer* tltu niu?lions artlul/y. A girl does too. Tl»e computer whirs.
They receive each other's name. Hreaihlcsslv, they
make Q date, rhuy meet. Tlicy stop shnrl. Tltci'^
they arc: Pluin Jnne und So-So-Sol. Twu linrs. Hut
they are, after all, exactly alike, and vhcy luivchccn
matched. It is the computer's moment of triumph.
CENE SHALIT

GHOST STORY .:,„„«««,

The policeman shouted: "I see
the damn thing myself!"
iVIuscardlo. reached ihc held between
tin: |wri houses. Tlie ni^hl was clear,
inoonlcS!) and warm. Chert; ";ts no
w'mit. and the slurs were brilliant.
Visibility was unlimited.
llotraml parked liis cruiser oc:n
the nnlio mike to report In Tnland
lliat IVIiiwrarello wn? still su tense
.•ihoiii the situation that he was gi'in::
to ivalk on) on the field wilh him |o
investigate fin I her. "I'll be out uf the
cruiser for a few minutca." hr. «:iid.
"sii it you don't gi:l an answer on the
radin.douTl worry uboiil «."
Her I rand and MiiAc-.ivuIln walked
dnivn the'loping fichl: Hi-.rlr;iitd|vr.>b.
iiiS the I rues in the distance wild his
N:iKhh'Klit. About MM) y:inl* fro.,, if..:
roadside was a corral, where the
horses of (lie Carl Ilinin^ farm »'cre
kr:pl.They readied llic fence andsiill
saw nolli'm^, and Bcrlrand Iried lo
convince Mu^caretlo that he must
Uavr.Httn a helicopter. Mmcarcllo in.staled that lie was familiar uiili all
l vpvs of conventional uircrafl :iml
would have recognized a hc(u:u|tii;r.

T

IIKN, lift Ifartraiul turned IMC
back h> the corral lo shine his
light toward the tree line north
of them, ihc horses at ihe Dining
farm began kicking and whinnying.
0*1555 in tl\c nearby bosses began
howling. Musearcllo screamed. "1 see
ii.r ls«it!"
Bertram! turned, looked toward
ihc tn.iri beyond the corral. Rising
up slowly (nun behind iwo tall pines
wa-. n brilliant, roundish object. Il
made no sound. It moved toward
them like a leaf fluttering f rom a tree,
ii'uhbling and yawing as it dij so.
I lie entire nTtut waa hathcd in hnlUntil rctl li^hi. The while sides o(
(Tart I) mine's house turned hJnu'ircd. Berirand reached for his .38,
then 1)10113)1! better of il unit shoved
ihe £uj> back in ils bolster. Afraid of
infrared rays, he grabbed Muscarello
and yanked him lovranl the cruiser.
Dertrand called Tolaiul n\ (he K.,xclcr station. "My Cod'' he shouted,
"/ «c the tftmiH thing myself f"
Under the half-protection of the
cruiser roof, Bcrlmnd nnd tMiiscarullo watched the object hover. Il
was about 100 feel above them, about
wns rocking, hack and, forth on ils
axis, still absolutely silent. Tbe pulsating retl lights secJiicil to dim from
left to right, then from right to left,
in a .S-4-3-2-), then 1-2-3-4-.S patlcrn,
taking' abntil two seconds for each
*:yt;le. They found il difficult to iiinkc
out a defmitr. shape because «if ihn
hrilliaucc of the fights—"Like trying
lo describe a car wilh ils headlights
corning at you," Bertram! said.
After several minutes, the uhjecl
began moving slowly eastward, towant Hampton. Ils movement was
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crrnliti. defying nil con vent iona) :ierodyiiniiiu; patterns. "Il darted." says
Uertrand. "Il could turn ivn ;i ilhm-.
Then il would slim down."
As il be^an lo nmvn away, Patroln.ao 0;iv,,l llnnl, ii> Cruiser t\o. 20,
,,ullorl np by Ihc pole. Me had heard
the riidlo omversaiions between Bcr"I i:iriilil see inal fluttering movement.'' Hunt says. "Il wny going from
(ell lo ri^bl, Itelwecn the tops of t\vo
hi^ Irecj. I could see those pulsating
ltll:^ll^. I could hear those horjes kickin^ »m in ihe barn tlierr. Those docs
xven: really howling. Then it Marled
nio^'in^, ?luw like, n cross the lops of
the tree*, ju^l above the tree*. Il was
rm:kin£ when il ditl this. A creepy
i;-|i,-. of toivk. Airplanes don't do (his.
/\flcr il moved, mil ol s»s;hl. lovaru
Iliinipton. toward I lit «>ccan. wr wailrd awhile. A li-17 came. over. Y«n
oiiilil icll ihe diffeicnce. Tliere was
Moments after the nhjevi slid over
the li'ce» and out of 3>nn'i '°'nn1'
took a call from an Kxeler niyhl operator. "She was all excited," says
T«il;iml. ''Sninc man ban just called
her. and >he (raced the call to one o(
them outside booths iu H:uvi)>ti>n.
and he was so hysterical lie could
hardly talk straight. He told her thai
a Itytn^ saucer came riphl at him,
Itul belore lie could finish, he was cut
i>fl. I ^ol on tbe phnnc anil called the
H;nnpt«»i police, and they notilied
tlu* Pc;ise Air Korce Base."
Tbe MolUr of the Hampton Police
Department covers the story tersely.
"Sept. X >%5: 3 a.m. Cxelcr I'oliec
Depl. rc|>oru tmidcnlificd lying object "m lhal area. Units 2,4 and Pease
Air Wee Base alerted. At 3:17, reuuiveil a call I rum Exeter operator
;uul OtTiccv Tolaml. Advised that a
male suhjexl callcil nnd asked for
police department, further staling lhal
call wiis in re: a large, unidentified
Hyiny object, hut call was cut ort. Cnlt
rereivctl from a Hampton pay phone,
hx;olii»n unknown."
For days, Bert rand would think
about ihe object he had seen. "The
vt'm-ld is ^oin^ 30 fast lhal il could
be stimetlung (rom outer space. It
makes you won<tei. I want to keep
my mind open, look for a reasonable
explanation. Bui then, as I look hack
in rnv mind nfrnin, I u-under. When
we watched it t Dave and I pnd ihe
kid tried lo listen, to hear a motor.
\V« *b'd evcrylliin^ 10 check it out.
We weren't believing our eye*. \Ve
ju?i coulrln'l come up with an answer.
1 kept asking Dave, 'What is that.
Dave? What do yon think?' He'd
say, 'I don't know.' I have never seen
an aircraft like that before, and I
kni>w damn well they haven1! changed
thai inncli since I was in the service."
Lt. Warren Codrell was on the
desk at II o'clock that monijn«. He
read Ber I rand's report and called

,W*-5. Virginia ll'ile of Hampton,
n iifKypttiwr Corri'fiKtntlent, ir.iiarlt'd a
huge oA/';<"' ihal fharctl oecr her
burknirtt. Il gai* ttff a t-lolrt figlil,
Pease Air Force Base to reconfirm
ibe incident. Hy one in the afternoon,
M.nj. 'Hioma^ Griffin and Ll. Alan
Uramli arrive<l. They went lo tbe
scene of (be sighting, interviewed
Bcrirantl, Hunt and Muscarello at
length and reUirneil (n (he base wilh
little comment. By nightfall, a Ion;;
scries of phone calls bcgnn coming
into ihe police station, many from
people who had distrusted their own
senses before the |K>licc report.
'lOim'Ai.u ulso marked the
beginning of a three-week
_ vi«i| by Muscarello, his
mother and several friends. In the
weeks before he was due to rcyxm lo
the Great Lakes Navnl Training OnIcr, he was determiner) he would see
ihc strnnyc object again. During this
period, 1 also bc<;an n search that
was to continue foj- many weeks. My
objective was to Imn- out every fact
possible in a single, limited area regarding an Unidentified Flying Ohjccl, eommonly called a UKO.
1 fotmil Ron Smith, 17, a highschuol senior, unpacking a canon of
nbickcn soup in the grocery store
when: he works ahcr school.
A few weeks earlier, young Smith
bad been rid.ing around wilh his
mother and his aunt, shortly after 11
p.m., not far from the spot where
Muscarello had been hitchhiking.
"AD of a sudden, my nitnt told me
lo took up at the sky," Smith lolrl me.
"I s(»ppcd ihc car and looked up. 1
sa iv a red li'^ht on the lop, and the
bottom was while. And it glowed. Il
passed over lite car once, and what il
passed over and got in front, il stopped in midair and went back over
a^ain. It was huge. Il headed over the
car n (bird time and then took ofT.

"It scared me, .in,I 1 Buried to
drive low.-ml ihc polio: motion u> report it. Hul aitec I .^m jii.nwuv. I
came In my s.:n-ies. 1 »i';«olt:«l in l>e
.lure We weren't jtist ieein^ iti'mys.'1
He returned In (lie, plnix wb.:n: be
,ind his mother and hi? :ninl h;iti rii'xn
the object. u tl u'ns l>:>«:k there still.
ll was ovnl, iu>i coni|ifeli;ly I'luuid. Il
didn't make much .fuurid, ju^t soil of
n bumming mti;<:. like :' >::K «'hen
it purrs. Altogether. iv«; until have
watched il d>r nboul lr> nriiiiilt-a. T)IC
second lime, it ju<l jtii^cil ovi:r the
car once and took tifTii^uiii. Il ^v;^n!i
Tile iifM lead (i)i)l- im: I,i l)i.: .illicit;
of Rusty's lasi, ivherc Lni'a On vis
£avi; me her ;n:cinint. "Il 11:13 ahnnl
2 o'clock in lh>: morning." jlic j.-iid.
"I wai sillin*,: u\t on too uf (iotmlry
Cub Hill, and I looked up. I nr*l
just il big, lm»r. rcil liubt. blinking
on and of]. It sinrtctt moving; 'itoacr,
my guess wnsabuul three rnile!>;iw;iy.
ll was loo big to be n plan*:, ibe distance il was. Il was coming in (Von)
ihc soulhensl, sort >,( p:ii:JI«;l to the
101 bypass. Then il hi:;idc,l |,>u;,r,l
(he ocean."
While I w:ts (bcve, a call came in
on the inxf rnrlio. It \vn? (be l;^>company owner. Me bad jnsi be;icd
via »hortw;iv,; nidio th:n ;i Mrs. H:ir
tow Spinney in Slralham had rcccnlly Spotted a UH> in bmnd .Invli-ln.
"1 wn» n riving I ruin Kxelcr Inward Portsmuulh, anrl when I Insi
saw i'l, it was in iln: disturn:c." she
tohl me. "XVb..-n it »ut bciivo/n iw,,
and three hundred hxt •>! me, (.1 a rued
il il didn't turn iiround :oid ctpinc
hock, so I gut a perfect \-ir.\\m of it in
broad dnylighl. Il marie HO nnisi:
whatever, nnd it seined in )>e inlelligcnlly guided. It looked spherical,
but il was definitely nut \\ balloon.
There were no .>p,:nin»-i. If it bad
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After sightings, some women
were afraid to go out at night

Coastguardsmen seem to
support the witnesses

been n B-17 or a B-52 jet—I know
them so well because I hey pass over
here all ihe lime—it would have scared
me lo death ut th.il attitude. 1 guess
it was 30 feel or so in diameter, nrul
it changed direction wiih a dartlikc
motion. Then il suddenly look off
at a blinding speed."

M

EANWINLK. another lead
liod comr. in from Russell
IJurbank.a reporter on ihc
Boston Glultc. Mrs. Virginia Hale uf
Thumscn Road, Hampton, bad recently kept .1 UKO in clear view over a
five- 'to ten-minute periodr at dusk.
Mrs. Hale, a stringer lor ihe UPI
.uid a local news correspondent, knew
every conventional flight pattern .11
the Portsmouth air base, as well as
those of tlic commercial planes. "I
wittsiaiiding by the sink, look 1115 out
I lie kitchen window, about 25 minutes after 6 in the evening. The reason it cauglu my eye wns because it
was bright and because il was going
slow, very slow. So I automatically
figured something wns wrong. Then
it stopped dead over by thai house—
iibmii three times the height of the
uhinincy—il just slopjjcd dead. Now,
you know four minutes is n long
lime, ami that's why I hesitate tr> say
thiil, bui I'm prelly sure il was about
that long. I marked my window here
with n smear from my dishwater so
I could remember where il lined up
with the spot. Suddenly, ihis thing
cul bock toward the aouthu-esK coming directly back and losing altitude
fast. It wns going so fast I thought il
would crash. At this point, I could
sec undcrnealh too. It was domeshaped and flat underneath. .. ."
As 1 tnlkcd lo pulicrincn, tn.xi operators, high-school youngsters and
housewives in split-level or /arm
homes, ihe oilier-worldly aspects of
ihc sigh I ings aroused strong curiosity after the initial shock.
A new lead look mn lo the home of
Mrs- Rudy Pearce, on the E.xctcrHnmpton line. A delegation of ncighItociit" Uouui\v»vei was wailing for
me in her living room. Their accounts
of multiple .sightings continued for
over nn hour. Sonic of ihe women
were nfrnid lo »o mil alone al nighl.
''Some of those thing?," sv\<\ Mrs.
Alfrcit DeyoT "sit in the air fur as
long as half (in hour. Just ail there."
So many lends began coining in
from die police blotter, newspapers
and ordinary citizens thnt il was imnuMibte to follow them nil up:
• Near Bessie's Lunch, in Fremont,
dozens of cars would gather nightly
nl I lie hue of the power lincsT nloii£
which the objects would hover.
• The Jnlbcrt (nmily, living beside
ihe power lines, reported constant
si-linings, dull-orange disks moving
erratically along ihe lines.
• Tlic Chief of Police of Fremoni,
along with n half-dozen members uf
his family, siiw an object hovering
over Ms house and barn. An outside
light, operated by a photoelectric cell.

went, out when llie object appeared• Charlotte McFarland nf Sando>vn
stopped her car when a red. roundbit object came down the power lines
and headeil toward her. It hovered,
went up and down and moved erratically sideways.
• Mrs. Parker Dlodgcll, a correspondent of iVic Havcrhill, Mass.. Onlette and president of the New Hampshire I'TA, saw a bright orange disk,
"bigger than ihe moon" hover jusi
outside Ker living-room window.
Meanwhile, Norman Muscarello
continued his vigil on Route ISOJuring ibc three "cclu before he joiitud
ihc Nnvy. "He wnuli) sit all night
long," says his mother, "and many
limiw, I joined bim. One night, all uf
a sudden, I s.iw it myself. You couldn't
sec the shape. l>ut it came out behind
some treesv like if it was just parked
and just rose up. No sound at all. It
was huge. There were lights on the
bottom going a round like pin wheels."

I

liCCOflDED lenglhy interviews
wilh over 60 people. From
the tajHS, certain common denominators emerged:
Many observers were rcluclnni lo
report their findings because of (he
fear ol ridiculeMost people reporting sightings
were familiar wild commercial ami
miliiiiry craft, could even tell (he difference between B-47's find IKS2's because of ihe constant traffic ai the
nearby Pease Air Force Base.
Most observers reported luminous
disk-shaped objects, cither white or
orange, or changing in color. Many
people wilt ihcy saw the red pulsating lighls n round the rim, which
often would speed up and whirl. Suine
noted cigansliaped crofts. The phenomenon known as St. Etino'j fire
was dismissed by cstreets as nil explanaiioi) bei:mue the objects sccii
were constantly defined as structured
craft rather than fire balls.
Many observers reported extreme
low-level encounters, not more than
five or six (eul above the ground,
MDM reported absolute silence by
the objects, although iu some cases :\
lujdi-freqitency hum wns tioliued.
A few noted the odd hchni-ior of
luumals. as well as clccirien), i^nilion
and ))ro,idca?l disturbances.
(n some 200 pnge* of typed trim.
scripts, 73 mentions were made thai
the urn's were observed near or over
hifrh-powcr tmnsmissinn lines.
Norn; of ihic iiiforinaiioii if pnr.
Iteulnrly new lo K1CAP— ihe National
Invcslignlions Committee on Aerial
Phenomena in Washington—the priv;iicly-sponsored organizatiun that
has hccn collflting statistics reported
over the past 20 years. Hui .111 intensive investigation has nnt been (octiseil on a single area lo any measurable degree before.
While KICM* pushes its demands
for pun lie enlightenment nn ihc subject, the Air Force maintains ni> altitude of almost complete silence. Any

air base receiving a UFO report sends
an officer to investigate. The information is relayed to Wright-Patterson Field in Dayton, Ohio, where it
is analyzed by scientists and technicians. The report is furwnrdcd lo
the Pentagon, which claims that only
7.7 percent of the thousands of objects remain unidentified. The rest
of (l\u caaet are siscribcd to other
muses such as temperature inversion,
iv CM her balloons, mistaken .identity
uf planes, stars, planets, clouds, reflections and so forth.
It waslhrongh MCATthat I learned
that the amazing UFO picture shown
DII the first page nf this article had
l>ecn taken hy ;i youthful astronomer
in Itcavcr County, PH.. northwest of
Piltdljiir^li. f went immediately lo
woaiL-i-n Peim»ylvaiiia lo investi<;;tle.
James Lucci, 17, the photographer.
h:id an excellent scliool record and
ilic Hnesl possible character standing in his community. He was taking
n time exposure of the moon nt 11 :30
p.m., in the presence of his brother
John, a biology major at Geneva College. Koih watched ii lor several minutes. Tin: picture wn$ taken with a
Yuhica 635, with Allipan 120 film
I ASA 100). 'Hie lens opening was
f 3.5, scl at infinity, dcvelojml with
fresh I) 76 at 70 degrees, with agitation. Four mcmlxrs of the pliolographic department of the l&nvcr
County Times, a highly res|>ccLcd
area paper, told nw that the negatives
of the two pictures Lucci look were
nol the resuli of faking nor tlic result of photographic accident.
A canvns of Lucni's neighborhood

brought out ;i rash of slories almost
identical lo those of Exeter.
In early November, I returned tu
Exeter to gather more confirmation
mi the sighitugs. A pnrUculnrly
graphic one camn from Joseph Jal*
hcrt, 16, a high-school junior wiih on
excellent scholastic record. Mis house
is almost under the poles supporting
(he power lines on Route 107. One
evening nt dusk, toward the end of
October, he noticed n reddish cigarshaped, object high in the sky nnrl
was startled lo see a smaller reddishorange disk unicrge from it and l>cgin a slow descent imvnrd eorih. Il
drew nearer, ibcn skimmed along the
power lines nnd stopped wilhin two
hundred feet of him, just a few feet
over ihe wires. Then, very slowly, a
silvery, pipe-like extension descended
from the disk until il touched the
win:. It rcmni.ncd in contact with I In;
power line for several seconds, then
was retracted into I lie disk. Il look
ofT Uiw.ird ihc sky wilU trcmuiwlous
speed. Found ihc eigiir-gluipefl object
aguin, nnd disappeared inside il.
Joseph's moltier, o<ldly enotigli, had
sighlcd a similar object on a differ,
cm nigbi sonic 20 miles awuy.
Confideiilinl comtnenla made tn me
by coaslguar<]smcn nnd military in
the arcn support the laymen's testimony and confirm the reports nf radar sightings nnct scrambling by jet
fighters. Collusion, hoax or mistaken
identity by so many people jrcms ininrubalilu. The continued uKicint
silence surrounding the subject of
lire's seems as mysterious .is I he Exeter story itself.
END
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Outer-Space
Ghost
A
Story
Cc.tdensed from LOOK
JOHN G. FULLER

Was it uelusion? Hoax? Or did
aorf. tl an 60 people around
!xe;e», N.H., actually see flyir.g objects from somewhere?

2 .-24 A.M. on September 3,
1965, Norman Muscarello
walked into the Exeter,
N.HT police station, apparently near
shock. Patrolman Reginald Toland,
on duty at the desk, helped him light
a cigarette before he was calm
enough to talk.
Muscarello had been hitchhiking
north on Route 150 from Amesbury,
Mass., to his home in Exeter, a distance of 12 miles. Traffic was sparse, '
he said, and he was forced to walk
most of the way. About 2 a.m., when
he was passing an open field near
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Kensington, N.H., a huge object
came out of the sky. Brilliant, pulsating red lights outlined its rim,
which appeared to be 80 to 90 feet
in diameter. The object wobbled,
yawed and floated directly toward
him, making no noise whatever.
Afraid that it was going to hit him,
Muscarcllo dived off the road.
The object backed off slowly and
hovered over the roof of one of two
nearby houses. Finally, it backed off
far enough for Muscarello to make a
run for one of the houses. He
pounded on the door, screaming.
No one answered. At that moment,
a car came by, and Muscarello hailed
it frantically. A middle-aged couple
picked him up and dropped him off
at the Exeter police station.
"Look," he said to Toland, "I
know you don't believe me. I don't
blame you. But you've got to send
somebody back there with mel"
Impressed by Muscarello's sincerity, Toland called a cruising patrol
car. Within five minutes, Patrolman
Eugene Bertrand pulled into the
station. After hearing Muscarello's
story, Bertrand reported that about
an hour earlier he had come across a
car parked on a bypass approximately two miles from Exeter. The woman at the wheel told him that a huge,
silent, airborne object had trailed her
from the town of Epping, nine miles
away. The object had brilliant, flash-'
ing red lights, she said, and kept
within a few feet of her car. When
she reached the bypass, it suddenly
picked up tremendous speed and
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soon disappeared among the stars.
"I thought she was a kook," Bertrand told Toland. "So I didn't even
bother to radio in." The object the
woman described, Muscarello said,
sounded exactly like what he had
seen.
It was nearly 3 a.m. when Bertrand and Muscarello reached the
fiejd between the two houses. The
moonless night was clear, there was
no wind, and the stars were brilliant. Visibility was unlimited.
Bertrand packed his cruiser. He
radioed back to Toland that Muscarcllo was still so tense that he was
going to walk out on the field with
him to investigate further. As they
walked, Bertrand probed the distance with his flashlight. They saw
nothing, and Bertrand tried to convince Muscarello that he must have
seen a helicopter. But Muscarello
insisted that he was familiar with all
' types of conventional aircraft and
would have recognized a helicopter.
About ico yards from '.n--. roadside was a corral, where ft rmer ( irl
Dining kept his horses. A. Bertriinci
turned his back to the corral to
shine his light toward tb: tree l.nc
north of them, the hoi ;es be^/an
kicking • and whinnying Dops in
the nearby houses bcgnii 1 c'vli..g.
Muscarello screamed, ". s.-e it. I
see it!"
Bertrand turned. Risin rt u > slowly
from behind two tall pi ics beyond
the corral was a brilliar.r, roundish
object. Soundless, it moved toward
them like a leaf fluttering Torn a
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tree, wobbJng and yawing as it did an Exeter night switchboard opcraso. The entire area was bathed in . tor. "Some man- had just called her,
brilliant icd light. The white sides so hysterical that he could hardly
of Carl Diving's house turned blood- talk straight," says Toiand. "He toldre d Bcrtrand reached for his .38, her that a flying saucer came right
•.lieugh* brtter of it and yanked at him, but before he could finish, he
avlrscarello toward the cruiser. He was c\ut off. I called the Hampton
cnl cd Toiand at the Exeter station. police, and they notified Pease Air
"I :ee the damn thing myself 1" he • Force Base."
At one o'clock the next afternoon,
shcute.i.
From the cruiser, Bertrand and Maj. David Griffin and Lt. AJan
Mviscarcllo watched the object • Brandt arrived in Exeter from Peaseho <- er. It was about too feet above They went to the scene of the sightthe™, L'ocking back and forth, still ing, interviewed Bertrand, Hunt
absolutely silent. They found it and Jvfuscarello at length, and re- •
difficu!: to make out a definite shape turned to the base with little cpmbecaus. of the brilliance of the lights ' ment. By nightfall, a long series of
— "Like trying to describe a car com- phone calls was coming into the
ing at yen with its headlights on," Exeter police station, many from
Bertrand said later.
people who had distrusted their own
After several minutes, the object senses before the police report.
began moving slowly eastward Soon after, I began a search in the
toward Hampton.Its movement was area that was to continue for many
erratic, defying all conventional . weeks. My objective was to bringaerodynamic patterns. "It darted," out every fact possible in a single,
says Bertrand. "It could turn on a limited area regarding an Unidentified Flying Object. No such intendime."
As it began to move away, Patrol- sive UFO investigation had ever
man David Hunt, in another cruiser, been focused on a single area before. •
pulled up. He had heard the radio
I interviewed Ron Smith, 17, a
conversations between Bertrand and high-school senior, who a few weeks
. Toiand.
earlier had been driving with his
"I could see that fluttering move- .mother and his aunt, shortly after
ment," Hunt says. "I could see those ii p.m., not far from the spot where '
pulsating lights. I could hear horses Muscarello had been hitchhiking.
kicking out in the barn there. After
"All of a sudden, my aunt told
the thin*.' moved out of sight, a B-47 me to look up at the sky," Smith
came over. You could tell the differ-, told me. "I stopped the car, looked
up and saw an object. It had a red
ence. There was no comparison."
Mo.nc.nts after the object slid over light on the top, and the bottom was
the ire.-; and out of sight, Toiand, white. And it glowed. It passed over
at the p 'lice station, took a call from the car once, stopped, then went
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luck over again. It didn't make were familiar with commercial ard
much sound, just sort of a humming military aircraft because i-f. n< :o..stant traffic at nearby ?ea>c A r
noise, like a cat purring."
Mrs. Virginia Hale, of Thomson Force Base.
Road, Hampton, a UPI stringer and
Most observers reported lur linous,
a local news correspondent, kept a disk-shaped objects, eithc • white or
UFO in clear view over a 10- to orange, or changing in cou>r Many
20-minute period. "I was standing people said they saw red, [-u'sating
by the sink, looking out the kitchen lights around the rim.
window, about 6:25 in the evening.
Most reported absolute ii'eiK.e by
It caught my eye because it was the objects, although in .SO-TIC cases
bright and going very slow. Then it a high-frequency hum was heard.
A few noted odd behavior of anistopped dead over by that house. I
marked my window here with a .mals, as well as-'electrical, ignition
smear from the dishwater so I could and broadcast disturbances.
remember where it lined up. SudIn some 200 pages of typed trandenly, this thing cut back toward scripts, 73 mentions were made that
the southwest, losing altitude so fast the UFO's were observed near or
I thought it would crash. At this over high-power transmission lines.
None of this information is parpoint, I could see that it was domeshaped and flat underneath."
ticularly new to NICAP (the NaAt the home of Mrs. Rudy Pearce, tional Investigations Committee on
on the Exeter-Hampton line, I met Aerial Phenomena, in Washington),
with a delegation of neighboring a privately sponsored organization
housewives. Their accounts of multi- which has been collating reports
ple sightings continued for more from viewers over the past 20 years
than an hour. Some of the women and pushing demands for public
were afraid to go out alone at enlightenment on the subject of posnight. "Some of these things," said sible interplanetary phenomena.
Mrs. Alfred Deyo, "sit in the air as
Any air base receiving a UFO
long as half an hour. Just sit there." report sends an officer to investiSo many leads began coming in gate. The information is relayed to
from the police blotter, newspapers Wright-Patterson Field in Dayton,
and ordinary citizens that it was im- Ohio, where it is analyzed by scienpossible to follow them all up. But tists and technicians. The report is .
I did record lengthy interviews with ; forwarded to the Pentagon, which
more than 60 people. Certain com- claims that only 6.4 percent of the
. mon denominators emerged:
thousands of objects sighted remain
Many observers were reluctant to unidentified. The rest of the. cases
report their findings because of the . are ascribed to other causes such as
fear of ridicule.
temperature inversion, weather balMost people reporting sightings loons, mistaken identity of planes,
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stars, p.anets, clouds, reflections and the wires. Then, very slowly, a silso fort a.
very, pipe-like extension descended
Last November, I returned to Exe- from the disk until it touched the
•er to gather more confirmation on wire. It remained in contact with the
he sightings. A particularly graphic power line for several seconds, then
•eptir • came from Joseph Jalbert, 16, was retracted into the disk. Finally,
i \ igu-school junior. His house is the disk took off toward the sky at
ilrrost under the poles supporting tremendous speed and disappeared
he power lines on Route 107. One inside the cigar-shaped object again.
evering at dusk, toward the end of
Confidential comments made to
October, he noticed a reddish, cigar- me by Coast Guardsmen and mili;ha;ied object high in the sky. In a tary men in the area support the layvnoinenc, he saw a smaller, reddish- men's testimony. Collusion, hoax
orange disk emerge from it and or mistaken- identity by so many
begii a slow descent toward earth. .people seems improbable. The conIt d ew nearer, then skimmed along tinued official reticence surroundthe power-lines and stopped within ing the subject of UFO's. seems as
200 fc:v of him, just a few.feet above mysterious as the Exeter story itself.

Banner Days
INFURIATED by the caterwauling of neig! borhood felines, I leaped from
bed one warm evening, snatched up a stick the children had left on the
porch and dashed outside to pursue the cats. Car lights suddenly spotlighted me—barefoot, nightgown flapping, wildly brandishing the stick.
I skidded to a halt, embarrassment, changing to humiliation as I realized
the sight I made. For there, from the end of the" upraised stick, fluttered
a small but unmistakable American
flag.
—Contributed by Ruth a. wood
LAST MEMORIAL Day, my neighbor's two sons were putting up a flag in
their yard. An elderly lady, out for her morning stroll, noted that the flag
;had only 48 stars and brought this to their attention, pointing out that it
did not represent the true stale of the union. "Oh, that's all right,"-said
the younger lad. "My mother doesn't recognize Alabama and Mississippi."
—Contributed by Mri. J. A. Cirringlon

XXX
~\i,ax Burden. The taxes arc indeed very heavy, and if those laid by the
jo/crnmcnt were ihe only ones, we might easily discharge them. We arc
i-> :ed twice as much by our idleness, three times as much by our pride,
ai d four times as much by our folly; and from these taxes the commissioners cannot ease or deliver us.
'
-Benjamin Fc«kUn
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New UFO Photos
Prove Genuine

UFOs PANIC POLICE,
MOTORISTS

New photographs proving UFO reality, analyzed by experts,
may be the most important evidence in the latest wave of worldwide sightings. One UFO was photographed at an Argentine
Government scientific base, three more by U.S. and foreign
newsmen, and other pictures are being checked.

In the last few months, there has been a disturbing increase in
public fear of UFOs. Suddenly confronted with these strange
objects, veteran policemen -- formerly skeptics -- have panicked
and fled. In one case Texas police frankly told the AF they had
raced away, badly frightened, atpyer_lQp_m.p.h. .(Copy of.report
to~"AF in" NICAP'files.) In other verified cases, women motorists
were found in a state of shock... a truck driver was terrified
when a UFO came at him head-on. .. and other observers, here
and abroad, were alarmed by UFO encounters, especially at close
range.
We do not wish to add to the fear of UFOs, but the causes
mentioned are already known locally. If such cases continue,
and are not offset by publicizing the thousands of harmless encounters, it could seriouslyadd to the problem of educating the
public.
f"~^'~~
^"""X
A case aty^xeter, N.rL._Sept. 3/ is a typical example of fear
caused by a closely approaching UFO. Around 12:30 a.m., Exeter
police, investigating a car parked by a highway, found two women
in a state of near shock. The driver told Officer Eugene Bertrand
they had been chased 12 miles by a flying object with a brilliant
red glow. Not seeing any strange object, Bertrand reassured the
women and drove off.

were declared genuine by three professional photographers who
examined the negatives. (Signed evaluations given to NICAP in a
five-day on-the-spot investigation.) Because of the close range
(one-fourth mile) these photos have unusual detail.
In the first, the bright spot at the left is the moon. The white
mass under the UFO, like a double exhaust, was invisible to
witnesses. (A NICAP technical adviser suggests the film .may
have_recorded a^force-field^ernanatipn^a clue to the propulsion.)
The streak behind and below the disc is believed aTraiffhe UFO
left in maneuvering over the trees.
«/

Pulsating Lights
Half an hour later, Norman J. MuscajcellCL~Ubvear-old Exeter
youth, was walking along Route 150 when a strange, red-lighted
object came over some nearby trees. The almost blinding red
glow came from five extremely bright lights, which pulsated in
sequence.
/
Frightened, Muscarello crouched behind a stone wall. The UFO
stopped and hovered just above a house owned by Clyde Russjell,
of Kensington. Muscarello could see it was larger than the
house -- at least 80-90 feet long. After the UFO silently .moved

In the second photo (same negative) the trail and "exhaust" are
blacked out to show the disc more clearly.

founded on the tfo'or. But the Russells, thinking it was a drunk,
refused to open the door.
About 1:45, Muscarello reached the Exeter Police Station, two
miles from the sighting spot.
(Continued on page 3, column 1)
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Following is the detailed report secured by NICAP investigators:

New reports in New England are being investigated as we go to
press.
On Sept. 30, Norwich newspaper photographer Ken Skinner filmed
an unidentified flying object seen maneuvering in the vicinity.
NICAP will attempt to obtain the picture for evaluation.
On Oct. 1, a UFO was seen at fairly close range by three men
and a woman near Charlemont, Mass. The witnesses estimated
that at one time the object was within 75 to 100 feet from them.
As it moved away toward Thunder Mountain it appeared to climb,
making a right angle turn. Other residents in the area also reported seeing the strange object.
On the night of Oct. 2-3, a UFO which appeared triangular in
shape was sighted by a large number of witnesses in Boston, and
outside of the city. At one point, it was estimated to be hovering
at about 1800 feet.
On Oct. 4, witnesses reported a UFO landed on a ridee in the
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UFO PANIC (Continued from page 1)
"He was white with fear and hardly able to talk," Desk Officer
Reginald Toland said later. MuscareUo told Toland and Officer
Bertrand the story, and though it seemed incredible, Bertrand
drove him back to the scene in his police cruiser.
Muscarello and the officer walked into the field where the UFO
had been seen. At first, nothing was visible. Then as Bertrand
pointed his flashlight around Muscarello shouted, and Bertrand
swung around in time to see a large dark object displaying "a
straight row of extraordinarily bright red pulsating lights." The
UFO, coming into the field at tree-top level, changed course
and flew toward them, just clearing a 60-70 foot tree.
Bertrand reached for his revolver, then thought better of it.
Shouting for Muscarello to take cover in the car, he also jumped
into the cruiser, fearing they might be burned by the blinding red
lights closing in.
As Bertrand radioed for help, he and Muscarello heard a dog
barking furiously and horses in a nearby barn whinnying and kicking their stalls.

1
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Review's "Trade Winds" column.
check with the
Exeter police, Investigator Fowler and P'ease AFB, Fuller wrote
a serious report, including a new statement by Officer Bertrand:
"My brain kept telling me this doesn't happen— but there it was,
right in front of my eyes. . . it hovered thereabout 100 feet away. . .
I don't know what it was. All 1 can say is that it was there, and
three of us saw it together."
(Mr. Fuller's report, crediting NICAP, appeared in the Oct. 2
issue of the Saturday Review.)
From an examination of recent fear reports, it appears that
skeptics are the quickest to panic— people who have accepted official denials of UFOs' existence. One such case involved two
Texas lawmen, both graduates of police schools— Chief Deputy
B. E. McCoy and Patrol Deputy Robert Goode, of Angleton.
By coincidence, this incident occurredonSept. 3, the same night
as the Exeter scare. The following details are from the officers'
signed report to NICAP and a signed copy of their statement to an
AF investigator, Maj. Laurence R. Leach, Jr., 2578 Air Base
Squadron, Ellington AFB, Texas.
After midnight, near Damon in Brazoria County, the two sheriffs
sighted an enormous flying object from their patrol car. In the
bright moonlight, they could see it was about 200 feet long, 40-50
feet thick at the center, tapering at both ends. It had a brilliant
. purple .light atrOne-end^-a -fainter blue-one-at the other.
.....
Sheriff Goode turned the patrol car around, drove back threefourths of a mile and stopped. As they were watching through
binoculars, the strange craft came down to 100 feet, heading
rapidly toward the lighted police car. In the moonlight, the UFO
cast a huge shadow on the ground, and the officers could see it
moving swiftly toward the highway ,
Fifty Yards Away

EXETER. N.H. SEPTEMBER 3. 1965
Brilliant red light pulsed in a smooth sequence:
1-2-3-4-5-4-3-2-1
talcing two seconds to complete a full cycle.
The sequence in which the five lights pulsated -- 1-2-3-4-5-43-2-1" gave Officer Bertrand the impression that the UFO was
"an intelligently constructed vehicle." The brilliance of the
lights created a halo effect; and at close range they were so
blinding he could not look directly at them.
But even though he could not see clearly behind the lights,
their reflection from the UFO's body indicated a "large, dark,
solid object as big as a house .... It seemed compressed as if
it were round or egg-shaped, with definitely no protrusions
like wings, rudder or stabilizer."
Officer David R. Hunt arrived from Exeter in time to view the
UFO for about six jninutes.. By then it was moving
away slowly,
but he saw red lights pulsating in sequeTfce^''rbrTgBferr£nan:Tfea"d^"
lights at close range."
Moving on a westward course, the UFO disappeared below the
tree line.
That night, Exeter police notified Pease AFB, and next day an
AF major and a lieutenant interrogated the witnesses. Shortly
afterward, NICAP Investigator Raymond Fowler also interviewed
the policemen. They told him the AF officers showed special
interest in the size and shape of the object. The policemen also
said the AF men told them:
1. A USAF check revealed no aircraft in the area during the
sighting. 2. Pease AFB had been receiving other UFO reports
in the New Hampshire area almost nightly for the previous week.
3. There had been a case in late July where a motorist came
upon a UFO hovering over the road directly in front of his car.
Most interesting of all, the police said the AF officers asked
them to keep the story from the press to avoid frightening the
public. But the details were already on the police blotter, and it
was too late for secrecy.
Besides the witnesses, Investigator Fowler talked with several
area residents. Most of them seemed more curious than frightened—but they had not had close-range encounters.
Later, the influential Saturday Review published details of this
case after NICAP discussed it with John G. Fuller, writer of the

AS it neared them, the brilliant purple light illuminated the
ground and the inside of the car. Sheriff Goode, leaning out the
driver's side, suddenly felt heat from the approaching UFO. He
hastily started the engine. By this time the huge flying object was
barely 50 yards away.
With understandable panic, the sheriffs fled.
"We were traveling at speeds up to 110 miles an hour," McCoy
told the AF.
When they reached Damon, the lawmen calmed down and decided
to go back.
"We were both scared," McCoy frankly admits. "But we wanted
to find out what it was."
But when they returned to the area, the UFO's lights began to
shift just as they had before its swift approach. Again, the sheriffs
raced away.
"We figured the object would start coming toward us again,"
McCoy said in his AF statement. In describing the UFO, he said
the body appeared dark gray. There was no sound, nor any trail
visible.
never saw anything, like^it
^ before," McCoy concluded. __
^BotH ""sheriffs"" admitted they had not believed .in UFOs before.
"I've always been skeptical about these things," said McCoy.
"I'm not a skeptic any more."
Truck drivers, like policemen, are not noted for being easily
scared. But Don Tenopir, a Beatrice, Nebraska trucker, had
moments of sheer terror on the night of August 4, when a flying
disc buzzed him:
"I was en route to Lincoln, Nebraska, about 25 miles from
Abilene, Kansas. It was near 1:30 a.m. when all of a sudden the
lights on my truck went out. Then they came back on, then off,
then on again.
"About then, this thing went over my truck with a sizzling or
wind-like blowing sound. It scared hell out of me; it seemed to
almost touch the cab.
"It just swooped down over the road and hovered there, not
more than 100 feet in front of me. I tell you I was standing on
those brakes. It looked like it was going to fall right in the middle
of the road. When it stopped there was another car approaching
from the opposite direction, and it went into the ditch. Later the
other driver told me it looked like a car accident until he got
closer.
"I don't know how long it. was there. I was just too damned
scared to tell time. The' thing looked around to me. It was orange
.like the color of a- traffic policeman's jacket, 1 guess it was about
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15 feet in diameter, maybe four to five feet thick. The edge was
round and there was a-hump or something in the middle. It had a
dark spot on it and it might have been a window or something.
"The thing raised up a bit and slowly took off, toward the west,
then it headed south.
Whether witnesses believe in UFOs or not, such experiences
are bound to be alarming, and they have been reported increasingly
in the U.S. and other countries.
Australian Encounter
During the first week of August, two residents of Nedlands, West
Australia jumped from their car, fearing a UFO was about to hit
it. It was close to 8 p.m., and Dr. Antonin Kukla, formerly a
physician in Europe, and Mrs. Audrey Lawrence were driving
near Carnarvon when a flying object dived toward their headlights.
Dr. Kukla hurriedly stopped and switched off the lights. As he
and Mrs. Lawrence ran to the side of the road, the UFO stopped
and hovered above the highway.
"It was rocking gently," Dr. Kukla said later. "And its orange
color as it dived had changed to a fluorescent green glow."
The doctor's bull terrier, usually first out of the car when it
stopped, was crouched in the back seat, hackles up. It refused
to budge.
_ D_r. Kukla said the object was shaped like a "squashed football."
"I had the fear that whatever it was, it was not man-made," he" "
reported, after the UFO had left the scene.
The sighting appeared partly confirmed by resident Ron Butler,
owner of nearby Mooka Station. Butler said that his entire camp
had been lit up by a greenish glow when "something" passed over
it, though he could not be sure of the time.
These are only a few sample cases. There are enough more
to cause a sober appraisal of the problem.
For years, serious investigators—individuals and groups, including NICAP—have said there is no proof of UFO hostility,
that the evidence is strongly against it. We have said this despite
a few head-on passed at planes, three or four near collisions with
airliners, the loss of three AF officers in UFO chases, and other
incidents. With all the thousands of harmless encounters or sightings, it seemed likely these relatively few accidents were the
result of too-close observations or perhaps mechanical failures
or mistakes in control.
The recent NICAP poll (still being analyzed) shows that 90% of
our members are convinced that UFO landings would not frighten
them. But specific incidents, like the cases already described,
show that most people will be alarmedby sudden close encounters
with UFOs.
Are officials justified, then, in withholding UFO facts, in trying
to hide landing incidents, as in the Exeter case?
Most of us will agree that fear of the unknown is far worse than
fear of the known—even if it is something frightening. The late
Dr. Carl Jung, noted Swiss analyst and NICAP member, wrote the
director that withholding information on UFOs from the public
would be_ the..most s.tupid policy pne_could devise, certain to .increase fear rather than lessen it.
The indications are that close approaches and landings will keep
on increasing. If a large number of UFOs should land at points
around the country, or maneuver at low altitudes over a number
of cities, the reaction could be serious. Millions of people, accustomed to thinking of UFOs as jokes, would abruptly realize
they had been deceived. Many would probably suspect that something ominous had been hidden even if there was not the slightest
sign of any hostility.
It is far better to get the truth out in the open and prepare people,
as calmly as possible, for further landings and close observations,
before some sudden development makes gradual and reasonable
preparation impossible.
+
*
* *
Members' opinions and suggestions for solving this problem
will be very much appreciated.

Several items intended for this issue have had to be held for
the next one, including an interesting discovery of E-M wave
effects on human beings and animals; the NASA contradiction of
an AF attempt to discredit NICAP's director, and important cases
in this continuing "flap".

CHARLESTON EVENING POST
1M Colnmbiu Street, Charleston. S. C.
Robert M. Hltt Jr.
William P. Cheshire
Editor
Associate Editor
Thursday, July IS, 1965

The WUd Blue Yonder
Information regarding a (UFO) sighting may be released to the
press or the general public . . . only if it has been positively identified as a familiar or known object.
— Air Fertt ft«ou'«llM1 W-J.f

Without meaning to alarm the them. What is hard to understand
children, we would suggest ever so js the attitude of the Air Force.
.cautiously that another 15 or 20 • Confronted by a UFO report, the
'years wilt see an explanation Cor
service immediately begins to
the common phenomena known as
Unidentified Flying Objects or, to crank out of the wild Wue y°nder
some, "flying saucers." The Air the same pre-recorded announceForce says it is not alarmed. Nci- ment it has been playing for 20
ther are we. But the fact remains years: "scratch, scratch, the Air
that something is going on "up Forse has no evidence, scratch,
there", and we rather suspect that scratch, the Air Force has no evithe Air Force knows it.
dence .. ."It all depends, of course,
The latest-rash 'of-UFO reports—Orr what-is-meant-by-evidence^-H——
from scientists and others in Asia, our courts shared the Air Force's
Europe, Latin America and the professed suspicion of creditable
Antarctic is really nothing unusual, witnesses our jails would be empReputable scientists and equally ty.1
reputable nonscientists have been
But in another 20 years or so, as
watching UFp's perform over Eu- we say, the full'story will be told,
rope, Asia. Latin America, etc., for By that time, one of these unidenmany years. One or two of the tified objects -will have set down poearthlings, moreover, were sober at litely beside a television 'crew and
the time.
had its image, in living color.
The most perplexing part of this Hashed .around the world. When
whole business is not the UFO re- that happens, the second most inports; UFO's, whatever they are, teresting story of the year will be
exist, and it is not unnatural that the official Air Force version of
people have reported seeing them, why for 40 years it kept the public
Some have even photographed in the dark..

The above is typical of many newspaper editors' and broadcasters' forthright statements and refusals to accept official
"explanations".
In the next issue we hope to print the full story of this different
type of flap showing how members of the press suddenly woke up
to the truth.
We have been told by many of them that NICAP and its solid
evidence played a large part in convincing them of UFO reality.

LOST EDITORIAL
An editorial headed "Lost! Important UFO Evidence," was
accidentally left out of the last issue during make-up. Here are
the main points:
We are about to lose invaluable UFO evidence. In recent months,
numerous important leads — some confidential — have come to
us from scientists, engineers, pilots and other well-informed
sources. All such leads should be followed up at once. Instead,
dozens still await action because our limited staff is constantly
swamped.
We urgently need at least two more staff workers, also moderate funds for special field investigations. Some members work
hard to publicize NICAP's evidence, also to secure new members
and orders for "THE UFO EVIDENCE". Some have made donations without which we could not have kept going. (Membership
fees have never covered operations and publishing costs.)
Other members, though strongly interested in solving the
UFO mystery, are mainly "readers". It would make a tremendous difference if all members would join in the fight. Several
thousand people would then be actively searching for new evidence, backing NICAP in every possible way.
This would inevitably speed the final break. The rewards
could be the most important and fascinating discoveries in your
lifetime.
They could be worth the extra effort.

THE A.P.R.O. BULLETIN
The A. P. R. O. Bulletin is the official copyrighted publication of the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (A.P.R.O.), 3910 E. Kleindale Road, Tucson, Arizona, and
is issued every other month lo members only. 7h» Aerial Phenomena Research Orgozination is a non-profit group dedicated !o the eventual solution of the mystery
of the unidentified objects which have been present in the skies for hundreds of ycarj. Inquiries regarding membership may be made to the above address.
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The Exeter, N. H. Case
A series of sightings at Exeter, New
Hampshire in September are worthy of
considerable space and comment:
At 12:30 a.m. on the 3rd of September
Exeter Police Officer Eugene Bertrand
was on routine patrol on Route 101. Just
outside of town he came upon a woman
parked alongside the road. He asked if
she needed help and she excitedly told
him that a flying object had chased her
car from Epping to Exeter, occasionally
diving on it. The object was surrounded
by a red glow, and appeared to be elliptical in shape. Bertrand asked if she
knew where the object was and she
pointed to a bright light on the horizon.
He watched it for a few minutes, reassured her, and proceeded on in his
patrol car. He did not take the incident
seriously, and did not" get the woman's
name.
At 2 o'clock Bertrand received' a call
from headquarters asking him to come
and get a boy who had reported a UFO
in the area, and investigate. He picked
the boy up, and heard this story: Eighteen-year-old Norman Muscarello was
thumbing rides, making his way from
Amesbury, Mass., where he had been
visiting, to his home in. Exeter. He was
on route 150 about 2 miles from Exeter
when an object carrying four or five
bright red lights came from a nearby
woods and maneuvered over the field adjacent to the road. He was approaching
a farm. The boy watched as the object
moved over the Clyde Russell home and
appeared to be hovering just a few feet
above the roof. It made no noise, and
seemed to be larger than the house. He
estimated 80-90 feet. Then it moved back^
over the field and disappeared over tfie~
trees. The boy pounded on the door of
the Russell home, shouting that he had
seen a "flying saucer." The Russells
woke up but refused to admit him,
thinking he was drunk. Muscarello gave
up and started down the road to Exeter.
He flagged down a passing automobile
and received a ride to the Exeter Police
Station, where he related his experience.
Officers at the station later reported
that Muscarello was white and shaken
and barely able to talk. They called
Bertrand who took him to the scene.
When they arrived, the object was not
there. They waited for several minutes,
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Bertrand radioed headquarters and reported that the object was not there.
The dispatcher suggested that Bertrand
examine...the_field...before-.j:eturn.ing, so
he and the boy went into the field. As
Bevtrand played-his flashlight beam back
and forth across the ground, Muscarello
yelled that the object was coming. It
was rising slowly from behind some trees
nearby. Bertrand saw the large, dark
object carrying a straight row of bright
red lights which dimmed from right to
left and left to right, alternately. It
swung toward the two, appearing to
clear a tree which was in the vicinity
of 70 feet tall, and the object then seemed to be only 100 feet from them. Bertrand began to draw his gun, but changed his mind. He and the boy ran to the
cruiser and Bertrand called headquarters. Within a few minutes Officer Hunt
arrived and • the three watched the object move away over the trees. It made
no noise whatsoever.
These are the basic facts surrounding
the three most outstanding sightings in
the Exeter area. Another, related by John
Fuller, columnist with Saturday Review,
in LOOK Magazine, for February 22,
1966, is equally interesting but not corroborated by additional witnesses:
According to. Fuller, young Joseph
Jalbert, 16, of Exeter, observed a strange
object one day in late October. Jalbert
is an intelligent boy with a high scholastic record. On the day in question, he
noticed a reddish cigar-shaped object
high in the sky at dusk. A smaller reddish-orange disk emerged from it and
slowly descended toward the ground. It
appeared to draw nearer, then skimmed
along the powe'r lines and stopped within
two hundred feet (his estimate) of him
just a few feet, over the wires. Then a
silvery, pipe-like extension descended
from the object and appeared to touch
the wire where it remained for just a
few seconds. It was then drawn up to
Ihe disk again, the disc took off at high
speed, toward the cigar-shaped object,
(See Exeter, page 8)
(Continued jrom page 7)
and merged with it.
Fuller did not relate what happened
to the cigar-shaped object. This sighting
is important, however, in view of the
relationship of the small disc to the
cigar, and the phenomena of the "silver
pipe." See article on the "Great Blackout."

POSTER'S DEMOCRAT, Dover, NH - Sept. 5, 1985

By WILL FA Y
Democrat Staff Writer

Twenty years after the

Incident at Exeter
Still no doubt nowadays in those who sighted UFO
t has been 20 years since Norman Muscarello saw the thing, a big
object with red pulsating lights that bathed in a blood red light a
patch of sprawling farmland in Kensington, sparked a major bestseller, and now has caused him to live a star-crossed life — at once
a central character in a history-making UFO sighting, but faced also
with the sly whispers of the cynics and the nonbelievers.

I

Reginald "Scratch" Toland believed Norman Muscarello
had seen a UFO enough to send a police cruiser lo the
slto. Here, he holds a copy of the book. "IncUenl at £*-

eler, " which tells the story ol the night of Sept. 3, 1965.
(Democrat photo — fay)

"This I'll give you.
I have mixed feelings. I don't think
anything like this
could have the same
feeling (20 years later.) I'm thoroughly
convinced there are
intelligent beings beyond."
— NORMAN MUSCARELLO

Norman Muscarel/o In the field where the sighting occurred.

It was about 2:30 in the
morning on Sepl. 3. 1965 when
Muscarello burst into the Exeier Police station to report a
UFO (Unidentified Flying OOjeci). His decision lo reuorl
what he had seen, anj me
subsequent decision by Patrolman Reginald "Scratch'
Toland to send an Exeter Police cruiser out to the site lo
investigate, made hislory.
A month and a half alter ihe
sighting, a writer named John
Fuller, who worked lor the
Saturday Review in New York
City, cheeked into ihe Exeter
Inn on Front Street.
Drawn by lha (act thai two
Exeter Police olllcers known
to be competent had also
seen "The Thing." as Muscarello calls It. Fuller spent
two months here interviewing
more than 60 people who
claimed to have encountered
the UFO. He turned 18 to 20
hour days and miles ol tape
recordings into a beatselling
book called "Incident At Exeter: Unidentified Flying Objects Over America Now."
Life. Look. Readers Digest
— all ol them wrote about Ihe
Exeter sighting, not to mention the Associated Press.
The New York Times and
other daily print media, it was
hot news and. perhaps, ti
Fuller wrote in his boo*, "the
biggest newsbreak ol .ill
lime."
But 20 years have gone by,
America has had much more
lo occupy itself with than
UFO's and. save lor *« petlunciory weekly write-up of
"Hying saucer" sightings tn
Iha supermaikol InbloMl, ou
would be hard Dressed to find
ihe mass media spending
much time wilh such phenomena.
To read Fuller's book, to
read the statements tn Tt of
Exeter Police Officers Eugene
Berlrand and David Hunt, vho
saw the thing that nijht 22"
years ago. it would soem they
would be happy lo talk about il now.
'In Ihe book, both men
spoke about what they saw
with conviction.
Berlrand says, "11 came up
like il was a big red ball when
it was still behind the trees...it
looked like it was waving back
and lorih. And no noise.
Thai's what got me. No
noise."
Fuller quotes Hunt as saying. "Just lo Ihe righi of Ihe
ij'0 trees, lhal's when I saw
lhat Muttering movement and
the pulsating lights. A little
lower, and il would have
looked like it was skimming
Iho trees. And it was rocking
oner them. An airplane
couldn't do this il il tried."
Today, however. Hunt, a
Norm Hampton Police captain, refuses to talk about me
night ol Sept. 3. 1965. his feelings about what he saw. or
even about the publicity, good
and bad, lhat he has had lo
endure OverIhe years.
Berlrand. retired now from

me Exeier police force, would
nol Submit to an m-person interview. He did talk briefly on
the phone, and his words
were a curious mix ol resignation and caution.
"It's just one ol those
mings. I nave no idea what il
was to mis day. I haven't
thought about it. i did ai first,
lor mayue Ihe lirsl 10 years."
Hum said.
"I was younger. I was innocent." he said. "I was looking
to me future. I think space
was a new thing then. Now il
isn't new. il's old hat.
"I haven't thought about it. i
oon'i think about il. > was a
police officer and I made a report."
Toland does nol appear to
have any anxieties about talking about Ihe UFO sighting
here 20 years ago. But Toland
dillers from Berlrand or Hunt
in lha! he never went on
record as saying he saw the
thing, only lhat he believed
ihe people who said they did.
Toland's role in the sighting, however, was still significant.
II was he who lirsl heard the
seemingly bizarre tale Irom an
18-year-old Muscarello some
20 minutes aller he had seen
the UFO. And it was Toland
who. impressed by Muscareilo's sincerity, decided lo call
Bertrand and send him out lo
the lield just oil Route 150 in
Kensington to check Ihe
young man's story.
Berlrand. an Air Force veteran, saw nothing at lirsl.
then walked into the middle o'
the lield. According to Fuller's
book. Muscarello screamed.
"I see it, I see it." and Berlrand turned and saw the
UFO.
Grabbing Muscarello and
rushing him back to Ihe cruiser — Bertrand would later
lei! Fuller he feared radiation
— Bertrand called into Toland
and said. "My God. I see Ihe
damn thing mysell." Minutes
later. Hunt, who had heard
Bertrand's report Irom his
cruiser scanner, rushed lo Ihe
scene and also saw the UFO.
Had Toland nol made Ihe
decision to dispatch Bertrand
to the scene. Muscarello
would have had to live Ihe rest
of his lite "thinking I was
nuls" and Fuller, lacking police conlirmalion. may never
have come to Exeter and written Ihe book that gained
world-wide attention.
Toland believes "absolutely" in UFO's now. because he
holds Hunt and Bertrand in
high esteem. "Do you think
I'd be working with men who
had guns il I thought they
were nuls?" Toland said.
He also believes there musi
be another lite form*out there.
"There's gotta be something out there somewhere."
he said, and the discovery ol
II is only a matter ol time. "A
lew _y,ea.£s_aac! LL_y.ou._said._
you'd sat in your living room
and saw two men walk on Ihe
moon on your television set.
they'd say you were nuts."

Still, Toland downplays fh~e~
sighting. "It was no great
event. II was just one ol those
things that created a lot of
publicity and a lot ol letters. "
Toland has received many
tellers. Irom third graders to
UFO enthusiasts to "religious
people who thought Ihe end
ol Ihe world is coming anc all
that stuff."
He says il is very seldom
that he. Hunt and Benrand.
who all still live in Exeter, gel
together ana talk about the
sighting.
Toland is not worried what
people say about him and his
belief lhat what was seen that
night was a bona lide UFO.
"Il's never bothered me because ol the two men that saw
II thai night. Too many reliable
people saw it. II II was just a
kid. then, you'd lake II wlm a
grain ol sail."
Last week Muscarello granted only the second interview
he has given in the last 20
years on what he saw that
night and on now he feels
about it now.
_
Muscarello
says
he
"clammed up" aller the sighting, granting an Interview only
recently lo an Exeter Area
High School journalism class
taught by Jerry Robinson.
Robinson wrote up the interview lor Ihe Rockingham Gazelle.
Muscarello has turned many
reporters away, in no uncertain terms. Hail-jokingly, hall
seriously, he demanded lo be
paid lor this interview. He
asked il this reporter wanted
lo know what he had gotten
out ol talking to people about
the sighting. "Not one red
cent!" he shouted.
He is bitter that while Fuller
undoubtedly
made
money
from the "Incident al Exeter,"
he received nothing, even
though il was he, nol the author. that has to live with Ihe
social stigma ol publicly annoucing he saw a UFO.
"Do you know how long I've
been heckled?" Muscarello
riously in Ihe small living
room ol his Exeier apartment.
He mimicked the razzing servicemen gave him when he
enlisted in the United Stales
Navy shortly after Ihe sighting
— "Hey. Norman, there's a
Hying saucer!" — and spat
out lhat "people always ask
me what really happened."
But even though the frustration is there, and even though
he is bitter. Muscarello can
sound almost poetic about
whai he saw.
"This I'll give you. I have
mixed feelings. I don't think
anything like mis could have
Ihe same feeling (20 years later.) I'm thoroughly convinced
there are intelligent beings
beyond. There's something
Ihere beyond our comprehension, beyond all religion, beyond all mathematics, beyond
all being, beyond a shadow ol
a doubt something so powerful, quiet and serene that nobody
realizes
it's
Ihere."
•
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The Exeter, NH/Muscarello Case
Exeter, NH
Septembers, 1965
Animal Reaction & Other Features:
Horses spooked, close encounter, multiple witnesses (several police officers), probable radar
confirmation, jet scramble. Nuclear submarine base 17 miles away & SAC base near
Portsmouth.
Richard Hall:
1:30 A.M. While hitchhiking home in the early hours of September 3, teenager Norman
Muscarello was terrorized by a large object with four or five bright red lights that
approached from nearby woods and hovered over a field near the road. He went to the
Exeter police station, pale and shaken, and reported the incident. Officer Eugene Bertrand
drove him back to the field to investigate. About an hour earlier Bertrand had come across a
woman parked on Route 101. "She was real upset," he said, "and told me that a red glowing
object had chased hen" When he was called to investigate Muscarello's report, the earlier
incident caused him to pay attention. At first Bertrand and Muscarello saw nothing, but
when Bertrand flashed a light around the field, a huge dark object with red flashing lights
rose up over the trees, moving back and forth, tilted, and came toward them.
Francis Ridge:
We wish to thank Raymond Fowler for his full investigation of the case for NICAP, and the
case documents provided. We also wish to thank Barry Greenwood for securing them for us.
Also due thanks is New Hampshire school newspaper, SeacoastNH.com for the great
articles revisiting the case.
Full-Scale Investigation by NICAP - Raymond Fowler
Official Documents by Raymond Fowler
Saturday Review, Investigation by John Fuller
Norman Muscarello's "Incident At Exeter" - SeacoastNH.com
1980 Norman Muscarello Interview - SeacoastNH.com
Officer Eugene Bertrand Interview - SeacoastNH.com
1980 Officer David Hunt Interview - SeacoastNH.com
Tales of an Exeter-Terrestrial - SeacoastNH.com
NICAP Home Page
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The Exeter, NH/Muscarello Case
Septembers, 1965
Exeter, NH

Investigator, Raymond Fowler

Raymond Fowler report:
The alarm clock jolted me out of a sound sleep. It seemed as if I had just set it! It was
mighty tempting to just turn over and go back to sleep. I was dead tired, but my conscience
was wide awake and putting in overtime, telling me what a fink I was for not taking the kids
to the zoo. But I slipped out of bed, showered, shaved, ate and was soon on Route 95
heading towards Exeter. To tell the truth, I was really wondering whether I shouldn't have
waited until definite appointments had been set up with the witnesses. No one knew I was
coming, and I had no assurance whatsoever that I would be able to talk to any one of them.
My approach to this case was highly unorthodox. I had made it a personal rule never to send
an investigator to the field without first performing a telephone investigation and setting up
definite witness interviews in advance. In this case, I had done neither. Here I was, well on
the way, and there was no turning back. I headed directly for the police station. "Who
knows?" I thought, "perhaps Officers Bertrand and Hunt will be on duty and be willing to
talk right now."
The little town of Exeter at 6:40 A.M., on Saturday morning, September 11, was dead. It
was still fairly dark, and neither traffic nor pedestrians were to be seen. I parked in front of
the police station, took a deep breath, and strode into the front lobby, trying to look as
official as possible. I dropped my NICAP ID card in front of the semiconscious policeman
hunched over the front desk. He looked up, startled. Before he had a chance to say anything,
I said in the most authoritative tone I could muster, "Good morning, officer, my name is
Raymond Fowler. I represent the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena
in Washington and have a few questions to ask about a UFO sighting in this area!"
"The National what?" he said.
I then proceeded to tell him about NICAP and our interest in documenting the Exeter case.
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"Oh," said another officer who had been standing unnoticed on the other side of the room.
"You're with that Major Keyhoe's group."
I replied in the affirmative and asked if it would be possible to talk with Officers Bertrand
and Hunt.
The officer at the desk chuckled. "That's Hunt right there!"
I turned to look at Hunt, who had just turned a shade of red. "Well," I said, "can we sit down
and talk about it?"
"What's there to talk about? It's all in the papers," he cautiously replied.
I showed him the standard, eight-page Air Force questionnaire and explained that I wanted
him to fill it in and sign it. It took a bit of convincing at first, but he finally agreed to do it.
Officer Hunt explained that he had been called to the UFO sighting area to assist Officer
Bertrand, who had radioed the station for help. Bertrand had gone to a field earlier with a
teenager, Norman Muscarello, to investigate the boy's story that a UFO had chased him.
While walking in the field with Norman, the UFO had suddenly appeared again and made
passes at them. "By the time I got there," Hunt said, "the object was moving off to the tree
line, performing fantastic maneuvers. It made right-angle turns and sort of floated down like
a failing leaf. Then it took off toward Hampton and chased another guy in a car." Hunt then
gave me directions to Norman Muscarello's house. He said that if I returned to the station at
eight o'clock, he would phone Officer Bertrand and ask him to cooperate with me. I thanked
him and headed off to Muscarello's house.
The house was unlighted when I arrived and knocked on the door. Mrs. Muscarello warily
opened the door just a crack and we talked. She would not let me in and seemed very upset
about all the phone calls and publicity. She told me that Norman had left the state and would
not return until September 14. She related to me that both Air Force and Navy officers had
visited to question him. I obtained Norman's account through her and made arrangements to
talk to him personally at a later date. I then returned to the police station, where Hunt called
Bertrand arid persuaded him to talk with me. Hunt went off duty and I left for Bertrand's
home, whose address, believe it or not, was Pick- pocket Road!
Officer Bertrand invited me in and proceeded to interrogate me! He explained later that he
wanted to assure himself that I wasn't "some kind of a nut." He told me that several days
after the sighting, a man had driven into his yard in a car that had a sign on it reading "UFO
Investigator."
"Somehow, the guy persuaded me to let him into the house, and he made some real crazy
remarks. He really scared my wife. He told her that perhaps 'they,' the UFO operators, were
after me!"
"Oh, I think I know who that was," I said. "Was he a real friendly looking fellow with a bald
head?"
"Yeh, that's what he looked like. When he said that to my wife, that was enough for me.! got
rid of him real fast! You seem to be serious about this, and I'm willing to tell you exactly
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what happened but no more. I don't want to speculate about it. If you'll drive me down to the
field where I saw this thing, I'll fill out your forms and talk to you about it."
As we drove to the field, Bertrand told me how he had come upon a woman parked in an
automobile on Route 101 about an hour before his own experience.
"I thought she had car trouble, but she was real upset and told me that a red glowing object
had chased her! I looked around but didn't see anything except a bright star, so I sent her
home. Then, about an hour later, I got a call from the station telling me to report in at once.
A kid had just come into the station all shook up about some object that had chased him."
"What on earth was a kid doing out that time of night?" I asked.
"He was hitchhiking between Amesbury and Exeter along Route 150. He'd been visiting a
girlfriend." Bertrand continued and related to me how he had gone back to the station,
picked up Norman, and brought him back to the field where he had seen the UFO. "I know
this kid," he said. "He's real tough. It would take a lot to scare him, but something must have
really scared him. He could hardly hold his cigarette and was as pale as a sheet! Whoops,
slow down. This is the place, right here."
I turned around and parked at the head of a field that lay between the Clyde Russell and Carl
Dining farms. Bertrand continued his story as we sat in my car.
"Norman and I came out here and I parked right about where we are parked right now. We
sat looking for several minutes but didn't see anything unusual. I radioed the station and told
them that there was nothing out here. They asked me to take a walk into the field for a quick
look before coming back in. I felt kind of foolish walking out here on private property after
midnight, looking for a. flying saucer!"
Bertrand then suggested that we go out to the field so that he could show me where he and
Norman had been. We got out of the car and strolled into the field toward a corral.
"We walked out about this far," he said "I waved my flashlight back and forth, and then
Norman shouted—'Look out, here it comes!' I swung around and could hardly believe what
I was seeing. There was this huge, dark object as big as that barn over there with red
flashing lights on it. It barely cleared that tree right there, and it was moving back and
forth."
"What did you guys do when you saw that thing?" I asked.
"Well, it seemed to tilt and come right at us. Norman told me later that I was yelling, Til
shoot it! I'll shoot it!' I did automatically drop on one knee and drew my service revolver,
but I didn't shoot. I do remember suddenly thinking that it would be unwise to fire at it, so I
yelled to Norman to run for the cruiser, but he just froze in his tracks. I practically had to
drag him back!"
"How close was the object to you then?" I asked.
"It seemed to be about one hundred feet up and about one hundred feet away. All I could see
at that point was bright red with sort of a halo effect. I thought we'd be burned alive, but it
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gave off no heat and I didn't hear any noise. I called Dave Hunt on the radio. He was already
on his way out here and arrived in just a few minutes. Whatever it was, it must have really
scared the horses in that barn."
"Why do you say that? Did you hear them from here?" I asked.
"Yeh, you could hear them neighing and kicking in their stalls. Even the dogs around here
started howling. When Dave arrived, the three of us just stood there and watched it. It
floated, wobbled, and did things that no plane could do. Then it just darted away over those
trees toward Hampton."
"What did you do then?" I asked.
"Well, we all returned to the station to write up our report. We'd only been back a short
while when a call came in from the Hampton telephone operator. She told us that she'd just
talked to a man who was calling from a phone booth and was very upset. He said that he
was being chased by a flying saucer and that it was still out there! Before she could connect
him with us, the connection was broken. We went out looking for him and even went to the
hospital to see if he'd been brought in there, but we never found out who he was."
As Bertrand and I walked back toward my car, I was thinking to myself, "This really
happened! He's reliving a real event!" My heart was literally pounding in empathy as we sat
down in the front seat to fill in forms and continue the interview. I sat there entranced,
wistfully looking at the field while he penciled in answers on the questionnaire. As he
passed me the forms, I remarked to him, "This one will go down in UFO history!"
I spent the rest of the morning interviewing people in the general locale. Some had already
been questioned by the Air Force just a week ago. Bertrand had also mentioned these
investigators, who had questioned him and Officer Hunt just a day after the sighting. The
Air Force team had told them to keep quiet about the incident so that it would not get
printed up in the newspapers.
"We told them that it was a bit too late for that," Bertrand had recounted to me. "A local
reporter was in the station that night and had tipped off the Manchester Union Leader. It
was really funny. We were all standing there talking about what had happened when
someone pointed at the front window. We all jumped! There was this reporter peering
through the glass at us with a helmet and tight jacket on! He had motorcycled all the way up
from Manchester."
I laughed, "Thought the spacemen had landed, huh?"
I finally arrived back home just before three o'clock in the afternoon, weary and with an
empty stomach. Margaret was worried when I hadn't shown up for dinner, and I had been
too busy to think to call. After gobbling down some warmed-up leftovers, I informed her
rather hesitatingly that we'd have to take a rain-check on the afternoon drive because I had
to get back to Exeter to take some photographs. I'm afraid at that point, she definitely did
not share my enthusiasm! I explained to her that I had discovered a set of power lines that
crossed the road about a half mile from the field where the object had been seen. It looked to
me as if they might have passed just behind the trees from where the object had first
appeared. In any event, I wanted to walk back there and check this aspect of the sighting
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out, as well as take some photographs of the sighting area. I phoned my brother Richard to
assist me, and off I went to Exeter again. I wasn't usually so callous in putting flying saucers
before family, but this was an exceptional case!
We took some photographs and then drove down the road to where the power lines crossed
Route 150. Leaving the car, we began hiking along the lines until stopped short by a swamp.
Our feet were soaked as we headed back to the car, but it was a worthwhile jaunt. The
power lines did pass directly behind the field. When I arrived home bedraggled and wet,
Margaret just gave me that "you must be nuts" look and shook her head.
The Saturday Review Calls
I worked on the initial report for the next few days and managed to mail it out early Tuesday
morning. (1) By Thursday, I had received a most encouraging response from Richard Hall,
acting director of NICAP. It contained news about an excellent opportunity.
September 15, 1965

Dear Ray:
Your excellent report on the September 3, New Hampshire sightings
has been received. You certainly are to be commended for a prompt and
thorough investigation. The information is most interesting and will be
of great value. We are fortunate to have people of your ability donating
their services to us.
Mr. John Fuller of Saturday Review may be in touch with you about
these sightings. He is doing a straightforward column on the recent wave
of sightings. . . . We are cooperating fully. Thanks again for your hard
work on our behalf.
Sincerely,
Dick Hall
"The Saturday Review? " I thought. "What an opportunity to acquaint its readers with cases
like Exeter!" I showed the letter to my not-too-sympathetic-about-Exeter wife, who said in
effect, "I'll believe it when I see it!" Well, she believed it several days later as she was
scurrying around busily preparing for the writer from Saturday Review. John Fuller had
indeed phoned. He told me that he did not want to write about the Exeter incident until he
personally had thoroughly reinvestigated the case to his own satisfaction. I agreed to provide
him with a Xerox copy of my initial report along with any follow-up data that might come
in.
John arrived at our home for dinner on the following weekend armed with a tape recorder
and notebook. He explained to me that he had been reading about the increase in UFO
sightings with great interest. An overwhelming curiosity had prompted him to track down
and document at least one specific case. "To be quite frank," he said, "I'm very skeptical
about this subject." We all liked John. He took the time to chat with the children and my
wife. It was readily apparent that he was interested in getting to know us as people as well
as using me as a source for information about the Exeter UFO sighting.
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John left for Exeter armed with my report and copious notes. He talked with the witnesses,
local newspaper editors, and Air Force officers at Pease AFB. He phoned back afterwards to
tell me that he was absolutely convinced that "these people really saw something!" One
thing led to another. John's story soon appeared in the October 2, 1965, issue of the
Saturday Review's "Trade Winds" column. Then Look magazine asked John to return to
Exeter to obtain additional material for an in-depth story on the incident. Soon after,
Reader's Digest printed a summary of the Look article, and the G. P. Putnam publishing
company commissioned him to write a book based upon the Exeter sighting. (2)
John soon made a return visit to us and secured information from my files relating to other
sightings for use in his book. He insisted that I would be given full credit. "You are going to
be the hero of this book," he said. To me, all of this seemed too good to be true. The results
of my personal efforts coupled with the support of the subcommittee had hitherto been
known and used by a small segment of the public via the auspices of NICAP. Now, in just
the space of several months, my reports had suddenly become the basis of national
magazine articles and the later best-selling book, Incident at Exeter, by John Fuller.
However, the crowning event was yet to take place, as we shall soon see.
On April 5, 1966, the House Armed Services Committee unanimously voted my entire
report on the Exeter sighting into the Congressional Record during the first open
Congressional hearings on UFOs! By that time, the report had grown considerably and
contained a blow-by-blow description of a fight with the Pentagon, whose initial evaluation
of the incident was "stars and planets twinkling!" (3) I found out several years later that the
local commander at Pease Air Force Base had not even sent the base's report out to Project
Bluebook when the Pentagon issued this misleading statement. The same source told me
that after this press release was made, an urgent wire from Bluebook came into Pease Air
Force Base that reprimanded the commander for not being more punctual in submitting the
report through channels. Then, since the "twinkling star" answer was obviously contrary to
the well-publicized facts, the Pentagon tried to explain away the sightings as military
aircraft.
Each of these attempts to explain away the Exeter sightings was proved erroneous, and a
fully documented account of my running battle with the Air Force became part of the
Congressional Record. This baffle was won, but not without much effort on the part of
myself, the witnesses, and John Fuller.
Report Goes to Congress
The House Armed Services Committee opened the public segment of the UFO hearings at
10:35 A.M. on April 5, 1966. Those persons mentioned in connection with my report on the
Exeter UFO sighting were: Congressman William H. Bates, Massachusetts; Honorable
Harold Brown, Secretary of the Air Force; Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Scientific Consultant to the
Air Force; and General McConnell, USAF. During Dr. Hynek's testimony, my former
congressman, the late William H. Bates, interjected my report into the hearings. Let us join
the discussion at this point.

Mr. Bates: But the interesting thing, of course, is we have so many
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prominent people in the scientific world here who have taken a position,
a rather strong position. I have here a letter from a constituent of mine.
He is a project administrator or engineer in the MINUTEMAN program.
That is a responsible position, would we say?
General McConnell: Yes.
Mr. Bates: On the basis of scientific ability he has been given a rather
important position toward the security of this country; is that correct?
Secretary Brown: I would like to know who he is and what his
responsibilities are before I comment on this, Mr. Bates. Certainly, from
the information contained in the letter you quote, he appears to occupy a
position of some responsibility.
Mr. Bates: It does seem to be. And as I read the letter which he has
written to me, it is certainly written by a well- educated person. And, of
course, we hear all kinds of comments on the other side of the same
issue now. With this Lunar II excursion around the moon, people say, "I
suppose the people up there are making the same kind of reports as the
doctor has just made to us." They are making these kinds of statements.
Doctor, to be more specific, the paper which I have, Mr. Chairman, I
would like to get unanimous consent to insert in the record the
information which has been provided to me.
The Chairman: Without objection. (4)
Since a substantial portion of this letter appears in the introduction to this book. I have
omitted it here. Thirty-four pages were inserted into the Congressional Record at this point
that thoroughly documented the Exeter sighting. Included within the report were letters to
and from the Air Force from myself and from Officers Bertrand and Hunt. They centered
around the ridiculous "explanations" that the Pentagon had offered for the sighting. One of
the first attempts to cover up what really happened at Exeter appeared in local newspapers
on October 6.

The unidentified flying object spotted in this area by many residents has
finally been identified. It's a flying billboard which contains 500 highintensity lights that spell out an advertising message. (5)
I was horrified when I saw this and immediately wrote to news papers in the area to put the
matter straight:
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At the time of the September 3, 1965, UFO sighting I checked with the
manager of "Sky-Lite Aerial Advertising Co." and its aircraft was not
flying on this night On October 9 I went over the advertising plane's
flight paths between August 1 and October 8. The plane was not even
airborne between August 21 and September 10.
In all fairness, this explanation did not seem to have originated from the Air Force. It seems
to have been the attempt by an overzealous newspaper reporter to come up with an
explanation for the sighting. It is curious to me that he did not discover that the plane was
not airborne during the time frame of the Exeter sightings. It could have been just poor
documentation on his part. However, about two weeks after my letter dismissing the
advertising plane was printed in the local news, the Pentagon issued a number of
explanations for the incident. They included: "a high altitude Strategic Air Command
exercise" and a temperature inversion which causes "stars and planets to dance and twinkle."
These explanations came directly from Washington and were prominently displayed in the
papers around the Exeter area.

PENTAGON DOESN'T BELIEVE
UFO EXETER SIGHTINGS
Washington, D.C.-The Pentagon believes that after intensive
investigation, it has come up with a natural explanation of the UFO
sightings in Exeter, N.H., on September 3. ... The spokesman said, "We
believe what the people saw that night was stars and planets in unusual
formations." (6)
Some intensive investigation! Does this sound like high-altitude aircraft or stars and planets
twinkling?

It was coming up over a row of trees. There was no noise at all. It was
about one hundred feet in the air and about two hundred feet away from
us. I could see five bright red lights in a straight row. They dimmed from
right to left and then from left to fight. . . . It lit up everything . . . it was
silent. The horses started kicking and making an awful fuss, and the dogs
in the farm started barking. The kid froze in his tracks, and I grabbed
him and pulled him toward the police car. I reached for my revolver and
then thought better of it. Then Officer David Hunt arrived in another
patrol car. We sat there and looked at it for at least ten minutes. My brain
kept telling me that this doesn't happen-but it was right in front of my
eyes. There was no tail, no wings, and again no sound. It hovered there,
still about one hundred feet away, sort of floated and wobbled. I don't
know what it was. All I can say is that it was there, and three of us saw it
together. (7)
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This official release from Washington was all too familiar and completely frustrating. The
witnesses felt that such statements jeopardized their hard-earned reputations as responsible
police officers. In response to a request for further information about the Strategic Air
Command aircraft exercise, Project Bluebook forwarded the following information:

Big Blast Coco, a SACINORAD training mission, was flown on 2-3
September, 1965. By 0310430Z, the operational portion of the mission
was complete . . . . The town of Exeter is within the traffic pattern
utilized by Air Traffic Control in the recovery of these aircraft at Pease
AFB, N.H. During their approach the recovering aircraft would have
been displaying standard position lights, anti-collision lights and
possibly over-wing and landing lights.(9)
Undaunted, Bertrand and Hunt drafted another letter to Project Bluebook and outlined the
facts of the matter. Excerpts from this letter are as follows:

• . . we have been the subject of considerable ridicule since the Pentagon
released its "final evaluation" of our sighting...both Ptl.. Hunt and myself
saw this object at close range, checked it out with each other, confirmed
and reconfirmed the fact that this was not any kind of conventional
aircraft. . . . Since our job depends on accuracy and an ability to tell the
difference between fact and fiction, we were naturally disturbed by the
Pentagon report. . . . What is a little difficult to understand is the fact that
your letter (undated) arrived considerably after the Pentagon release.
Since your letter says that you are still in the process of making a final
evaluation, it seems that there is an inconsistency here. . . . Since one of
us (Ptl.. Bertrand) was in the Air Force for four years engaged in
refueling operations with all kinds of military aircraft, it was impossible
to mistake what we saw for any kind of military operation, regardless of
altitude. . . . Immediately after the object disappeared, we did see what
probably was a B-47 at high altitude, but it bore no relation at all to the
object we saw. . . . Another fact is that the time of our observation was
nearly an hour after 2:00 A.M., which would eliminate the Air Force
operation Big Blast...(9)
Outflanked by Bertrand's discovery that the alleged Air Force aircraft were not even
airborne during the time that he, Muscarello, and Hunt concurrently observed the object,
Bluebook gave some ground, but not much? In regard to the earlier sittings by the woman
motorist and Muscarello (when alone), the Air Force still maintained those two had seen the
aircraft!

The early sightings . . . are attributed to aircraft from operation Big Blast
"Coco." The subsequent observation by Officers Bertrand and Hunt
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occurring after 2 A.M. are regarded as unidentified. (10)
This was incredible to me but typical of the Air Force pattern of playing down and
debunking reliable UFO sightings. I felt that I could not take this matter sitting down and
drafted a long letter to the Office of the Secretary, Department of the Air Force. Among
other things, I pointed out the following facts:

The UFO sighted by Norman Muscarello was identical to the UFO
sighted later by Muscarello, Bertrand and Hun. Norman observed the
UFO at close range during his initial sighting. There is no question in my
mind that the same or similar object was involved in both of these
particular sightings. The number of pulsating lights, the yawing motion,
the same location, etc., make this so very apparent. Since I did not
interview the unnamed woman, I am not certain of the details . . . . but
according to Officer Bertrand, the object. . . was very similar to the
UFO they sighted later I might add that another witness, a male motorist,
also sighted a similar object. He tried to phone the police from a pay
station at nearby Hampton, N.H., but was cut off. Later he reported the
incident to U.S. Air Force authorities at Pease AB. The chances are
astronomical that six people, entirely independent of each other; should
report the identical description of a UFO within the span of several hours
in the Same general area. (11)
The Air Force never answered this letter. They probably wondered how I knew that the male
motorist had reported the object to Pease Air Force Base, because he had been strictly
instructed to tell no one about the incident. I found out about this when lecturing to a
management club from a major firm located in the area. One of the managers, a good friend
of the witness, informed me. The man's name cannot be revealed.
The Exeter incident is typical of hundreds of other cases in which our government is forced,
because of national security policy, to deny the existence of UFOs at the expense of
witnesses' reputations. After a dogmatic explanation is issued from the Pentagon, it takes
nothing short of an act of Congress to change it. Fortunately, through public, witness, and
Congressional pressure, the Air Force was forced to back down in this case. Needless to say,
this is an exception rather than the rule. Let us continue to examine the House Armed
Services hearings on UFOs. The following statements were made after my detailed report on
Exeter had been presented and voted into the Congressional Record:

Mr. Bates: In reference to the so-called sighting in New Hampshire,
Doctor, you are familiar with that case?
Dr. Hynek: Yes, sir; I am familiar with the case.
Mr. Bates: You have examined it?
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Dr. Hynek: No, I have not been there to examine it. Much of my
information is based upon the rather excellent account that Mr. John
Fuller has given of it in Look magazine. I cannot vouch for the
authenticity of his statements, but I have talked with Mr. Fuller, and he
apparently has tried to do a very thorough job in talking with people in
New Hampshire.
Mr. Bates: Are you familiar with Mr. Raymond E. Fowler?
Dr. Hynek: I have had some correspondence with him, but I have never
met him.
Mr. Bates: Is this . . . case one of the five percent that have not been
identified, or within the ninety-five percent on which you have reached a
decision?
Dr. Hynek: It is, I believe, to the best of my knowledge, listed as
unidentified.
Mr. Bates: This one is still unidentified?
Dr. Hynek: Yes, sir.
The Chairman: In other words, you make no bones about it, you cannot
explain it?
Dr. Hynek: That is correct. (12)
The interested reader should secure a full copy of these controversial hearings for his
information. They contain statements made by persons intimately associated with the Air
Force investigations of UFOs that are in utter contradiction to documented facts in formerly
classified and unclassified source material.
Source: UFOs: Interplanetary Visitors (Raymond Fowler), pages 77-91)
Other books by Ray Fowler and ordering information
(This web page was created by Francis Ridge for the NICAP web site)
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UFO Sinttin.it

I, Ktt-esa J. Kiisoarello, Mea bitehJilckiJlf on Rta". 150, 3
Sooth "/sat ofTExfftw «.H. «t 0500 hours ca the >rd o£
A groaj* °f ^1 « bright red light* appeared ov«r « boas* about
1OO rc froa -Hbare I Vae atajiitag. Th» llgbts vere la a liai at
about 60- dogpse angle. They war-ji ftd brigjit they ligiUil up tiii'
area- 7h9 lights then ixrred ou', over * large field" and act»£ at
tdMBfl lika A floating leaf» Tlxey vpuld go down tadind th-t tl-oes
cr bahiiuf a bnise aryJ t>ien re-opposr» liiaj olvoya p»v<Ml la the
ajLDe ^> defirafl snjle-. OrCy ctM llsbt wccld be oo at a tlto, Tb«y
were jil3a.fcii:g ^jSjJj^i'^^/SrZA* Th^S" WBi>e so l(ri(Slt I could
net distinguish anj- form t* th« object, I watcbod tiwoa ligiirta
for ibett 15 minutes aril ttlay flcilly alsap9«ared bshiad s-im
trees ocd »*«aad to go into a field* At oae ti&a vhlie I vaa
watching thefc, they s«eas>3 to ccce fl-s eioeo JC Jutg)9d inrta a ditch
^
jLft«r tis ligbts vaut into -Uiu fl«ld
a rid* to tJie Es«t«r Tclice Statical arxl reported what
seen.
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37A-TEKB1J1
Sighting
P. BsrtivaJid Jr.t isan cruising on tfca :nctaihe: of
•ihb 3rd of aa?t«0*«r at 0100 on Rta. 10S by-paw ns&r Eset«r
W.H* I notA&dfl on awtonotile parked on the utde of tt« road
end stopped to invroatigata. I found a woman in tha oar who
stst«d sh« was to ujjsefc ta drt-ra. Siia stated a. light Had
beea following her and had stopped over hor car.. I stayed . '
with bar about L5 ffldautes but waj unable to a«« tnytbing.
I departed arid reported back to the Ewiar Folico Station
»h«re I found Woman Haacorell«. Ht rnlatEd hdU etor-y of
ageing SCJL* brigit red llgnti iii a risld. iftep laUtiflg
oith hii**s*dl* I leeideij to taka hin. bacS: tc wllziro be 8flid
h* had eeea the lights. Vften v« arrivod I parked th« patrol
cmlaer snd turned OuT the- lights. There wao nothliiR rniisu^l
in th» ar«a. l!r. JIuaCDar^LLo er.d I gut out of tha cruiser ana
wsJikint into tiw field with A flasfclicfct, >/b«n Wd Iiid
abouj. 50 ft a groyp of five bright red Lights cam*
d 3,. grouf «f trees nsarua, They Wttro srtremfily
And flaahed aq one at a tidfl. The Llgbtft started, to mov?
around o'/"r ths Held* At «ne tiiaa thy caae eg c\9^e I fall f
to the jypCTaad arxl etartaJ to dra>r ny eun.. The lights vei-e so
tflgbt Iwas unsblo to make out any Jem, !!»«£•» waa no sound
c(r Tibratd.en bqt tbe farm anioilH were Tipaet in th« are*
end maklrix a lot of noise. Vban tha lights ii^j-t^J ocaina
near ua s^aln:, Mr. HXiSCsirello aKd 1 ran fop tiio car» I radioed Tatrciman ia.vid Hoc.t Tjbo arrf-ved in a few minuVss. EB also
observed "yw llshta vhlch K«T« still over th» field tut not as
elos« as ba?ore» Tha limits paved out across the f±«l* at an
estlwitflil alti-l-ttde of 100 ft abd fittillj dlaappoared In the
distance *t thfe aafite aliit'ua*. Tfta lights weM» always in line
at ab-xit 60 iJegr>« BD^LB. ., W)«n Jh« ob^ejt moved the Icwar
- were alv^ya forward cf'lhe others. *

F.V;-:'.--.--:

Shrift! 'rflfl ||;5

f
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I, DefTl4 R. Hunt, at about 02J5 on tie 'i&orziiiig'. of ^a 3rd of
S«pt«ntb«r, ras«J,ve<J A call frm Patrol*naa Bertran4 to resort
to an area abwit 3 &il«« South West of Exeter, ff.H. Upon
arriviaB at the eceoe 1 Dbserrad & group of bright red lights
flashing In iequenue. Th«y spocared to ba abOSit i ylle over
a fluid to th6 South East. Alter observing the lights fur a
short Jpariad of tiff*, th«y aov&l off, IE s. Soutii EWterly
ilreotian and <tt&appeBr«d in tho diotancui. Tha lights
to rsiiia at the Sana eltlti^id wbich I «ut±ma.to to bo
ICO it.

MOT E.
Patrolxao

,.

f"? l.»:j.t}
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!>r '2,

.

Bactor liuinUniiu, -Jr. , 'Knjor,- CCi? ":; " • ' ' . . ' ; ' ' .: . ' " - ' • .
Ciiai", Frajacrt SJM Boo*
.-' ' " . ' . ' - : '•
• • ' ' ' '
fat'wraon ATfl . . .
• ' : • '•
••.•"
• '••
., Ohio '
" ' ' . ' '
"
'

' -• ' .
-:
' •
• •
•
' •

Sir:
•' \
'•
.
'
.'
•
•
' \
' '
•
.*
' Vo -xoru' vary glad io sot. jvor lutur duiins Ibe thii^J <r»ek lr. ifovazfcarj
^xvrai^o uj yoru mi;M luiflOJ wn havu keen -be enbject ciT o<Li£ld«ribla
: rtdloule 'since tho PwvLagon r-aluowd its "firj!! "yyi.'lua-.j.oo" ijf onr
*' Soptflinh^r 3, 1965.' i:x atbor wmrds, hot\ PtJ.. Bant inc
.axv tlilg e>ijii«t. A£ olos* rinse, ch«k«id 1.1 o-jl triW. »»c!i
flTmoi (,',-ui 'r*et ttjit tbi.i w«i noL »>>y iireJ of
r'., tbit it wiJ il «n nlLLtuad of ntrt BOT« than
. a 60-jpls of JroruArad r»e"-, s^ vnnt 'tc concioeMLle •fcrti'i^le to
Uie ' flVdtber • «a 3 olnr, thnrc rfae Ho vlni, no efcvica of i)9»tbcr
i

'or cli-lliin 'loraTi.- W» eoMred th\o la i csmpitft* official j>3llc» ". . •
. ruport- a« & snpplanwrt to tlw biot-^ir of Uio msmlap, at S^frtotDtnr 3 '
tn»t Setrtflntflr 2, a* JBU lettu- indl<vitno}. • Sin** «trr jo^ nrt doiumde • •'
. oa »ccut»oy »mi' «ii ability to t»ll t>.» dif^onmM t>«tvs»p' fact 171^
•
. -io^lon, w» wars mtxiralV tlislur'pad ty th« PoTiLj^on ronort wiilrH
. c.U.MlnikwJ tin SlgttllK to "oultlyle high iCLpitiuli ctjocti" .ir. -^in
..
>.r** njvt "iftia'ihKj iEcrer^ioK,"
"Jhi.L ia a lif<l« dift'icnl'i.lo undnitioi
1
Ij'-ilxi fax>t u-.Lit ycmr LsAt^J (u-Td'-loci) amTned *onf"lS»rib1y aTwr th» .
?ontasan rolr«BD,i. ain^ jvor lattor ciys •uvt 3>)M tpo zlilt^ In tt^ •
;jr«cr«js of o«kinf a rii\">i r«i!.M»-ilcm , it inwi? that ttiaro -la s»
•
. irjcrnciat«j«y hnro. Ordinatily, ttls wuildbi't ta toe inpoi^Jint wcn^t
; for ilia firt t^iut in t jiihutiaa Liko this y« iiro niVJiNtllv vosy
'• raVioUrA to ba canaldwni irr>*apciziiibl« In 'OPT nmxdal i«poi?t;to
•
.thn polLue stfttloi. '.
•
• •' '
"
Siooa or.a «? uj t?i1- BhrtnT^J mis in li-.ii Air Fort* for fevir' joiia
.'•
<i:u;ijj;«l in TofusliTiK uQ»rRticr,j Kith all >±.-As of nilltury a^rn'riJt, it -.
(fun ln>»jlbZa to nrtstil<e vbi^ vo ^»ir for sn/ tiaw at military opar4Uoo ( .
«I. altttm/l.o. .• It wi A!«O dnflTdtcly luvt-ei i»ltepptar or ' '
Irowrii^btily if tor M1.^ nh>jo41 dlp«pp«irt>i. wa did Asa vbat •
? a B-*7 at lii3-» sltltnio, .oat it tor» cs 'rol.att.an &t 'all
i
U-.6 Obi3ftt

vo

.

•

•

•.

•

.Another' Toot t« th*-t the tlno of- oic- cbssmtion Hae aesrly an hour «t't«r
fiiW AH, xfaidi vanld «ii™i»>t«i tlw 6th Air Pxrcf <jpD™tlaii. JBlj aUat,
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Huioarillo,. if ho ri«t nraortoii tiiii object hafo.ro Ka -vmrt to1 .tie dght
•
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December 2fl,
. . . Jr., Hci.ior. USA?
Project Klua Book
tat terror. AFH
, Ohio

.

.

Dear Sit;
Siace we Iidvii not heard Ercrci yij-j siivio oyr latiai; to ;/<ru
o£ December 2, wa are wrtciiig cMs to request erae
kind of aiisver, einca we ar-a slill upsac about what
happened after tha Pentagco released i;f r.e'iJB Etvir.^ chat
f« ntve Just seen stars .or plineis, or Kiph al Clt-.id-.:
air
• As iye rcsntloivii ITI our Letctr ts yo'J, ic could noc have
been the speiatiin "Dig Blast" you maucion, Bince chtci^ie ot c-tr* el^hcing was L-jearLya ai\ bojr :after t'.v.-c
fxf re ).*<?, and it mty not eveii JLaue been t .it iiae date,
einco you refev to our sighting as September 2. (jj.r
3:.gh.tihg was cci Septeabtr 3. Hi addition, as wo Tnentionad,
\:E aire both fimlliai wiih all che B-47's tnd fi-52hs anc5
hatifcopcar and Jet iifthtera wMch are fioinn ove.r thie
u].3^± all

tilt: tisx.:.

Cm to^ Oi." Lliilt Ptl. . T-::i-L'rrjrf- l i n r i

ro'jc yoare of refueling experience iii the Air For:a,
and "snows re^uJ.£r slvcrafr of all kindE. It IE invjorcant
Crt r^a^inlxxr* Llir.l- UHj.'j C-ri'f^. wi' r:^ir uvl:: r;c:t m y r f ti:i:l^
100 Cett til Lin; :ii.r, -''nii ii- v:if: a!Jfto'.'-Ct!l y i: il'i.nL ,.wil:h

no rxi::li ui.' *iir t'rcoi jcta or chopper Mydor vmattver . Aia3
•Lc'did wot have any wlnj-.n or tail. ,;t l.lc up tKo onULre
field, .sjnJ tus- naafby huii^f;:: curmul cwr=7loi->!l.y r<:«i. It
stopped, hovered, .ia4 Li.irr.Gd on « dinio."
VJlvit 'bntlu:r:< us trig oost ia that ir-any people ere thinking
tlvjt MOW ware either lyi^e: iir :iut Lutul.U.^-nt. unougte Co
till 'tha dl-Eferenoe hetv>-;;:n wlmL we;' sjiw r.nd aacxiethlag orill.r.ary.
Three other people BS* Lh-: j snnc t^hdng-or: Sejte^bec 3, Aiyi
'
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Norman Muscarello's "Incident at Exeter"

This now well known Manchester Union Leader photo captured the
Exeter UFO team in September 1965. Left to right: 18 year old
Norman Muscarello who first spotted the UFO, patrolman David
Hunt and Eugene Bertrand and dispatcher "Scratch" Toland.
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Norman Muscarello speaks to the Journalism class at Exeter High
School in 1980, his first public interview since the "Incident at
Exeter" in 1965. (Courtesy Talon)
Back to Main Article
Read about Betty Hill
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SeacoastNH.com "Incident at Exeter" Exclusive
The UNSEEN UFO Interviews

NORMAN MUSCARELLO
Norman Muscarello / Officer Eugene Bertrand / Officer
David Hunt / Officer Timothy Russell / Mrs. Parker Lodgett /
Mr & Mrs Linwood Dore / Mrs. Turner / Ruth Williams /
Conrad Quimby

Important Copyright Note
about this unique content
In 1965 an 18-year old
Norman Muscarello spotted a
UFO in afield in Kensington,
NH and frantically reported
the event to the Exeter, NH
Police Department. They and
others saw it too. The resulting
report led to a book length account, The Incident at
Exeter by John G. Fuller. Fifteen years after the event,
students at Exeter High School with teacher Dennis
Robinson interviewed key people in the book again.
This amazingly candid interview with Viet Nam vet
Muscarello sheds added light on one of the most
famous UFO reports in American history. This
interview includes questions from students that
appeared in a special 1980 school newspaper.
Read: Tale of an Exeter-Terrestrial
STUDENT:
Could you tell us what happened the night of the
"Incident at Exeter?"
MUSCARELLO:
Now don't put me on the line because I'm no professor
of science, that's for sure. All I can tell you about is
what actually happened to me. And as in the book
(Incident at Exeter), on September 3, 1965, on OT
about 2 am, I was thumbing down Route 50 towards
Exeter, in Kensington near Mr. Dining's farm. It was a
clear night, no rain. There were plenty of stars in the
sky. It was just a clear beautiful night. I'd been up
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there seeing a friend of mine. I'd missed a ride and I
was thumbing back. No cars pick you up at that hour
of the morning. I observed planes in the sky earlier.
It's pretty easy for me to understand the difference
between a plane and what I saw. I'm sure if you
experienced it, there wouldn't be any question in
mind. I got just past the Dining farm - There's a little
field on the right hand side. You can kind of see the
glow of Hampton Beach and the lights from the
beach, which is distinguishable. What I'm trying to
say is that you can see what's going on. It's pretty
obvious that that's the beach area.
I observed pulsating lights coming from the north,
heading in a southwesterly direction, towards where I
was. I assume the speed must have been something
terrific because it came up on me all of a sudden, like
this! (Snaps his fingers.) Very distant, pulsating
erratically I couldn't make out any distinct pattern,
circles or anything like that. It was just very bright.
Could not make out a silhouette at all. I didn't know
what it was. There was absolutely no sound, other
than the fact that I heard horses in Dining's field,
raising holy hell, kicking the bam. Crickets seemed to
just quit.... My attention was fixed on these lights. I
didn't know what it was. Passed over, kind of like
disappeared. I don't know what direction it went in. I
was kind of dazed. My eyes were like, you know,
seeing spots you go through when somebody takes
your picture with a camera. Got my eyes cleared ~
son of a gun — here it comes again. I don't have to tell
you, you get kind of nervous out there. I mean I'm all
alone; there's nobody else standing there to refer to. I
mean, is this guy smoking something? I just froze up.
I didn't know quite what to do. I got scared.
I ran across the street. I didn't actually dive, I fell,
because I tripped on something and I fell into the
ditch, and I lay there with my head down. And I
looked up, and it was like the whole side of this house
which was next door, the next house down from
Dining's --1 didn't know the people at the time, but I
found out that it was Mr. Russell later -- the whole
side of the building seemed to turn out like a blood
red. And yet the lights weren't completely all red
either. It was a white house and these lights were still
pulsating in erratic positions. I couldn't make out any
design or silhouette at all, and then (he whistles), it
took off. I don't even know what direction it took off
in because I had my head down after that. I got up out
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of the ditch and ran to that house, pounding on the
door. Later on I discovered that Mr. Russell was
awake. Mrs. Russell told me later that they were
awake and they heard me pounding, but they're not
going to answer the door with this crazy nut pounding
at two o'clock in the morning, no car out front or
anything like that. So they didn't bother answering,
but they did remember me. Well, no response there.
I ran back out in the street and here comes a car. I
wasn't going to let it go by. I stood right in the road,
waving my arms. This fellow and his --. I assumed
was his wife at the time — come to find out I did know
the fella. The reason he never disclosed his name is
because it wasn't his wife in the car. This is true. I
mean, I'm not even going to disclose his name now.
He sat out in front of the station after bringing me
down to the station because he was kind of curious.
He didn't know if I was cracking up or what. I went
into the (Exeter Police) station and told "Scratch"
Toland what happened as rapidly as I could. I was a
nervous wreck. He wasn't surprised, because I asked
him, "Well, what do you mean you're not surprised?"
He said, "I just had two reports before you walked in
here, one from Raymond and another one from
Hampton Beach." Both of these people had made a
description darn close to what 1 had said. One woman
being chased in a car, on Route whatever, I think it
was 101 (Raymond), anyway, headed in this direction,
and another call had come into Hampton Police
Department via phone. Exeter got hold of a dispatch
on it. A gentleman had called from a phone booth and
they asked, "What is the number? Where are you at?"
He had described pretty much the same thing I had
seen. When the police pulled up to the phone booth,
the phone was dangling, and there was nobody
around. I assume he probably just, got scared and said,
"I don't want anybody to think I'm a nut." And I want
you people to know that the only reason I went to that
station was because I thought I was cracking up. I was
pretty much your age.
STUDENT:
How old were you then?
MUSCARELLO:
Eighteen, I had just graduated from high school.
STUDENT:
If you saw another UFO, would you report it?
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MUSCARELLO:
You're darn right.
STUDENT:
Some people, after they have seen one, may be
reluctant to report another because their friends will
think they're really weird.
MUSCARELLO:
Well, you see, after Scratch had told me of this, he got
on the blower (police radio). Here comes a cruiser.
Gene Bertrand, some of you people might know him,
he just retired, pulled up and said, Come on. I want to
see what you're talking about. And the only reason I'm
following this up is because we have other reports."
Otherwise they would have sent me home.
Gene went up to the same spot where all this had
taken place. He and I got out of the cruiser. He had a
good-sized seal beam flashlight. We were on our way
into the field. He wanted to actually go right down in
there and look around. You could see the whole field
from the road, but he wanted to do that anyway.
Before we got out to where we had stopped, another
cruiser pulled up. It was David Hunt. I think he is
working for the North Hampton Police Department
now. And he's a character. "I'm from MO; (Missouri)
I gotta see it. What you been drinking fellas?" I could
hear him up there rattling and the first one to open his
mouth, was Dave Hunt. He says, "What the hell is
that?" We looked up and — here she comes again. I
don't know what it is. Gene reached for his gun. He
had it out of his holster, I'm not. kidding.
STUDENT:
What was he going to do, shoot at it?
MUSCARELLO:
He didn't know. What are you gonna do? Human
nature, response, something you don't understand you
show fear. Well, I understand that now, but at the time
I was more afraid of the gun than that thing because I
know what the gun can do. So we boogied back to the
cruiser and Gene got on the blower and he says,
"Scratch, I see the damn thing myself." After that it
was taking me home. And my mother was having a fit
because she didn't know where I'd been. She sees the
cruiser out there and says, "What did he do now?" Mr.
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Fuller who wrote this book, was coming down from
Maine. He was doing a follow-up on some story up
there and decided to check on this. He had an
interview with me. On the hood of his car he asked me
to sign something. And I never made a penny on this
thing and that is the truth. Not one red cent. I'll tell
you why I'm glad I didn't: Because I think it makes it
more believable. I'm glad I'm not crazy. I'm glad
somebody else, who was responsible and credible saw
it, not just myself going and thinking for the rest of
my life, "Am I a nut?" You know, I've been called a
number of things. I would have believed myself that I
had something loose up there.
STUDENT:
That is why it is such a famous story, in part because
of the credibility of the police officers.
MUSCARELLO:
Once we get into this I can explain something else.
Still to this day it is recorded in the archives in
Washington, DC. This story cannot be explained
scientifically at all. There were a few of your skeptics
at the first - swamp gas or somebody had an antenna
and it was sparking with the high tension wire. I'm
just telling you what I saw.
STUDENT:
You say you feel good; it makes it more credible that
you didn't make any money off it?
MUSCARELLO:
It would have been nice to make a few bucks, right?
STUDENT:
I wonder why you haven't said anything. I would
assume that Mr. Fuller sold about a million copies and
must have made a fair amount off of it.
MUSCARELLO:
I talked to John (Fuller) on the phone about four
months ago. It was the first time I'd talked to him in
fifteen years. I had lost my original copy and he sent
me that one (points to book).
STUDENT:
You don't feel at all ripped off?
MUSCARELLO:
He told me, he made a bundle.
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STUDENT:
He didn't offer to send any along?
MUSCARELLO:
No. This story ended up in Look magazine, which is
out of print now.
STUDENT:
. . and Reader's Digest and True (Magazine).
MUSCARELLO:
He knew what he was doing. This book (The Incident
at Exeter) has been copyrighted twice by two
publishing companies.
STUDENT:
What do you do now?
MUSCARELLO:
I work out of Bradford, Massachusetts.
STUDENT:
Did you have any say over what Mr. Fuller put in the
book?
MUSCARELLO:
We had, actually, two interviews — one at the house
which was kind of erratic. That first morning at
daybreak rolled around, by 7:30 or 8:00 my mother's
kitchen was full of all kinds of people she'd never seen
before. One being, a Major Kehoe from Pease Air
Force Base and his sergeant. And handcuffed to the
sergeant's arm was an attache case, which I thought
was a little strange. But come to find out, before it
was released to the public, this was the Air Force Blue
Book. Major Kehoe raised holy hell with me in the
living room, telling me to "Shut up, don't say
anything, don't sign anything." He told me, "Have you
signed up for the Navy yet?" And I said, "No, I
haven't." He said, "Well, if you had, I'd haul you right
down to the base right now." You see, then I'd be
military property. But I actually didn't get sworn in (to
the Navy) until October 4 which was an entire month
away - and then I went to Great Lakes.
STUDENT:
Can you trace where you've been for the last 15 years?
MUSCARELLO:
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I was in the Navy from October 4, '65 to September
22, '69.1 spent 36 months in Viet Nam, was
discharged, was married, lived in town here. Got a
divorce, went to California where my dad lives. By
the way, he teaches high school too.
I went back to the Navy for a year and a half. It
changed too much for me; I'd broken service. I just
couldn't hack it anymore. I worked for a motor
company building recreation vehicles. I got homesick.
Got sick and tired of spending Christmas in 80 degree
weather. Missed the snow and seeing my friends, so I
came back here. That's about it. I don't know what
else to tell you.
STUDENT:
Did you experience any mild notoriety when you were
in the Service and the book came out?
MUSCARELLO:
You mean from my peers?
STUDENT:
Did someone say, "Hey, there's a book about you! "
MUSCARELLO:
Yup. You see this (UFO incident) happened three
weeks before I actually went in. My first command
was the USS Boston, out of Boston. My division
officer was Lieutenant Larry Bishop, and he and I
kind of hit it off. We had hit Singapore, on a liberty in
between gun runs to Nam. We stayed at the Singapore
Hotel and there is a big open foyer in the middle of
the hotel, barbershop here, gift shop over there. Here's
Larry in there puttering around, looking at magazines
and he picked up a copy of this (taps copy of Incident
at Exeter). There was also some cartoon type,
caricature thing. They had me running down the street
with an attache case and a three-piece suit. Which is
crazy; I dressed pretty much the way I am now. Of
course I used to get a lot of hassle in the chow line.
STUDENT:
There weren't people coming in and trying to get your
side of the story, assuming that there was more to it?

MUSCARELLO:
The Executive Officer talked to me on the bridge one
night. I had a mid-watch. He wanted about a half hour
spiel.
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STUDENT:
Have you ever seen anything else since 1965 that you
could not identify?
MUSCARELLO:
No. There is something, I don't know what page it is
on that says I've seen something else. I don't even
know why he wrote that. 11 asked John about that and
he says that I don't understand that he said that he did
not write that.
STUDENT:
How did your mother take it when you told her that
you had seen a UFO?
MUSCARELLO:
I didn't tell her, Gene did.
STUDENT:
Is that the first time you'd been brought home in a
patrol car?
MUSCARELLO:
I've gotten into little trouble before, nothing serious.
STUDENT:
Did you have any contact with the Air Force?
MUSCARELLO:
Yes, at the house... This fella Kehoe was erratic,
telling me to shut up, don't say anything — if you want
to make any statements, make them with me. By this
time there are cops, photographers, some fella from
the Manchester Union, Major Kehoe and his sergeant,
John Fuller and his photographer.
STUDENT:
Mr. Fuller was right there on the spot? I was led to
believe that he didn't hear about it for a while.
MUSCARELLO:
No, this was the same day. Anyways Kehoe's sergeant
had taken this thing off his wrist. He was handcuffed
to an attache case, and set it on the kitchen table. It
was unlocked, cocked half open. My mother, she says
that she'd better get some more coffee, so she went
into the kitchen. She must have gotten curious or
something and started flipping through the attache
case. Kehoe spotted her when he came around the
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corner and he swore at her. I'm not even going to use
the language he used. That is when she blew up. She
says, "This is my house, that (the attache case) is
sitting on my table and I'll look at it. If you don't like
it, then get the hell out of here." And I said, "That's
right ma, because if he won't I'll throw him down the
stairs. And that's a fact.
STUDENT:
What do you believe it was that you saw in that field
near Exeter that night?
MUSCARELLO:
Very good, I wanted to get to that. I'm a very avid fan
of Carl Sagan and his series Cosmos. My personal
opinion is — how naive and ignorant do we have to be
to stand here and say that we are the only intelligent
beings in this entire galaxy, solar system, and cosmos?
I don't believe that we are. It is something. I can't say
it wasn't. I don't know what it was.
STUDENT:
Thank you Mr. Muscarello for coming in and talking
to us.
© 2000 Copyright SeacoastNH.com. All rights
reserved.
This interview may not be reproduced in any form
in whole or in part in any medium without
expressed permission of this web site. Please do not
copy this information onto your web site or book.
Researchers using brief quotations from this interview
may link directly to this web page for the complete
text. Please attribute all references to material on this
web page SeacoastNH.com.
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SeacoastNH.com "Incident at Exeter" Exclusive
The UNSEEN UFO Interviews

OFFICER EUGENE BETRAND
Norman Muscarello / Officer Eugene Bertrand / Officer
David Hunt / Officer Timothy Russell / Mrs. Parker Lodgett /
Mr &. Mrs Linwood Dore / Mrs. Turner / Ruth Williams /
Conrad Quimby

Important Copyright Note
about this unique content
In 1979, Exeter High student
Frank Bertrand interviewed
retired police officer Eugene
Bertrand about his memory of
the 1965 UFO siting in New
Hampshire. The story
appeared in a number of
newspaper and magazine articles and was adapted
into the book "Incident at Exeter" by John G. Fuller.
Frank's interview inspired the my Exeter student
journalists to re-interview many of the people featured
in Fuller's bestseller. — JDR
Read: Tale of an Exeter-Terrestrial
STUDENT:
Mr. Bertrand, would you please tell me what happened
the night you saw the UFO?
BERTRAMD:
That night, a fellow by the name of Muscarello came
into the police station. He had been coming home from
his girl's house in Amesbury (MA), walking along
Route 150. Some object came out of the sky, swooped
down at him. He ran to a house and pounded on the
door, and the guy would not let him in. He saw a car,
ran out to the road and got a ride to Exeter. So, (police
dispatcher) Scratch Toland called me into the station
and asked me to go out with him and see what he saw
out there.
We got out there, we saw nothing. It was pitch dark.
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He asked me if I would come down to the field with
him, so I walked down the field with him, and he
started yelling. I looked over and I saw some object
come skimming across the treetops, about 76-80 feet
in the air, and it looked like it might be spinning. At
first we thought the lights were going from left to
right, but it could be we were losing them as the thing
was turning. I grabbed ahold of the guy; I yanked him
out of the field because I didn't want to get caught in
an open field with something swooping down. We got
back to the cruiser and Officer Hunt showed up. The
three of us watched it for a minute. It took off and
headed towards the coast, making no noise, just about
treetop level.
STUDENT:
Were you at all scared of this?
BERTRAND:
Well, I wasn't really scared, but I was concerned.
STUDENT:
What did you think was happening? What ran through
your mind when you first saw this?
BERTRAND:
I don't know. It was just something I had never seen
before. It was just an ... unidentified ... flying object!
STUDENT:
What did the Air Force have to do with this?
BERTRAND:
Well, I was talking to Hunt. We watched it until it
disappeared and I asked, "Where do you think it is
now?" He said, "I think it's probably over to
Hampton." Just then we got a call on the radio. We
heard Hampton talking — and they had just got a call
that some man in Hampton had a red object swoop
down at his car. He called Hampton and they sent
their cruisers out. They called Pease (Air Force Base)
and they sent out a couple of fighter planes.
The next day I got a phone around noontime; it was
from the Exeter Police Department. They wanted us to
meet, with two Air Force officers at one o'clock at the
police station. The first thing they told us to do was to
keep it quiet, but we told him it was too late because
there was a newspaper man from the Manchester
Union was in the station when this happened.
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Apparently they had picked up stuff on their radar,
before we knew about this. I talked to the operations
officer. He said he couldn't figure it out because there
was no refueling operations going on at that time on
the East coast. Then a theory from the Pentagon came
out saying it was a refueling. Then they changed it
when they found out I had been in refueling, said I
was looking at a planet inversion.
STUDENT:
Approximately how big would you say this was?
BERTRAND:
Muscarello said it was as big as a barn; to me it didn't
look that big. I thought it was just a good-sized plane,
like a 124 or something.
STUDENT:
Did it follow the laws of aerodynamics or did it seem
to defy them?
BERTRAND:
It did defy them. I've never seen anything fly that
way. It was just floating like a leaf.
STUDENT:
Can you describe Mr. Muscarello to me? Do you
remember what he looked like, his attitudes and
things?
BERTRAND:
Well he's a kind of a crazy kid in a way.
STUDENT:
So if you hadn't seen this yourself, you might have
figured he was making it up?
BERTRAND:
Yeah.
STUDENT:
Was there any conversation between you and Office
Hunt or other police officers about it?
BERTRAND:
We talked about it, a number of times. That night, and
later we tried to figure out what it was, but never
could come to an explanation what it should have
been, you know?
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STUDENT:
Thank you very much. I appreciate your time.
© 2000 Copyright SeacoastNH.com. All rights
reserved.
This interview may not be reproduced in any form
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SeacoastNH.com "Incident at Exeter" Exclusive
The UNSEEN UFO Interviews

OFFICER DAVID HUNT
Norman Muscarello / Officer Eugene Bertrand / Officer
David Hunt / Officer Timothy Russell / Mrs. Parker Lodgett /
Mr & Mrs Linwood Dore / Mrs. Turner / Ruth Williams /
Conrad Quimby

Important Copyright Note
about this unique content
UFO witness David Hunt was
interviewed 15 years after the
famed "Incident at Exeter"by
Exeter High School students
Bernard Dubbrac and Paul
Marcoaldi. At the time of the
sighting Hunt was working at
the Exeter Police Dept and was at the nearby North
Hampton Dept. when this interview was recorded. The
not very reveiling interview took place on May 9,
1980. - JDR
Read: Tale of an Exeter-Terrestrial
STUDENT:
How long did you work in Exeter as a police officer?
HUNT:
All together, about six or seven years.
STUDENT:
Did the UFO sighting have anything to do with your
change over to the North Hampton Police Department?
HUNT:
No.
STUDENT:
What did the UFO move through the air like?
HUNT:
More or less on, like a fluttering motion, like a leaf
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falling back and forth.
STUDENT:
What was it shaped like?
HUNT:
Couldn't really get a shape, mostly the lights, you'd
guess mostly round.
STUDENT:
Did you believe in UFOs before the sighting?
HUNT:
No. I had an open mind about it. Still do.
STUDENT:
Do many people come up and ask you about it?
HUNT:
No, not anymore.
STUDENT:
But they did when...
HUNT:
Oh yeah, the first year, especially the first six months.
STUDENT:
They really came up to you?
HUNT:
Yeah.
STUDENT:
Did the UFO make any noise?
HUNT:
No, not that I know of, not that I could tell.
STUDENT:
Have you read the book "Incident at Exeter" by John
Fuller?
HUNT:
Yeah, I read it back then.
STUDENT:
Was it an accurate account?
HUNT:
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Yes, it's reasonable accurate.
STUDENT:
Who else was there with you?
HUNT:
Gene Bertrand and a boy named Muscarello.
STUDENT:
OK, Betty Hill told our school paper that Exeter was a
UFO zone. What do you think of that?
HUNT:
Well, I don't really know what you would classify as a

STUDENT:
Well, she seems to think that she sees them all the
time. Have you seen any UFOs since then?
HUNT:
Not that I can be sure of. No
STUDENT:
Do you think that UFOs will ever come back around?
HUNT:
I don't know really.
STUDENT:
How did the people react when you told them about
the UFO you saw?
HUNT:
Well, about the same as anything else. Some believe
you, some don't. Some take it real serious, about the
same as any other things. Some people are skeptical,
some aren't. Some have an open mind, some don't.
STUDENT:
Did you yourself talk to John Fuller about this?
HUNT:
Oh yeah.
STUDENT:
How do you feel about this now that it's all over 15
years later?
HUNT:
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It's just a thing that happened and we reported it the
way it happened at that time, which you know is about
all you can do I guess.
© 2000 Copyright SeacoastNH.com. All rights
reserved.
This interview may not be reproduced in any form
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As I Please
By J.Dennis Robinson
Vol 4 Mo 23, November 18,2000

Tales of an Exeter-Terrestrial
More UFO stories from
the "Incident at Exeter"
Click to read the WHOLE INTERVIEW
Norman Muscarello
gripped the yellow
paperback book that had
made him famous as he
spoke to my high school
Journalism class. The year
was 1980, 15 years after a
flying saucer, or
something, had swooped
out of the clear night sky
on the Kensington Road near the Dining Farm on
way to Exeter, New Hampshire.
"I assume the speed must have been something terrific,
because it came up on me all of a sudden like THIS, "
Muscarello said, snapping his fingers for emphasis. The
night was silent, he recalled, with no crickets, only the
sound of the horses braying loudly in the nearby field.
Then came the lights.
"I don't have to tell you, you get kind of nervous out
there. I'm all alone... I mean, is this guy smoking
something?" Muscarello said of himself, and the Exeter
High School students tittered. "I just froze up. I didn't
know quite what to do. I got scared."
Standing uncomfortably, at first, at the head of the
class, Muscarello looked like a big kid giving a book
report rather than a celebrity guest speaker. Still, my
students were at full attention, empathizing with his
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awkwardness, drawn to his candor. For days we had
been reading "The Incident at Exeter", the best-seller by
John Fuller about a UFO spotted in Seacoast, New
Hampshire on September 3, 1965. Muscarello, they
knew, was the real deal, what Journalism teachers call "a
primary source." This, to my knowledge, was one of the
few interviews he ever recorded after the incident. My
students got it all on tape.
"I fell into the ditch and I
lay there with my head
down," the speaker
continued. "I looked up and
it was like the whole side of
this house...the whole side
of the building seemed to
turn out like a blood red.
...It was a white house and
these lights were still
pulsating in erratic
Norman MuscareHo in 1980
positions. I couldn't make
out any designs or silhouette at all, and then -- it took
off." Muscarello made a noise like a slide whistle,
indicating the disappearing UFO.
In. the last 35 years Muscarello's story and those of
other eye-witnesses have been analyzed to smithereens
in countless books, white papers, TV shows and web
sites. It's part of the Hynek Report where the term "close
encounters" was coined. It's documented in Air Force
reports and police reports, even the Congressional
Record. Skeptics have called the phenomenon everything
from fire balloons to a perceptual illusion of the planet
Jupiter. For believers, this story is tucked so deeply into
the foundation of UFOlogy that removing it would
disrupt the infrastructure of the whole system.
It's the cops that hold the
whole wild tale together.
Three days after the
incident, a statewide
newspaper photo showed a
sullen teenaged Muscarello
with three smiling Exeter
officers - David Hunt,
Muscarello and Hunt in 1965
Eugene Bertrand and
dispatcher "Scratch:
Toland. After crawling from the ditch, Muscarello told
the class, he knocked on a couple of doors. No one
answered, but they later corroborated the fact that he had
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been there. Muscarello flagged down a car and got a ride
to the local police station. The driver of the car, he told
the students, was never identified in Fuller's book
because the woman with him at 2 am wasn't the driver's
wife. By the time Muscarello rushed frantically into the
station near the famous Exeter bandstand, Scratch
Toland had already received a call from another witness.
Toland asked Officer
Bertrand to accompany
Muscarello out to the field
and he too saw something.
It was about the size of a
plane, Bertrand later told
my student investigator in a
separate interview. It defied
the laws of gravity, "floating like a leaf. Officer Hunt
then pulled up and all three men watched the object
disappear seaward toward Hampton. Minutes later they
heard a police radio dispatch from Hampton -- a UFO
had been spotted there. According to Muscarello,
Bertrand had even removed his gun from its holster
during the flyover.
"What was he going to do, shoot it?" one of my students
said laughing. In 1980, back from a long stretch in the
military, Muscarello still wore his hair slicked back,
Elvis-style, with long sideburns, a thin mustache and was
paunchier than the tough teenager in 1965 news photo.
"He was kind of a crazy kid in a way," Bertrand told my
student reporter. But in front of the class that day, the
more Muscarello spoke, the calmer and more confident
he sounded.
"At the time I was more afraid of the gun than that
thing," Muscarello said of the UFO. "So we boogied
back to the cruiser and Gene got on the blower and he
says, 'Scratch, I see the damn thing myself!"
The rest is UFO history. Reporter John Fuller was
assigned to write a piece originally called "Outer Space
Ghost Story" for Look magazine. It appeared in Reader's
Digest and then in True Magazine as "The Incident at
Exeter" - the title Fuller used for his book. Peter R.
Geremia, (see related story) director of the New
Hampshire chapter of Mufon (Mutual UFO Network)
remembers Fuller as a scrupulous investigative reporter.
Geremia has studied Fuller's notes now archived at
Boston University and describes his work as "very very
meticulous".
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But there's more to the Seacoast UFO story. In 1980
my Journalism students fanned out and interviewed
everyone they could find associated with the book. We
published the results in a special edition of the school
paper. Conrad Quimby, then editor of the Derry News
and a staunch nonbeliever, told one student that he had
tipped off Fuller to the Exeter UFO incident. Quimby
said he was also friendly with a Portsmouth couple,
Betty and Barney Hill, who had seen a UFO while
driving in the White Mountains in 1961. As Fuller
worked on the Exeter book, Quimby introduced him to
the Hills. I checked this fact with Betty Hill, now living
in Portsmouth at age 81. She agrees that her husband
Barney had confided in Quimby, and that indeed may be
how Fuller - and soon the whole world - learned of the
couple's wild ride.
"Interrupted Journey" Fuller's follow-up book about
the Hill's alleged abduction by aliens was another big
seller. His detailed journalistic style again intrigued even
skeptics and positioned Betty and Barney Hill deeply in
the hearts and minds of UFO addicts world wide.
Distinguished actor James Earl Jones, the voice of CNN,
Bell Atlantic and Darth Vader, was a key force in turning
the book into a film and Jones played the part of Barney
Hill in the 1975 film version "The UFO Incident." The
two books were recently republished back to back as one
trade paperback volume and are already out of stock
again.
The Hills received a
royalty for their UFO story,
much of it recorded while
under hypnosis. Muscarello
and the Exeter witnesses
were not compensated in an
era before the fearful onset
of checkbook journalism.
One month after seeing the
Exeter UFO, Muscarello
began a close encounter
with the US Navy and
Betty HiH in 1999
served in the Viet Nam
War. He remembers first discovering Fuller's book about
him at a shop in Saigon. By the time he arrived in my
classroom 15 years later, Incident at Exeter had sold over
a half million copies.
"Don't you feel at all ripped off?" someone in the
classroom asked Muscarello. Teenagers have an inherent
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sense of justice that, we should teach them, history, fate,
commerce and UFOs do not. If I were in charge of public
education in America, all kids would study Journalism,
work on the school paper and write oral histories. They
would meet real people, ask real questions and report the
results with detail and without bias.
"It would have been nice
to make a few bucks,
right?" Muscarello
shrugged. "He (Fuller) said
he made a bundle. I talked
to John on the phone about
four months ago. It was the
first time I'd talked to him
in 15 years. I had lost my
original copy and he sent
me that one," Muscarello said, gesturing toward his copy
of "Incident at Exeter."
It was, as I recall, one of my best days as a high school
teacher. Our school paper The Talon was consumed by
the students at Exeter Area High School as soon as it was
published. The kids sold ads and paid for the whole
process. We bought our own typewriters. We purchased
our own textbooks. The paper won some sort of award
and 20 years after the fact, the UFO issue is as readable
as ever. I made a few calls to see if Norman Muscarello
is around town with no luck. I called the Exeter Police
Station to see what had happened to the three officers.
The young dispatcher had never heard of any UFO flying
over Exeter or of the officers in question. Two, it
appears, have passed away. One transferred out long ago.
UFO researcher Peter Geremia says he met with John
G. Fuller, corresponded and spoke with him on the
phone. The two men planned to present a detailed lecture
together in Exeter in 1990, but the author died just weeks
before. Time passes and the thin cables that connect us to
the truth rust and snap. I couldn't find the audio tape of
our conversation with the man who saw the lights over
Kensington in 1965 -just the transcript my students

pulled together. It's not the missing 20 minutes from the
Watergate archives - but I'm proud of it and of my
students - and it will have to do.
By J. Dennis Robinson
Copyright © 2000 SeacoastNH.com. All rights reserved.
Content may not be used or transferred without
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permission.
Photos courtesy Manchester Union Leader and Exeter
High School Talon. Illustrations by high school artist JP
Smith.
Don't miss Dennis Robinson's new column "Seacoast
Rambles" every other week in Foster's Sunday Citizen at
your local newsstand.
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TRUEVIEWS AIIWI-S BOOKS KlftOKIIS
won't take "no" for an answer and even
makes love in a whirlpool bath. Sean Connery
is miscast as the poet, but Jean Seberg, Patrick O'Neal and Joanne Woodward are good.
THE NIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY. Clint Walker
stars as a rancher fighting off debt and a
savage grizzly in the Pacific Northwest. It's
kind of corny, but a basic sincerity keeps it
alive and there's plenty of action. In the end,
it's more than bearable.

MOVIES
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING. What do you
think would happen if a Russian sub ran
aground just oft Cape Cod? Well, if Jonathan
Winters is the local deputy sheriff, Paul Ford
the civilian defense chief and Ben Blue the
man who spreads the word, peaceful coexistence will be hilariously shattered. Carl
Reiner and Eva Marie Saint are also fine, but
Alan Arkin, as a nutty Russian lieutenant,
steals the picture.
THE GLASS-BOTTOM BOAT. It's a rarity to see
a film with Doris Day where the issue isn't
seduction versus marriage, so take note. This
time she's just a girl in love with a scientist
(Rod Taylor) ; she's also a suspected spy,
which leads to highly comic complications.
Arthur Godfrey, Paul Lynde and John MeGiver help keep it funny.
THE SUCKER. A frantic French farce about an
amiable dope who is talked into driving a
Cadillac from Naples to Bordeaux not knowing that the car is stuffed to the fins with
gold, heroin and jewels. Everything goes
wrong, often uproariously. Bourvil plays the
sucker to clownish perfection and Louis de
Funes is great as a dim-witted criminal
mastermind.
A BIG HAND FOR THE LITTLE LADY. Homesteader Henry Fonda gets into the biggest
poker game in Texas, bets his life savings, is
raised—and has a heart attack. His wife
(Joanne Woodward) has to carry on, but she
doesn't know how to play. After she learns,
she goes to the bank for a loan—with the
hand as collateral. Often funny, sometimes
strained. Jason Robards and Charles Bickford shine as a couple of genial misogynists.
A FINE MADNESS. A fast, macabre comedy
about a two-fisted, oversexed poet in search of
money and peace of mind. Pursued by police,
his ex-wife, various broads and a slightly
crazy psychiatrist who wants to operate on
his brain, he is always down but never out,
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MAYA. Clint Walker again, this time playing
a white hunter in deepest, darkest India. Jay
North, his son, runs away from home, meets
an Indian boy and a pair of elephants, and
travels with them. The scenery is simply
beautiful and the story is beautifully simple.
Send the kids.
CINERAMA'S RUSSIAN ADVENTURE. A dull
travelogue, showing some of the more attractive parts of Russia. The Moiseyev
Dancers and the Moscow State Circus are
standout attractions, but much of it is drab,
even though the cheerful Bing Crosby narrates. The technical crudity of Cinerama's
three-part screen is also very distracting. If
you like smorgasbord, you might like this one.
THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS? We deeply,
devoutly hope so. Marty Allen and Steve Rossi
make their movie debut, and spend 90 witless
minutes providing reasons why their first film
should be their last.

HOOKS
PROMETHEUS by Andre Maurois. The life and
hard times of Honore de Balzac, one of
France's greatest writers, as seen by one of
the world's great biographers. Life in 19thcentury France was lusty, hectic and free,
and Balzac exemplified the period. He failed
at politics and business, maintained several
mistresses, conducted love affairs by mail and
turned out a steady stream of novels and
stories. He died, burned out, at 50, five months
after he married. Harper & Row; $10.00.
HIROHITO: EMPEROR OF JAPAN by Leonard
Mosley. A good but leisurely biography of a
monarch who was rarely allowed to rule.
Hirohito is a gentle man and, according to
this evidence, a good one, but he was so

hemmed in by politicians, tradition and the
military that he was helpless to stop or change
the disastrous course of events in Japan. The
book not only tells how, but explains why.
Prentice-Hall; $7.95.
THE BONAPARTES by David Stacton. There has
never been a family quite like Napoleon's;
hopefully, there will never be another. His
brothers, sisters and in-laws were loony, lazy,
lecherous and treacherous (one made a fortune selling marble busts of Napoleon, then
sold him out to his enemies; another "attitudinized all day and fornicated all night").
This dazzingly witty book traces the family
misfortunes from 1814 to the present. Simon
& Schuster; $7.95.
CONFESSIONS OF AN IRISH REBEL by Brendan
Behan. The last work of the brawling, bawdy,
tragicomic writer is a perfect mirror of the
man: vulgar, funny and unfinished. Taperecorded before his death, it's a long, anecdotal monologue about prison life, fighting
the English, drinking, loving and writing
pornography in Paris. His crudity never quite
obscures his fundamental, warm humanity.
Bernard Geis; $4.95.
THE DETECTIVE by Roderick Thorp. A massive
novel about a private detective who accepts
a case that sets him off on a spellbinding
voyage of self-discovery. The author dissects
marriage, adultery, suicide, love, psychology,
homosexuality and police work so neatly that
it leaves the reader helpless to do anything
but read on. Quite simply, it's a helluva good
book. Dial; $5.95.
THE LAST GENTLEMAN by Walker Percy. Four
years ago, the author won the National Book
Award for The Moviegoer; now he's back
with an even better novel. This is the story of
a southerner in New York, shy, pixieish and
subject to fits of amnesia. He returns home
in pursuit of love and finds death. It's melancholy and funny, very deep and very good.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux; $5.95.
A SENTENCE OF LIFE by Julian Gloag. Jordan
Maddox is a nobody—a successful executive,
but dull and ordinary. When he is accused
of a violent murder, no one believes he is
even capable of it. He's innocent, but he
almost accepts the guilt in order to assert his
individuality and absolve his failings, though
no one blames him for them but himself. An
absorbing novel. Simon & Schuster; $5.95.
THIS TIME IN TWILIGHT by Anthony Tuttle.
A highly readable novel about a conflict over
a prospective dam in the Southwest and the
people who fight against it. Much of the story
TRUE THE MAN'S MAGAZINE
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The book Incident at Exeter was no sooner completed than
UFO reports began to break out in unprecedented numbers all
over the country. After my research in Exeter, New Hampshire,
I was, as a former skeptic, now convinced that this would happen, surprised that it had not happened sooner. For the first
time, the general press began treating the subject with respect.
I knew that Exeter was only a microcosm, a small sample of
a much bigger story that was taking place and was certain to
take place with increasing frequency all over the world. Since
one reporter cannot hopscotch everywhere to track down an
effective story, I decided to concentrate on Exeter because of a
well-documented case there involving the police. It could have
been any number of other places with similar reports.
When the now-famous Michigan cases broke in March, 1966,
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford formally requested
a congressional investigation and the wire services furnished
front-page stories for the nationwide press. But when an Air
Force investigation indicated that some of the sightings might
be attributed to methane or marsh gas, the press again backtracked and seized on this as a blanket explanation for the UFO
phenomenon.
This distortion was deplored by Dr. J. Allen Hynek, head
of the Astronomy Department of Northwestern University, who
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PHOTOGRAPHED FOR TRUE BY ERNEST GAY

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Exeter, N.H., is a typical, small New England town, inhabited by 7,243 skeptical Yankees.

Mrs. Virginia Hale saw a dome-shaped object
hovering over neighbor's house in daylight.

Exeter patrolmen Bertrand, left, and
Hunt point out spot where UFO rose.

himself had advanced the marsh gas theory. In a letter
to me on March 29, 1966, he wrote: "I am enclosing
the actual press release I gave out at Detroit because
I wanted you to have the full story. The release was
not handled in the papers as released.
"You will note my insistence that the swamp sightings and their highly-likely explanation does not constitute a blanket explanation for the UFO phenomenon.
I'm afraid this point was missed, too."
In the official release so badly distorted by the press,
Doctor Hynek states:
"The Air Force has asked me to make a statement
of my findings to date. This I am happy to do, provided
it is clearly understood that my statement will refer, to
two principal events as reported to me. . . . It does not
cover the hundreds of unexplained reports. . . . I have
not investigated those. . . . I have recommended in my
capacity as Scientific Consultant [to the Air Force]
that competent scientists quietly study such cases when
evidence from responsible people appears to warrant
32

such study. There may be much of potential value to
science in such events. We know a very great deal more
about the physical world in 1966 than we did in 1866,
but, by the same token, the people in the year 2066
may regard us as very incomplete in our scientific
knowledge. . . ."
The Michigan sightings showed marked similarity
to the astounding, repetitive series of UFO cases that
were continuing on such a regular basis in the Exeter
area. At Ann Arbor, Michigan, at least 40 people, including a dozen policemen, turned in reports of four
strange, glowing objects, hovering over a swamp nearby. The craft was described as football-shaped, about
as wide in diameter as the length of a car, with a grayish-yellow hue and a pitted surface like a coral rock.
(A witness in Exeter who experienced a UFO hovering
directly beside her car described the surface as looking
like "hammered aluminum.") The object closest to
the observer was reported to have a blue light on one
end, a white light on the' other and a large red light
TRUE THE MAN'S MAGAZINE

A Pennsylvania hobbyist accidentally snapped this UFO while making time exposures of the moon.

in the center. As in most of the Exeter cases, it was
silent as it hovered just a few feet over the swamp.
Frederick E. Davids, state police commissioner and
also director of civil defense for the state, commented:
"I used to discount these reports, too, but now I'm not
so sure." Stanley McFadden, a Washtenaw county
deputy sheriff, reported that he and deputy David Fitzpatrick watched the object fly over their car about the
same time farmer Frank Mannor and his 19-year-old
son saw it take off.
At Hillsdale, Michigan, 87 college co-eds took copious notes on an object that hovered over a swamp outside their college dormitory. Joining them was a college dean and a civil defense official who confirmed
their stories.
Later, in April of 1966, two deputy sheriffs of Portage County, Ohio, chased an object described as being
40 feet wide and 18 feet high, for some 90 miles, from
Atwater, Ohio, all the way to Freedom, Pennsylvania.
Police Chief Gerald Buchert, of Mantua. Ohio, conAUGUST 1966

firmed their stoiy. All the observers emphasized they
had seen some kind of a vehicle, as opposed to natural
phenomenon such as fireballs or St. Elmo's file.
I became involved with the UFO subject almost by
total accident. As a columnist for the Saturday Review,
I keep a drawer full of interesting press clippings on
a wide vanety of subjects, especially if they aie news
stories that are likely to appear briefly in the pi ess and
then disappear into limbo.
During the summei of 1965, I came across a clipping in the conservative New York Times that reported
on the rash of sightings in Oklahoma, Texas and New
Mexico during which the teletype network of the Oklahoma State Highway Patrol was jammed for thiee
nights with reports fiom between 30 and 40 of its
officers that varicolored objects were tracked in various parts of the state at both low and high level. The
sightings were announced as confirmed on radar
screens by Tinker and Carswell Air Force bases and
then later denied
[Continued on page 107]
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REPORT FROM VIET NAM

CAMP ALPHA, SAIGON

* Everybody knows that the last week in Viet Nam
is the week you are most likely to get killed or hurt
or go nuts.
That's not really true, oi course. The statisticians
can prove a man about to go home is no more likely
to get hit than anyone else, and the military brass
makes a special effort to keep servicemen from becoming casualties just before they are scheduled to go back
to the States. In some Army units, soldiers are taken
off operations when they get within 30 days of departure time—and the other branches of service tend to
be equally protective. But there are just enough tragic
ironies during the final days of duty here to make GI's
believe in black fate.
The last stop for homeward bound Army men in
Viet Nam is the 90th Replacement Battalion, a bare,
crowded compound known as "Camp Alpha" and located inside Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Airport. It is also,

paradoxically, the first stop for many new arrivals.
They are all mixed together: the frightened newcomers
and the ready-to-depart veterans.
In its initial year of operation, ending last April,
Camp Alpha processed more than 56,000 entering
GI's, and sent more than 26,000 back to the U.S. But
these rates have increased at a staggering pace recently, making Alpha far from a comfortable encampment. There are only enough huts to house a small fraction of the men passing through. The others sleep in
large tents or on the bare ground.
One big hangar serves as a mess hall, and another
is used as a club. The makeshift club contains a few
dozen tables, a refreshment stand that sells soft drinks
and beer, and some pinball machines. When movies
are shown at night, it becomes as hot as a boiler room.
Theoretically no soldier about to leave Viet Nam
stays at Alpha longer than two days, but in practice

[Continued from page 33]
by the Air Force. I felt that it was incredible that this many
police officers could'report a phenomenon like this without it
being based on fact. I tore out the dipping and waited for a
follow-up. Nothing happened; the story disappeared from the
pages of all the New York papers.
Facing a deadline for a column, I checked with the National
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena in Washington
and learned from its Assistant Director Richard Hall that not
only were these cases unexplained, but that two sheriffs in
Texas had sped away from an enormous object some 250 feet
in diameter that came down to road level and hovered a few
feet off the ground. At the same time, I learned about the Exeter case, also involving competent police officers, one of whom
was an Air Force veteran.
I knew next to nothing about the UFO subject and in fact
was extremely wary of it. I knew that a certain element of UFO
believers was wildly irresponsible and I was determined to
avoid this element in any research I might do on the subject.
On the other hand, the prevalence of recent police reports suggested that there must be substance to the story and, if there
were, the press was certainly not giving it proper coverage.
As a naive and unbiased observer, I approached the story
with extreme caution and resolved that I would follow one
rule: To overdocument and understate.

THE UFO'S ARRIVE

I

_]t 2:24 a.m. on September 3, 1965, Norman Muscarello,
three weeks away from joining the Navy, plunged into the
Exeter, New Hampshire, police station in a state of near shock.
He was white and shaking. Patrolman Reginald "Scratch"
Tbland, on duty at the desk, helped him light a cigarette before he calmed down enough to talk.
His story came out in bursts. He had been hitchhiking on
Route 150 from Amesbury, Massachusetts, to his home in Exeter, a distance of 12 miles. The traffic was sparse, and he was
forced to walk most of the way. By 2 that morning he reached
Kensington, a few miles short of his home. Near an open field
between two houses, the Thing, as he called it, came out of the
sky directly toward him. It was as big as or bigger than a house.
It appeared to be 80 to 90 feet in diameter, with brilliant, pulsating red lights around an apparent rim. It wobbled, yawed
and floated toward him. It made no noise whatever. When it

seemed as if it was going to hit him, he dove down on the shallow shoulder of the road. Then the object appeared to back
off slowly'and hovered directly over the roof of one of the houses.
Finally it ^backed off far enough for Muscarello to make a run
for the house. He pounded on the door, screaming. No one
answered. •
At that moment, a car came by, moving in the direction of
Exeter. He ran to the middle of the road and waved his arms
frantically. A middle-aged couple drove him into Exeter and
dropped him off at the police station.
The kid had calmed down a little now, although he kept lighting one cigarette after another.
"Look," said Muscarello, "I know you don't believe me. I
don't blame you. But you got to send somebody back out there
with me!"
The kid persisted. Officer Toland, puzzled at first, was impressed by his sincerity. He kicked'on the police radio and
called in Cruiser #21.
Within five minutes. Patrolman Eugene Bertrand pulled into
the station. Bertrand, an Air Force veteran during the Korean
War with air-to-air refueling experience on KC-97 tankers, reported an odd coincidence. An hour or so before, cruising near
the overpass on Route 101, about two miles out of Exeter, he
had come across a car parked on the bypass with a lone woman
at the wheel. Trying to keep her composure, she had said that
a huge, silent, airborne object had trailed her from the town
of Epping, 12 miles away, only a few feet from her car. It had
brilliant, flashing red lights. When she had reached the overpass, it suddenly took off at tremendous speed and disappeared
among the stars.
"I thought she was a kook," Bertrand told Toland. "So I
didn't even bother to radio in."
Toland turned to the kid with a little more interest. "This
sound like the thing you saw?"
"Sounds exactly like it," said Muscarello.
It was nearly 3 a.m. when Patrolman Bertrand and Muscarello arrived back at the field along Route 150. The night was
clear, moonless and warm. Visibility was unlimited. There was
no wind and the stars were brilliant. Bertrand parked his
cruiser near Tel. & Tel. Pole #668. He picked up the radio
mike to call to Toland that he saw nothing at all, but that the
youngster was still so tense about the situation he was going
to walk out on the field with him to investigate further.
"I'll be out of the cruiser for a few minutes," he said,
"so if you don't get an answer on the radio, don't worry
about it."
Bertrand and Muscarello walked down the sloping field in
the dark, Bertrand probing the trees in the distance with his
flashlight. About 100 yards away from the roadside was a corral
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where the horses of the Carl Dining farm were kept. When they
reached the fence, and still saw nothing, Bertrand tried to reassure the kid, explaining that it must have been a helicopter.
Then, as Bertrand turned his back to the corral to shine his
light toward the tree line to the north, the horses at the Dining
farm began to kick and whinny and bat at the sides of the
barn and fence. Dogs in the nearby houses began howling.
Muscarello let out a yell.
"I see itl I see itl" he screamed.
'
Bertrand reeled and looked toward the trees beyond the
corral.
It was rising slowly from behind two tall pines: a brilliant,
roundish object, without a sound. It came toward them like a
leaf fluttering from a tree, wobbling and yawing as it moved'.
The entire area was bathed in brilliant red light. The white
sides of Carl Dining's pre-Revolutionary saltbox house turned
bloodred. The Russell house, a hundred yards away, turned the
same color. Bertrand reached for his .38, then thought better
of it and shoved it back in its holster. Muscarello froze in his
tracks. Bertrand, afraid of infrared rays or radiation, grabbed
the youngster and yanked him toward the cruiser.
Back at the Exeter police station, Scratch Toland was nearly
blasted out of his chair by Bertrand's radio call. "My God. I
see the damn thing myself!"
Under the half protection of the cruiser roof, Bertrand and
Muscarello watched the object hover. It was about 100,feet
above them, about a football field's distance away. It was rocking back and forth on its axis, still absolutely silent. The'pulsating red lights seemed to dim from left to right, then from
right to left, in a 5-4-3-2-1, then 1-2-3-4-5 pattern, covering
about two seconds for each cycle. It was hard to make out a
definite shape because of the brilliance of the lights. "Like
trying to describe a car with its headlights coming at you," is
the way Bertrand puts it.
'
It hovered, there, 100 feet above the field, for several minutes. Still no noise, except for the horses and dogs. Then,
slowly, it began to move away, eastward, toward Hampton. Its
movement was erratic, defying all conventional aerodynamic
patterns. "It darted," says Bertrand. "It could turn on a dime.
Then it would slow down."
At that moment Patrolman David Hunt, in Cruiser #20,
pulled up by the pole. He had heard the radio conversations
between Bertrand and Toland at the desk and had scrambled
out to the scene. Bertrand jumped out to join Hunt at the
edge of the field.
"I could see that fluttering movement," Hunt says. "It was
going from left to right, between the tops of two big trees. I
could see those pulsating lights. I could hear those horses kicking out in the barn there. Those dogs were really howling. Then
•it started moving, slowlike, across the tops of the trees, just
above the trees. It was rocking when it did this. A creepy type
of look. Airplanes don't do this. After it moved out of sight,
toward Hampton, toward the ocean, we waited awhile. A B-47
came over. You could tell the difference. There was no comparison."
Within moments after the object slid over the trees and out
of sight of Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello, Scratch Toland took
a call at the desk from an Exeter night operator.
"She was all excited," says Toland. "Some man had just called
her, and she traced the call to one of them outside booths in
Hampton, and he was so hysterical he could hardly talk straight.
He told her that a flying saucer came right at him, but before
he could finish he was cut off. I got on the phone and called
the Hampton police and they notified the Pease Air Force Base."
The blotter of the Hampton Police Department covers the
story tartly:
I Sept. 3, 1965: 3 a.m. Exeter Police Dept. reports unidentified
'flying object in that area. Units 2,4 and Pease Air Force alerted.
At 3:17 a.m., received a call from Exeter operator and Officer
Toland. Advised that a male subject called and asked for police
department, further stating that call was in re: a large, unidentified flying object, but call was cut off. Call received from a
Hampton pay phone, location unknown.
^•^MMI^^B

At 4:30 a.m. that morning, Mrs. Dolores Gazda, 205 F Street,
Exeter, and mother of Norman Muscarello from a previous
marriage, was in her own words "pretty shook up." Without a
phone, she had had no word from her son since early the
previous evening. Nervous and wakeful, she watched the police
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cruiser pull up outside her second-floor flat, where she keeps a
spotlessly clean \apartment in the face of a restricted budget.
She ran to the outside wooden stairs and watched officers Bertrand and Hunt escort her son up.
"You know what a shock this could be to" a mother," she says.
"And of course I could hardly believe this fantastic story. It
wasn't until I talked to the two police officers that I knew what
they went through. When he came in with the police, he was
white. White as a ghost. I knew he couldn't be putting me on.
Thank God the police saw it with him. People might never
believe him."
Lt. Warren Cottrell was on the desk at 8 o'clock that morning. He read Bertrand's report, a rough piece of yellow manuscript paper hunt-and-pecked as a supplement to the regular
blotter.
Cottrell called the Pease Air Force Base to reconfirm the
incident and, by 1 in die afternoon, Maj. David H. Griffin
and Lt. Alan Brandt arrived. They went to the scene of the
sighting, interviewed Bertrand, Hunt and .Muscarello at length,
and returned to the base with little comment. They were interested and serious.
By nightfall that evening, a long series of phone calls began
coming into the police station, many from people who had distrusted their own senses in previous sightings before the police
report.
Nightfall also marked the beginning of a three-week nightly
vigil by Muscarello, his mother and several friends. In the
short time left before he was to go to the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, he was determined to see it again. He did.-- •

checked in at the desk of the Exeter Inn on the morning of
October 20, 1965, and waited over 10 minutes for a bellhop to
take me to my room. Two tape recorders, a Polaroid camera
and.a suitcase took up most of the space, but the room was
cheerful and I would be spending little enough tune in it.
I was armed with extensive background material supplied
me by Maj. Donald Keyhoe's organization, the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP). Both
Richard Hall, assistant director, and Ray Fowler, their Massachusetts fieldman, had been most generous with their time and
information about a subject I knew literally nothing about.
I met officers Bertrand and Hunt for lunch that day in the
sprawling, tearoomish dining room of the Inn. Only a few
hushed patrons were lunching at the time and Hunt's bulk as
he came through the door of the dining room dominated the
room. He looked twice the size of Bertrand in every dimension.
He had a quiet, wry New Hampshire accent and a salty sense
of humor.
Bertrand was wearing zylonite glasses, was soft-spoken and
serious-looking. Although he appeared slight and scholarly, I
recalled that his lieutenant had told me over the phone that
he was invariably assigned to the tough cases. Over a porterhouse steak I learned more about what had happened and—I
was surprised to learn—was still happening in Exeter following Muscarello's UFO sighting, more than six weeks earlier.
"For quite a stretch there," Hunt said, "three or four phone
calls a night would come into the station. Most of them were
pretty sensible people and a lot of them came pretty close to the
description of the things we saw."
"I think you'll find," Bertrand said, "that a lot of people
are really afraid to report seeing these things. I know I was
damn glad when Dave pulled up in his cruiser that night, if
nothing else than to check me out. Some people might be
making mistakes, but I'm convinced a lot of them aren't. When
I was in the Air Force, I used to work right on the ramp
with the planes. I could tell what kind of plane might be
around just by the sound of it. Right after this thing went
away on September 3rd, an Air Force jet came over. Dave and
'I both saw it. It was very clear what it was. No comparison at
all between it and the object, in either lighting or configuration
or sound, or anything else. And, of course, the B-47 was high
and the object was low. Right down over the trees. It was imTRUE THE MAN'S MAGAZINE

possible to make a mistake in comparing the two. On tlie way after the thing disappeared toward Hampton, we waited, and
out to the place with Muscarello, I thought the/kid for suje had that's when we^saw the B-47 going over—a conventional jet
seen a helicopter. But it wasn't. Not by a long shot." '
we see all the time around here. Everybody knows them—and
"He's a pretty cool kid, Muscarello," Hunt said. "It "would the B-52's and the Coast Guard helicopters. Kids in their knee
take a lot to shake him up. And he was shaken up, there's no pants know them here. Grandmothers know them. Anyway,
doubt about that."
when we got back to the station and Scratch Toland told us
Hunt went on to say that Muscarello was now at the Great about the hysterical man calling from the Hampton phone
Lakes Naval Training Station, but suggested I could get some booth, Dave and I back-timed what happened and figured that
details from his mother.
>
the man made this call just about the time the craft had
After lunch, Bertrand and Hunt got in my car, a smallish moved from us to Hampton."
Volvo sedan which sagged a little under Hunt's weight. We
"And then I saw it later," Hunt said. "About an hour later,
drove out Route 108, then turned left on Route 150 southerly down on the 101 bypass. But it was too far away then, and I
toward Kensington and Amesbury. Hunt pointed toward an- didn't make any big fuss about it."
other road slanting up a hill ahead of us.
"You couldn't identify it for sure?"
%
"Up this road another kid, Ron Smith, saw the thing too."
"Not positively," Hunt said. "But I could pretty well say it
"When did that happen?" I asked.
was the same thing. And it was still over Hampton."
"About three weeks after we saw it. Said it passed over his
We got back in the car and Bertrand directed me toward
car twice."
Drinkwater Road, and then over Shaw Hill, where Ron Smith
"Anybody with him?"
and his mother and aunt had reported their sighting several
"Yes, his mother and aunt. They were all scared to death weeks later.
when they pulled into the police station."
"They were scared, there's no doubt about that. Shaking.
"What kind of kid is he?" I asked.
Really white. The second time he saw it, Smith said it backed
"Pretty decent, from what I know," Hunt said. "Works in up over his car. Like it went into reverse gear. Said it was round
the grocery store after school, right across from the police with bright lights over the top of it. On the bottom, some difstation. You might be able to find him this afternoon."
ferent colored lights. Said it looked like it was spinning, like
I made a mental note to interview Smith, just as we ap- a top."
proached Tel. and Tel. Pole #668. We pulled up near it and
got out of the car. Stretched across the field was a heavy wire
with a metal sign on it, reading KEEP OUT.
"The owner had to put this wire and sign up right after it
happened," Hunt said. "Dozens of cars out here every night
for weeks afterward. People dropping beer cans and cigarette
butts all over the place. Some of 'em used to wait here all
night to see if it was coming back."
We looked out over a wide, sweeping field of some 10 acres,
rimmed by tall evergreens. To the left was the tidy neo-Colonial
lext to the tiny room housing the police desk is a small
residence of Clyde Russell. To the right, about a hundred yards . courtroom to handle those cases requiring immediate attenaway, was the rambling, ancient saltbox farm, its timbers tidily tion. It is spotlessly dean, with shiny brown woodwork out of
restored by Carl Dining, a gentleman farmer who kept several respect for the serious business of the dispensation of justice.
It was in this solemn room that afternoon that I interviewed
horses and other livestock. Behind the Dining house was a
split-rail fence forming a corral, where the horses were romping. young Ron Smith. He was a pleasant-looking 17-year-old
The ground sloped down toward the evergreens, and in the whom I had found in the grocer's across the street, unpacking a
far distance we could see the Atlantic shore at Hampton, a carton of chicken soup. His boss at the store, skeptical of the
UFO situation, had let him off for a few minutes, on the assurhalf a dozen miles to the east.
I asked Bertrand to reenact the scene in as much detail as pos- ance that I wouldn't let him take a ride in a flying saucer. "He's
sible. He pantomimed the motions in detail, reliving the inci- too good a worker to lose," he said.
Young Smith was used to this gentle ribbing, he said, ever
dent.
"Well, we both got out of the cruiser, walked down the field, since he and his mother and .aunt were driving that night first
down the slope, down to over by that fence there."
on Drinkwater Road, then on Shaw Hill, not more than a half
He pointed to the split rails of the corral, about 75 yards a mile from where Bertrand, Hunt and Muscarello encoundown the slope. "I was shining my light all around to see if I tered their inexplicable craft. "They can kid me all they want,"
he said. "I know what I saw. Nobody can tell me I didn't see it.
could spot anything. Especially over toward those woods."
He pointed toward the woods several hundred feet away, in Nobody. That's all there is to it."
Smith, a senior at Exeter High, was planning to go into the
the direction of Hampton.
"When he yelled, 'I see it! I see itl' I turned fast and looked Air Force after he graduated. His marks in school were fair to
up. He pointed near the trees over there—the big ones. The good, averaging around a gentleman's C. His boss at the store,
leaves are off them now, but they weren't then. It was coming up in spite of the ribbings he liked to tender Smith, thought he
behind them. It hovered, looked like it banked and came for- was a top worker. Mrs. Oliver, at the police desk, knew the
ward toward us. He seemed to freeze,' and that's when I grabbed boy and described his character as exceptionally good.
Sitting at the attorney's desk in the tiny courtroom, 1 asked
him and ran back to the cruiser. We got in the cruiser and I
called in saying I was seeing it. Dave came. Dave came, and him to describe his experience in as much detail as possible.
"Well," he said, "I was riding around with my mother and
it was moving down toward the end of the field, across the
aunt. It was a warm night, I guess around 11:30 p.m., and this
tops of the trees."
"Just to the right of the big trees," Hunt said. "That's when was just about two or three weeks after the officers here saw
this object. All of a sudden, my aunt said, 'Look up at the sky!'
I saw that fluttering movement. And the pulsating lights."
Bertrand pointed back toward the two big trees. "These I thought she was kidding, but I looked up and then stopped
trees must have been blocking the light when we first got here," the car. I saw a red light on top and the bottom was white and
he said. "It was somewhere, but I didn't see it. Then it came glowed. It appeared to be spinning. It passed over the car once
up from behind the trees, it's thick there, thick enough to hide and when it passed over and got in front, it stopped all of
it. It came up and it looked like a big red ball when it was still a sudden in midair. Then it went back over the car again."
"Stopped in midair?"
behind the trees."
"Stopped in midair, went back over a second time, stopped
"About how far above the trees did the thing seem to be?" I
asked.
again. Then it headed over the car a third time and took off.
"Well," said Bertrand, "I figure those trees to be about 70 It scared me, it really did. And I started to come back into Exefeet high. And it was about 30 feet above them. That's how I ter to report it to the police. I got partway back—all the way to
figured the altitude of the thing was about 100 feet."
Front Street—when I came to my senses. I wanted to go back to
"A little lower," Hunt said, "and it would have looked like make sure it was there. To take another look to make sure I
it was skimming the trees. And it was rocking over them. An wasn't seeing things. We did go back. And sure enough, it was
airplane couldn't do this if it tried."
in the same spot again. It passed over the car once, and that was
"And here's another interesting thing," Bertrand said. "Right the last time I saw it."
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"Did it take off fast or slow?" I asked him.
"Well, it didn't rush. It just sort of eased its Svay along. Then
it took off fast."
"How about sound? What kind of sound did it make?"
"It didn't make any real sound. Just sort of a humming noise,
like a cat when it purrs. And incidentally, I got up again that
morning, about 4 a.m. to see if I could see it again. But I didn't
see it."
Shortly after the interview with Ron Smith, 1 learned that
Bob Kimball, a newsreel cameraman and stringer in New England for all three of the major television networks, lived in
Exeter and had been vejy interested in the Muscarello-BertrandHunt incident. I had worked with Kimball before, on several
documentary films I had produced, and knew him to be a hardy
and pleasantly cynical man, traits which often characterize the
newsreel cameraman in any area.
When I saw Kimball, he frankly admitted that he was puzzled and baffled. He had a long-standing habit of spending a
great deal of time at the Exeter police station, especially late at
night when he found it hard to sleep. Used to the irregular
hours his profession demanded, Kimball ws essentially a night
person. His habit was to drop by the police desk about midnight,
chat with Officer Toland at the desk and follow up on any interesting cases which came in pver the radio. Along about 3 in
the morning, he would join Rusty Davis, owner of the local taxi
company and another one of the night people, and the two
would drive over to a bakery in Hampton, in the rear of a small
restaurant called Sugar'n Spice, for coffee and hot doughnuts,
just out of the oven. This was a ritual for both of them.
"Unfortunately, I wasn't around the night of the Muscarello
case. I was sleeping, which is something I don't usually do and
don't approve of. 1 would have given my left arm and an Arriflex camera to have caught a picture of that thing. Gene Bertrand finally did wake me up—about 4:30 a.m., I guess it was—
but by the time we got out there, nothing was in sight and I was
still half asleep. And Gene was still shaken, which is very unusual for Gene. He's a tough cookie. So is Hunt. They're not
the kind to go around making up any story."
I asked him what he made of it all.
"I just don't know," he said. "I can't figure it out and I find it
hard to even guess at it. Something was there and something is
continuing to happen. That much I'jn sure of. Too many people
all around the area are reporting this seriously and a lot of them
aren't dummies by a long shot. I kept thinking if 1 could only
get a picture, a good picture, a close-up, then we'd have sometiling to work on. I carry a loaded camera in the car with me
all the time, but still no luck."
Kimball offered to drive me around the area after midnight
and invited me to join him and Rusty, the taxi man, at their
nightly ritual at the bakery. He also offered to point out several
of the many spots from which reports of UFO sightings had
been made both before and after the September 3rd event.
"UFO hunting has become a popular sport. All along Route
88, on the way to Hampton, and 101-C in the same direction.
Von see cars waiting out there every other night."
The streets of Exeter at midnight are ghostly and quiet. The
shops on Water Street, which sprawl along the bank of the
Squamscott River, arc dim and silent. Across from Batchelder's
Bookstore, featuring cards, gifts, stationery, the faint blue fluorescent light POLICE flickers and glows uncertainly from the side
of the Town Hall building. Inside, Desk Officer Scratch Toland
holds a nightly rein on cruisers #21 and #22, most frequently
manned by patrolmen Bertrand and Hunt on the midnight-to8 a.m. tour of duty.
Scratch Toland, with a round and impish face, is a veteran
officer on the force, with a sharp and dour Yankee tongue and a
pleasing wit. With his help, I was able to cull the names of over
a dozen witnesses to UFO incidents, many more than I had
anticipated, from the police blotter. It was my plan to interview
as many of these people as I could.
"This is interesting," I told Toland. "I didn't know you had
so many leads."
"Lot of people were keeping 'em quiet," Toland said. "Afraid
people might think they were nuts. Thing that brought so much
attention to the September 3rd sighting was that there were two
officers on hand to testify directly."
"Do you think there are many more sightings unreported, not
on the blotter?"
"I know so," said Toland. "Keep running into people who
tell me they saw such-and-such quite a few weeks ago, a few
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nights'ago, or -whenever it was. It's getting now so that people
aren'teven bothering to report them."
It was nearly 2^in the morning when Kimball and Rusty Davis
showed up at the station. There was a lot of kidding around and <,
then the nightly pilgrimage for the coffee and doughnuts got
undei way.. We would have a chance to look at some of the
favorite places the UFO hunters haunted on the way over to
Hampton.
We. piled into Kimball's car, a big Chrysler especially
equipped for his newsreel and documentary camera work, with
a shortwave radio,-a mobile telephone, cameras, lights and film
stockLlt carried a license plate CBS-TV, although he worked
for all three networks. "We'll check a couple of these places on
the way down," Kimball said as we moved out of the empty
streets of Exeter and onto the Hampton road. "But don't expect
to see anything. Rusty and 1 have been looking every night since
it happened and we haven't had any luck. There's one spot on
Route 101-C where some reports have come in—and another
field on Route 88 where a lot of them have. We'll go by there
first."
Rusty, in the back seat, mumbled, "As long as we don't forget
the doughnuts." A shaggy, congenial man with an enormous
appetite, he had heard a lot about UFO's as he taxied the citizens of Exeter and environs around the area.

loutc 88, from Exeter to Hampton Falls, is dark, winding
and lonely, a fit place for a tired UFO to rest, if indeed UFO's
did exist. In spite of the evidence, some of it rather startling,
it was hard to.overcome the resistance of a skeptical outlook,
born of the scientific age. And yet one of the prerequisites of
science is to keep an open mind.
For the first time the idea began to grow on me that, in spite
of official protestations, the Establishment (in the form of official government, Air Force~and scientific agencies) was actually
in as weak a position as die protesters or witnesses, if they could
be called that. Regardless of official proclamations, the Air Force
offered no definite proof of nonexistence (a paradox, of course,
but everything in this case was a paradox, an ambivalence, a
dichotomy). But neither did the witnesses offer proof. They
offered only conviction, sincerity, dedication and resolute resistance to any who would call them false witnesses. What was
most distressing to these people was that the Establishment—
mainly in the form of the Air Force—was responsible for calling
them liars and incompetents with almost unforgivable bluntness. There seemed to be shaping up here a mammoth confrontation between the Air Force and the growing number of
reliable observers.
The threat of the UFO was still psychological, however. No
instance of any physical harm befalling a human being had
been reliably reported in the 20-year history of the phenomenon's most yeasty occurrences. Even those observers who had
had close and frightening encounters experienced no physical
harm. Interstellar beings who could conquer the forces of nature to the extent of defying gravity (if thousands of observers
were telling the truth), harness electromagnetic forces, and defy
G forces which the entire NASA space program showed no indication of conquering, should easily be able to do harm at \vill.
The UFO's had apparently made no attempt to communicate
with earth people, unless, of course, they had communicated
directly with the scientific elite, who, having reported it to the
government, were promptly restrained from releasing it to the
general public.
.And then of course the question would come up: Could scientists be squelched like this? Wouldn't some intrepid scientist say
to hell with politics and everything else, he was going to'bring
the Truth to the public because he believed that truth was
more important than both politics and the Establishment combined?
On the other side of the fence, if you presupposed a benign
and intelligent group of political leaders, or Air Force generals, who were faced with definite .evidence and proof of the
fact that UFO's of extraterrestrial origin did exist, wouldn't
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they, out of concern for the entire or.gamized structure of society, feel that they must be most cautious in the manner in
which this intelligence should be released to the general populace? The Orson Wells "invasion" in the late 30's, a'single
dramatized radio program, resulted in mass hysteria. Would the
same thing— or worse—happen if official government sources
announced blandly that we definitely had visitors from another
nlanet? What would a reasonable and prudent man in a posi' complete authority—such as the President of the United
lo when confronted with such a decision?
have been, I learned after I started this research, freand continual rumors (and they are only rumors) that
morgue at Wright-Patterson Field, Dayton, Ohio, lie the
iies of a half-dozen or so small humanoid corpses, measuring
r
not more than 4i/£ feet in height, evidence of one of the few
times an extraterrestrial spaceship has allowed itself either to
fail or otherwise fall into the dutches of the semicivilized earth
people. What would any of us do if we bore the responsibility
of releasing this news to the citizenry? If we were the "reasonable and prudent man" our law courts always use as the measuring stick of judgment, we would probably be very circumspect.
We might even delay judgment.
As I drove down the twisting, darkened curves of Route 88 in
Bob Kimball's newsreel-equipped Chrysler, thoughts like these
were going through my mind.
Another ritual assumed by Rusty and Kimball was to deliver
a parcel of doughnuts and hot coffee to the police station at
Hampton Beach, the resort section of the town, swarming with
visitors during the summer, now deserted and boarded up in
October. We drove along the ocean, past the shells of the summer hot-dog stands and curio shops, and pulled up in front of
the police station, the only light visible in the entire seashore
community. It was dose to 3 in the morning by now and the
only sound was the echo of the breakers on the beach.
Sgt. Joe Farnsworth was on night duty, a gray-haired .gentleman who tendered some friendly insults to the regulars for
being so late with the coffee.
He recalled the night of the frantic phone call from the man
in the unknown phone booth, pulled out the blotter and showed
me the record of it.
"There's another story, though," he said, "much more interesting than this one. It's not on the blotter because we turned
the whole thing over to the Coast Guard station and they took
it from there."
"Tell me about it," I said.
"Well," the sergeant said, "this was about two months ago.
That would make it some time in early September or late August. 1 don't have the names of the two fellows involved, but the
Coast Guard does, if they're allowed to give them to you. Anyway, I was cruising up on the boulevard. It was late, about 4 in
the morning, I think. This car was parked along the side and
I eased up to it to see what was up. There were these two boys
in it, I guess they were in their late teens. As soon as they saw
me, they came running to the cruiser. And they were scared to
death, I mean scared to death. Both of them. And this one boy
said, 'You'll never believe what I'm going to tell you!' Right
away, the way they were acting, I checked to make sure they
were both sober. And they were. No liquor on the breath, nothing like that. They were just plain hysterical. So they told me
they were going down the boulevard, and this thing come in
from the ocean right over the top of their car, and it stayed still
over the car. And they stopped short, they thought it was a plane
that was trying to land and they didn't want to get involved
underneath it. Then this thing stopped, too, whatever it was.
Right in the air. Pretty soon, they got scared and took off—and
when they did, this thing did, too. But when they went up the
boulevard straight, this thing suddenly came right at them.
That's when they pulled over, the thing shot off out of sight,
and they were too hysterical to do anything until I pulled up,
I guess. So I took them up to the Coast Guard station."
"How far is that?" I asked.
"Couple of miles up the shore from here. Right on the beach.
So anyway, the Coast Guard had these guys write out statements about what they saw, and everything. And they had
somebody come over from the air base, I don't know who it
was, and check on it. And I don't know what they found, but
these kids definitely saw something."
"Yon don't have the names of the kids anywhere?"
"No, I'm afraid I don't. But the Coast Guard does. And the
next day, the story was flying around so much I was believing
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it myself. Especially the way these kids were so hysterical. They
couldn't have faked that in a million years."
"Any other cases come your way?" I asked.
"Oh; a couple of weeks ago," the sergeant said. "After the
beach dosed. About a week or two after Labor Day. We got a
report, you might have heard about it, that the thing was over
the marsh, back of the police station here. I went out there,
but I didn't see anything. Then there's a woman who works at
the high school in Exeter. 1 took her to school one morning,
her car had broken down. She saw it. She was going up the expressway toward the Exeter line when she saw it and she said
the thing stopped off to one side of her car. She got petrified
and stopped the car and couldn't make up her mind what to do.
All of a sudden, she said there was a big white flash from the
thing, and it was gone." The sergeant paused a minute, and
leaned back in his chair. "Now I still don't know" what to make
about all this," he said. "Do you suppose it's something the
government is working on?"
"That's one possibility. All I can say is that .it's anybody's
guess."
"It seems to me, and I might be wrong," said the sergeant,
"that every night we got a report on this, it's been foggy, hazy."
"Most of the time," Kimball said, "in Exeter, it's been clear.
So I don't think that holds up."
"That night the kids went up to the Coast Guard station, it
was quite foggy. But you know—on a second thought, I don't
think it could belong to the government, because the government can't keep its mouth shut that long. They'd be so proud
of themselves if they had a vehide that could do all this, they'd
have it on TV the next day."
"Well," said Rusty, "they can't be dangerous. Because they've
been around enough that they could have done plenty of damage by now, if they wanted to."
It was almost dawn when I got back to the Exeter Inn. Tired
as I was, I found it difficult to get to sleep; everything that had
happened during the long day of October 20 ran through my
mind.
The possibilities seemed to boil down to one of three things:
first, a revolutionary government secret weapon, unannounced
and unpublicized. Second, it might be a foreign craft. Russia's
perhaps, that was so fast, maneuverable and invincible that it
could thumb its nose at our own Air Force, and survey the
country at will and without fear of being captured or shot down.
Third, it could be an interplanetary craft; coming from a civilization far advanced beyond our own.
These were, it seemed to me, the only speculations possible
unless it could.be assumed that the sightings were psychic aberrations. From the quality of the official and technical witnesses
making low-level observations, such as the one Bertrand and
Hunt had reported, mistaken identity could almost surely be
ruled out. The Air Force explanations of some of these sightings were actually harder to believe than the sightings themselves. Psychic aberrations? Maybe—but highly unlikely. There
was photographic and radar evidence, too. Bertrand had refused
point-blank to believe the reports of the lone woman on the
101 bypass, of Muscarello, too, until in the company of both
Muscarello and Hunt the thing suddenly loomed above him.
Of the three major speculative possibilities, there seemed to
be arguments against any one of them being likely. If it were
an experimental aircraft of our own design and making, it
would be required to carry conventional running lights simply
for air safety, if nothing else, regardless of its secret nature. And
the Federal Aviation Agency would prohibit it, secret or not,
from zooming straight at automobiles on the highway and forcing people into nervous shock. It would most certainly not be
permitted to hover and maneuver in populated areas at night,
skimming over housetops and cars. And if it were that secret
the Air Force would not want it in populated areas anyway.
If it were not secret, as Sergeant Farnsworth had said, it would
be all over TV along with the astronauts, whose feats would be
overshadowed by the power and maneuvers of the UFO's.
If the craft were of foreign origin, why had it not set off
vociferous complaints about violation of air space in our country, or any other of the countries which had reported UFO's so
frequently? The single U-2, which had flown over Russia at
60,000 feet, had created a major international incident, blasted
the hopes of a summit conference and brought before the
United Nations a case which still edioes through its halls. Logic
would seem to rule out this possibility, also.
If the UFO's were extraterrestrial, why had they not at111

tempted to communicate with us? Certainly a civilization advanced enough to create interplanetary or even interstellar
craft should be able to make it plain to us that -we had visitors
from space for the first time in recorded history. Unless, of
course, they had already communicated with authorities who
had decided to withhold this intelligence on the theory that the
public might panic.
The latter possibility is at once the most logical and still most
illogical (again the paradox). It is more logical than the other
two only because the other two possibilities (advanced U.S. or
foreign man-made craft) are so totally illogical.

the front window."
"You could definitely rule out a plane?"
"Definitely," she said. "If you're around here any time at all,
you'll notice the B-47's come by here on their landing pattern,
and they go just about directly over this house. Then they head
out to sea, to the east, turn slightly west, and come in by Rye
and North Hampton. So I am familiar with all that. And, oh,
there was one thing I forgot to tell you. Right after I saw tf
there was a commercial plane moving on a steady flight pr
and I used that to contrast it with this thing, and to chec
altitude and erratic movements of the object. Now what es
did it look like? I'd say maybe it looked like a golf ball, slit
off more than half, and with another slice taken off where
fin was. As close as I can describe, it was very bright, not like
any kind of light I can think of. I know I've seen something
like the texture of this light, not a regular electric light. Matter
of fact, the Puritron was the first thing I thought of."
"What's a Puritron?"
"It's an ultraviolet light, an air purifier. I have one here and
I'll show you. The light was bluish:greeri, but more green and
Ihe next morning, October 21, I had an appointment with white than it was blue. It had very definite outlines, and that
Mrs. Virginia Hale—a UPI stringer and a reporter for the was what I wasn't quite sure of at first. It did have a little glow
Haverhill, Massachusetts, Gazette. She lived in a generous ranch around it, but that could .easily have been a reflection of what
house on a trim residential street in Hampton, not far from was coming from within."
the ocean. Mrs. Hale was an experienced observer. She knew
"Can you tell me what portion the glow was coming from?"
every conventional flight pattern of the nearby Portsmouth
"Well, more or less from around the rim, that's what I noAir Base, as well as the commercial air lanes reserved for air- ticed when it was going north along the coastline. And .it sort
liners on their way to Boston.
of spread up the top part of the dome."
She took me immediately to her kitchen window, set above
"Was it a bright light? Anything like neon?"
her spotless stainless-steel sink, and pointed out the portion of
"You're getting close," she said. "When I described it to my
the sky in which she first saw the unknown craft. She had,kept daughter—she's 14—she said you mean something that makes
it in clear view over a five- to 10-minute period. She pointed to heat? But I would say more like one of these modern streetlights
a soapish smear on a pane of her window.
that glow so brightly. Except that it seemed more contained.
"I put my finger in the dishwater .the minute I saw this thing It seemed to have more substance."
;
in the sky," she told me, "because I wanted to clearly mark the
"Could you tell if the surface was metallic or not?" Mrs. Hale's
position where it was when it first came into view. The only description was so articulate, I wanted to get every possible
thing I had handy to do this was the soapy water, and you can detail.
. .
'
still see it there—faintly of course. But it's there."
"I could not say that it was," she said.
It was. Enough of a mark to line up a fix on a certain portion
"Any portholes?"
of the sky, above the rooftops of her neighbors' homes and out
"No, nothing like that."
over the Atlantic a short distance. It was from this general por"Jet trail?"
tion of the sky, I recalled, that Sergeant Farnsworth had de"No."
scribed the craft coming in over the two hysterical young men
"Sound?"
on the Hampton boulevard that early morning when they had
"Absolutely none. None at all."
been whisked to the Coast Guard station to make their report.
"When it stopped, you say it stopped still?"
"I don't know the date I saw this," Mrs. Hale told me, after
"Absolutely."
she had poured a cup of black coffee in the kitchen. "I'd say
"Did it wobble at all? Rock?"
two to three weeks ago. I was standing right here by the sink,
"No."
about 25 after 6 in the evening. It was dusk, it wasn't quite
"Absolutely stationary?"
dark, and there was still plenty of light. The reason it caught
"Yes. That's the thing that struck me. It hovered only in the
my eye was because it was bright and because it was going slow, sense that it remained suspended. I had heard of some of the
very slow. Not at all like the path of the planes as they come other reports and they had said that it rocked or wobbled."
over. So I automatically figured something is wrong. Then—it
"Did it behave aerodynamically like a plane at all?"
stopped dead over that house—"
"Well, when it came back toward me, it was going too fast
She pointed to the roof of her neighbor's house, just out the for anything that I know. That's for sure. And in the pattern
kitchen window. "It was about three times the height of that that it was coming, none of the planes around here would use
chimney," she continued, "and it hovered there. Now you know that pattern. Not even the local ones. When it was out in the
four minutes is a long time and that's why I hesitate to say east, I thought it might have been a reflection from the chute
that. But I'm pretty sure it was that long. Then I marked the that the B-47's use just before they touch down on the runway."
window with the smear from the dishwater, so I could rememThis, I noted, snowed an inclination to check out her own
ber where I lined up the spot."
sighting against other possibilities. It helped support the acWe moved outside, as she reenacted what had happened. "At curacy of the testimony.
the moment the object stopped I came out here on the terrace.
"About the shape again. Could you give me any more deNow, I would estimate that it was out beyond the Coast Guard tail?"
"Well, if you turn a real deep, very deep saucer upside down,
station which is right on the shore, just over these houses here.
After it started up again, it moved much faster. The B-47's go you do come dose to it, if you break out a corner on it. If I
further east and further north before they cut back. And when could think of the right type of light I've seen and the right
this thing cut back toward the southwest, coming directly back type of plastic to put it inside of, that's the impression I had."
"A glow from within that left a halo effect?"
and losing altitude fast, coming in really fast, and coming, al"That's about it."
most, I swear I thought it was coming right at me. Of course,
"And the size of it? Could you give any estimate of that?"
to be frank, I was hoping it would land. And it cut over this
"It was big."
house behind us here, and I knew I would lose sight of it. But
"If you saw a B-47, which you know so well, going over in a
also, it was going so fast I thought it was going to crash."
landing pattern, how would it compare?"
"Could you get a clear look at it at this time?"
"If it were strictly on its landing pattern, I would say that
"Well, at this point I could see from underneath, too. It was
dome-shaped, and underneath, it was flat. Its altitude was now a B-47 would be half as big."
I had gotten a number of leads from Scratch Toland and
about twice the height of that chimney. By the time it was over
here, I could see the bottom and the front of it plainly. And here other policemen in Hampton and Exeter. The next one I folI got a full view of the bottom and the back and tail, maybe lowed up was Mrs. Rudy Pearce. Her home is in a miniature
you'd call it a fin. Then I went into the house tind looked out Levittown-type development on Warner Lane. It is a split-level
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house surrounded by well-kept shrubbery with the usual quota
of bicycles on the lawn. I rang the bell and waited a moment
until Lillian Pearce, a large, handsome woman with a shock
of blonde hair, opened the door and let me in. I was almost
stunned by what I found inside. Sitting in 'a semicircle was a
group of a half a dozen or so of the neighbors, waiting for me,
and anxious to tell me of their many experiences with UFO's.
Also in the room were several teen-agers, mostly of high-school
age, who were ready to volunteer their personal stories. I had
been expecting a single description from Mrs. Pearce and, instead, I was faced with a neighborhood meeting. It was helpful,
of course, because I could compare several stories with the others
I had heard. For the first time in the research, I began to get
the feeling that UFO incidents were far more widespread, more
frequent and more recent than I had suspected.
The room was so crowded that it ws difficult to keep the
meeting coherent. Mrs. Pearce dropped the opening bombshell
by announcing that she had encountered a low-level UFO only
the evening before as she was driving her children and those
of a neighbor home from a dance. I quickly scanned the other
faces—both, the housewives' and the teen-agers'—to see if any
disbelief was registered. None was. There were only nods of
assent. I was a little numbed by this, but went on with the questioning.
"This was a real odd craft last night, I kid you not," Mrs.
Pearce said.
"It was definitely not a plane?" I asked.
"Definitely. It was treetop level and had an enormous span."
"Where was it in relation to your house here?"
"It was up by the next farm," Mrs. Pearce said. "Just as you
turn the corner here on Route 101-C."
We were on Warner Lane, just off this road, one of the main
highways from Exeter to Hampton.
"About what time?" I asked.
"About 10," Mrs. Pearce said. "These kids here were with me."
I looked around the room at the teen-agers. If there is any
proclivity that can be said to be certain, it is that of teen-agers
to debate or neutralize any parent who tries to exaggerate in
front of them. I was watching carefully for this reaction. "All of
you saw this?" I asked the teen-agers.
They replied, almost in concert, that they had.
"It was real wide," said Mrs. Pearce. "It went right over our
car. I'm not kidding you. Mrs. Deyo—Doris here—was with us."
I looked in Mrs. Deyo's direction. She nodded in assent.
"How can you be sure it wasn't a plane?" I asked.
"Do planes make no noise?"
"This was silent?"
"This was absolutely silent. This was not a plane. All of us
here know planes, day or night."
«
Mrs. Deyo spoke. "It looked like it had a lot of little, I call
them portholes, except they were square. The light coming
through them was solid white."
"There were other lights on it, but they were dim," said Mrs.
Pearce. "Several colors, red, green, orange. All over. And the
surface seemed to be metal. I don't mean that metal can change
shape, I mean the lights all around it, they can change the
pattern and make it seem to change shape. I say the lights can
camouflage it in the air, they definitely can. I believe that 100
percent."
"This thing just dropped down toward the car," Mrs. Deyo
said. "It dropped down, and it seemed to take on red lights,
and it followed us. My son was in another car near us, and he
saw it over our car."
"How close over the car?"
"I mean close," Mrs. Pearce said. "Not more than eight to
10 feet above it. The lights seemed to circulate, rotate around
it. Airplane lights don't do this. They flash on and off."
The atmosphere in the room was tense and electric. It was
still hard to control the group, to keep everybody from speaking at once.
"Let's go back," I said to Mrs. Pearce, "to your first experience. And the objects you saw closest to you."
"The first experience I had was on July 29th, this past summer. This was before anybody had seen anything around here.
That I know of, anyway. And I thought I was losing my head.
I was with my daughter here, my 14-year-old, and we first
thought it was an accident down the road. With these bright,
flashing red lights. It seemed to be right on the road. When we
got near it, I could see this wasn't an accident. It was a huge
craft, right on a field beside the road. Then it suddenly took
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off. My daughter won't go out at night alone anymore, since
then. I'm not a brilliant brain, but I'm not stupid, either. I
can tell you what I saw. I don't care if anybody believes me or
not. These things I saw. And nobody's ever going to try to convince me any way different."
Like the others in the room, Mrs. Pearce was passionate in
her testimony. It was a little difficult to keep her on the track.
but she was a basically intelligent woman, and I encouraged
her to go on.
"It's just like I told the colonel at the air base: You show me
the craft, I said. He said he couldn't show me the craft, the Air
Force had no such thing. I said, Then what is it? He said, It's
a UFO. All right, I was told that over the phone, when I called
the base after this July incident. I wasn't even going to call
them. I told one of my friends that they'll think I'm nuts. According to the officers, none of them have seen these things.
When the major and the colonel came down, we looked at what
appeared to be a star, except that it was blinking red, green
and white. It didn't appear to be a star to the major, but he
didn't know what it was. The colonel did see two very puzzling
red things in the sky, and he had some very, very poor excuses
for it. Very poor, as far as I'm concerned.
"At one point, they thought we might be seeing the strobe
lights of the runway. The colonel sent the major and a lieutenant back to the air base to have the strobe lights turned on.
This was after Doris and I had gone up to the air base to talk
with them. We were all down on Route 88. While we were
waiting to see what would happen, we were talking, and a
strange object went across the sky, not low, the way the ones
which have scared us, but high. I asked him. What do you call
that thing there? He said, Well, that's an airplane. I said, Oh
is it, well how come it doesn't make any noise? Well, it's too
far away, he said. I said, No it isn't, Colonel, and there were
about 15 or 20 cars there by the field piled up. He asked me
why they were there and I told him. Then I said, What kind
of plane is it, are you going to tell me it's a jet? He said, No, it
isn't. Well, what is it? I said. Then he sort of, you know,
couldn't quite name it. Then he came up with a name,, I can't
even remember it. I said, I'm sorry, I don't agree with you,
Colonel. I didn't. So then another object started over the road,
right down on Route 88, right across the road. By the Applecrest Orchard. So the other one starts over, and I said, Okay,
what's that? Oh—that's a plane. I said, Oh, you think it is. Okay.
So one guy there in the crowd had binoculars, I didn't have
any at this time, I went out and bought some later. I asked if
he'd let me use them, and he did. The colonel looked through
them and his face dropped. It did, I could tell. Now what is
that? I said. Well, he says, you know there are passenger planes
that come into Boston along here. I said, Oh, you mean they
stop in the orchard to have apples? I said, That's pretty stupid.
I said, I'm sorry, I don't agree with you. No, I mean it, I don't
care what I say. Nobody's going to tell me I can't see something.
So, anyway, one woman was standing in the background, she
said, I'll tell you something, I've seen those things and they're
not airplanes. She said, There's no noise to them. She said, I
never saw a plane look like that. I believe that woman down
there, she said, meaning me."
I had to admit that I was spellbound by Mrs. Pearce's vivid
recollection of the scene. She continued.
"Now he's a colonel in the Air Force, he should have much
more intelligence than that. So, anyway, finally he decided, he
had to leave. I said, Oh, Colonel, what about the strobe lights?
You were trying to tell us that we were having hallucinations
or seeing reflections from the air-base runway. By this time, the
major had returned and admitted that the lights had been
turned on and off on a regular pattern, and we had seen nothing unusual at all while they were doing this."
Mrs. Pearce took a deep breath. "All I can say is that if they're
from another planet, the Air Force being the way it is, I hope
they're friendly people."
I had come up to Exeter expecting to explore a single incident. Now it seemed to have developed into a constant, steady
flow, not just from the group on Warner Lane, but in scattered
places throughout the area.
My talk with the Pearce neighbors and the teen-agers continued for over an hour. Reports on Route 88 and on 101-C
near some high-power transmission lines were the most frequent, but some of them had seen the unknown objects along
Drinkwater Road and near the sighting by the Exeter police
officers. I kept questioning their capacity to distinguish what113

ever objects they saw from ordinary planes, military or commercial. They insisted that regular planes continually passed
over, day and night, and that the objects they were reporting
had nothing to do with them.
"How would you feel," Mrs. Pearce said, "if you had a daughter who wouldn't go out the door at night because of these
things?"
I figured that mass hysteria here could not be discounted,
that it had .to be seriously considered as part of this cluster of
sightings. Meanwhile, 1 was going to reserve judgment. When
Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo asked me if I wanted to look over
the locations they had described, later on in the evening, I said
that I would. I had to admit I felt a little odd; this would be
the first time I had ever gone UFO hunting, and I made a mental note to ask Bob Kimball to come along. If by the remotest
chance we did see anything, I would want to have a solid man
like Kimball around, who, in addition to being a newsreel cameraman, was a fully licensed pilot, familiar with all types of
running lights on airplanes. He agreed to join us.
That night we covered two or three locations on Route 88
that both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo described as places where
they had seen the objects. When we reached the field where
the colonel and the major had been confronted by Mrs. Pearce's
wrath, we got out of the car to see if any strobe lights were visible from the runway of the air base,"over 10 miles away, and
to study the landing- and running-light patterns of 'planes
which might be over the area. Both Kimball and I wanted to
do this to examine with Mrs. Pearce and-Mrs. Deyo the possibility of mistaken identity of planes.
Over a 15-minute period, we saw the running lights of four
planes which, Kimball pointed out, would be making a landing
pattern for the air base. Both Mrs. Pearce and Mrs. Deyo immediately recognized them as running lights on planes and
didn't, as I had half expected, attempt to convert them into
UFO's. This was a strong point in their favor, and helpful in
making a better assessment of the amazing testimony given
me that afternoon.
The night was dark, moonless, with a very high overcast. No
stars were visible, of course, so that the winking running lights
of the planes stood out dearly against the gray void above.
Just as we were getting ready to get back in the car, Kimball
noticed the running lights of a smaller plane, moving at a considerably faster speed than the lumbering B-47's and B-52's.
"That boy is really moving," Kimball said. "If he's anywhere
near the landing pattern of the field, he's breaking speed limits
at that altitude."
The plane was coming toward us, moving southeast at a rapid
clip. Its running lights were plainly visible in conventional
aircraft pattern. It took perhaps 20 seconds for it to get almost
abeam of us and the roar of its jet engine could now be heard.
Its altitude seemed to be about 6,000 to 8,000 feet, according to
Kimball. We were both watching it rather intently because its
- pattern was entirely different from the other planes we had
observed.
Just before it drew abeam of our position, Kimball nudged
me. "What the hell is that?" he said.
• I looked and saw a reddish-orange disk, about one-fifth the
. size of a full moon. It was about three or four plane lengths in
front of the jet, which appeared to be a fighter. The plane was
moving as if in hot pursuit. The disk was perfectly round, dull
orange more than red. It was luminous, glowing, incandescent.
The plane was not closing the distance between it and the object. We followed both the plane and the object for 18 or 20
seconds until they disappeared below the southeasterly horizon.
If Mrs. Pearce or Mrs. Deyo were saying anything, I didn't
hear them because Kimball and I kept up a running commentary with each other on what we were seeing as the plane moved
from abeam of us until it went over the horizon.
"Check me," Kimball was saying. "What exactly do you see?"
"An orange disk," I told him. "Immediately in front of the
running lights of an apparent jet fighter."
"A little to the port of it, too, wouldn't you say?" Kimball
asked.
"Maybe. Not much to port."
"Do you see any running lights on the disk?" he said.
"No. Nothing but the orange glow."
"Right," said Kimball.
In almost precisely the time in which we carried on this conversation, both the plane and the object had disappeared. The
whole thing happened so fast that I'm not sure how I reacted.
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I said to Kimball, "Well, that sure as hell is the most interesting
thing I've seen."
Mrs. Pearce, however, seemed to shrug it off. "That was nothing," she said. "Wait until you see one close up."

Ihe next day, still checking out leads, 1 visited the town of
Fremont, a dozen miles from Exeter. I found my target, Bessie's
Lunch, in a lonely wooded clearing not far-out of the village.
It was a rustic diner, homespun and friendly in atmosphere,
with barely enough room behind the long row of stools to stand.
A tall, angular Yankee behind the counter turned out to be Mr.
Healey, husband of Bessie, in whose honor the diner was named.
Mr. Healey was friendly, but reserved. I ordered a cup of
black coffee, and finally confessed that I was on the track of
UFO reports, and perhaps he could help me.
"Understand you got several reports down here about them.
Is that right?" I asked. "Several" turned out to be a low estimate.
"Ran into one couple here," Mr. Healey told me, "who saw it
pretty close. Right along the power lines down here. They all
seem to describe it pretty much the same, that's what gets me.
No matter what place they see them in. If the people were making it up, I don't think they'd come in with the same descriptions. This couple come in from South Hampton or Hampton, I
don't know which one it was. I've known die father ever since I
was a kid, and I know he wouldn't lie about it. And his was the
'same description as all the others has given—dozens of 'era.
And we have so many that come from different parts dropping
by here. We had a woman in here who come all the way from
Epping. She claims she saw it, and she described it the same way:
a round flying object with bright lights, and then it's got this
orange and red light. And she says it flies along that way—no
noise, not one of them. They all say close to the same thing,
that's what gets me." Another customer, Jim Burleigh, had also
heard a good many reports.
We were interrupted when Bessie, a plain and honest-looking
woman, came in with her daughter, a smiling girl in her twenties. I lost no time in questioning her daughter, who mentioned
her own sighting first. It had happened as she was standing in
her backyard in Fremont.
"The first one I saw,'" Bessie said, "went right down in back
of the trees. It was white and then it turned red. Dark red.
But first it looked greenish-like. And then there was a plane
that seemed to be trying to circle it. And I was with my other
daughter, we both saw that. She has seen it more times than
that, too. We saw it two nights in a row, the same time of night.
Early evening. 1 went out on Tuesday night—just last Tuesday,
out at the clothesline, and I said, Gee, am 1 seeing things? It
-was really close. That night it was round, just as big, and you
could see these silver things coming down from it. So I went
in and called my neighbor, and I said, Come out on the field,
quick. But her husband yells, We can see it better from the
attic, and he called down he could see it real good. Then it
went down behind the trees, and came up again. It's just like
the one we saw the other night. It went right down the power
line. That's what it always seems to do—hover over the power
lines."
Bessie could not be called an expert witness, but there was
no question that she recalled the incident vividly and genuinely.
And here again the power lines were indicated, miles away from
Exeter.
Jim Burleigh finished his coffee and agreed to take me to the
Jalbert family, a few hundred yards down the road. It was a
small house by the side of the road, not more than 40 or 50
•feet from the poles of the high-tension power lines which crossed
the road at that point. The lines, part of the Northeast Grid,
interlock communities with electrical power, and permit different utility companies to exchange power when a peak demand
requires "borrowing" electricity from another community. Some
transmission lines are mounted on huge, gaunt steel towers;
others use oversize lighting poles, as was the case here. When
. they are constructed, a wide ribbon of clearing is made extending dozens of feet on each side of the lines, in order to keep the
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wires free of any entanglements with foliage or tree branches.
At the heati of the large kitchen table was Meredith Bolduc,
This creates, in effect, wide highways or swaths of clearing the 22-year-old daughter-in-law of the chief. Jesse Bolduc,
which sweep across the country.
married to Meredith, leaned back against the wall in a wooden
Before we went into the Jalbert house, I examined the power chair underneath a rack packed'with hunting guns, while chillines carefully. The swath must have been over a hundred feet dren and grandchildren of assorted ages made occasional exwide, and you could look down it in either direction for several cursions in and out of the room off the kitchen which housed
miles. Overhead, some 10 or 12 heavy wires were suspended, the television set: The scene created the impression of a Yankee
sweeping along the open swath until they disappeared in the version of a Bruegel painting of friendly family confusion.
distance.
I told the group that the chief had suggested earlier in the
Mrs. Jerline Jalbert, a pleasant and unassuming widow, had day that they might be able to give me some information on
made a modest home for her boys, Joseph, Jr., 16; Jerle, 14; Unidentified Flying Objects.
Kent, 12; and a smiling four-year-old. They were bright kids,
Meredith, an attractive young housewife with short black hair,
standing high in their classes at school, innately friendly, and spoke first. "Go no further," she said. "I tell you that the excurious. The entire family often stood watching by the power perience I had is enough to make your hair curl."
lines at dusk. Mrs. Jalbert told me what she had seen the pre"Tell me about it," I said, slinging the battery recorder off
vious week.
my shoulder and turning it on.
"It was a funny-looking shape," she said. "Very hard to de. "Oh, dear," she said. "Am I going down in history?"
scribe. This was Tuesday night. About quarter of 7 when I
"Doesn't make you nervous, does it?"
saw it. We had just been outdoors and we happened to look
"Not really. Maybe a little."
and we saw this bright-red thing in the sky there. It was really
"Just relax and forget about it."
close, because you could see something hanging down from it
"It's these men of mine here who really make me nervous,"
that night. I don't know what it was. When I had gone in the she said, referring to her father-in-law and husband. "But anyhouse to call a neighbor, it had moved across the field by then. way, I know exactly what I saw and I'm going to tell you about
it, no matter how much they kid me. Actually, they know
Then it slowly disappeared out of sight."
better."
"Can you recall the shape a little more dearly?"
"You're darn right they do," said Mrs. Bolduc. "They know
"Well, it was big and it was round. Like a glowing light.
You'd think it was just like the moon rising out of the sky, but tills is no joke."
"Anyway," Meredith Bolduc continued, "this thing was comof course it wasn't that. It was the size of the moon, or biging up the power lines toward the road, this was going from
ger, though, when I first saw it."
Fremont toward Kingston, at the power lines right down near
"What was your reaction?"
"It doesn't scare me any. I'd just like to know what it is." the town line. It was coming and it didn't stop. I just kept on
going on to Kingston, to my folks. And when you see one of
"How about the way it moves?"
"Well" it does both. First it goes fast and then it goes slow. these things, you don't forget them.This was last week, just a few
Slows right down. Then it seems to go up and down. It's the days ago. But 1 saw it much closer two weeks ago Wednesday,
that would make it—that would make it October sixth. This is
darndest thing."
"Now this thing that was hanging down. What was it like?" the closest it ever came to me."
"Where xvere you at the time?" I asked.
"It was silverish. Several things. And you could see them,
"On the Raymond road. Driving."
because it was glowing in that part of it."
"Did you stop?"
"How long were you able to watch it?"
"No. I didn't know whether to goose the car or turn around
"A good half hour," Mrs. Jalbert said. "And you see, this is
only one time. We see it regularly along here. Always seems and go home."
"It was close?"
to be somewhere near the power lines. It often comes around
"Yes. Came right down toward the car."
7 o'clock, and by quarter of 8 it's gone. Monday night we saw
"What was your reaction?"
it—" She turned to Jim Burleigh. "Was it Sunday I called you
"Scared! Scared to death. In fact, a couple of minutes after
up about it? Anyway, it goes way up in the sky finally, and it
gets smaller and smaller as it goes up, and gets more orange. that, I saw a light shining over my shoulder and I turned around
and jumped a foot—but it was only the moonl
And a lot of times, this airplane comes out and chases it."
"This was the-only night I was really afraid of it," she conI turned my attention to Joseph Jalbert, the 16-year-old.
"When we saw it the first time," he said, "it was even with tinued. "The other nights it was fascinating, it was way off in
the distance. What good is it going to do to reach for a gun or
the power line. Right beside it."
"That low?" I asked. I was fascinated because for the second to goose your car and make it go faster?"
"About how high up was it when you saw it tRat close?"
time in as many days I had run into a cluster of people who re"I'd say a couple of treetops high. You just had to look up
ported seeing the objects regularly. These people had no connection with Mrs. Pearce's group and were not even aware of a little, right in front of the windshield, and there it was."
"Could you make out any detail?"
the others' existence.
"Well, it was bright^ and white, with sort of fluorescent
"All of a sudden," Mrs. Jalbert added, "it'll disappear. Then,
just as sudden, it'll come back. Then little red lights will red around the rim. Like a big light bulb, the way the white
sometimes come on top of it, and one on the bottom. Off part of it shone. It might have been more whitish-yellow, the
main part of the thing was."
and on."
"What about the shape?"
"Now you say it seems to stay pretty close to these power
"It wasn't flat, but it wasn't round either. Not oval like
lines?"
"Yup,"' said Mrs. Jalbert. "It seems to stay over these lines an egg, but it was oval—not quite as oval as an egg. You could
most of the time it's been down through here. It's always over tell it wasn't round, but it wasn't square and it wasn't fiat.
It was a funny shape."
those wires."
"Where was the red?" I asked. I was continuing to ask the
same question more than once, as a double check on accuracy,
"On the outside of it. Around the rim. And I'll tell you
this much—I don't particularly care about seeing it that close
anymore."
The men chuckled. Meredith reacted quickly.
"By God, you guys laugh!" she said. "But wait until you see
it up closet And I'll also say this: I absolutely refuse to drive
alone at night anymore."
Kimball and I were silent on the first part of the drive back
lhat evening Kimball joined me and we went to see Fremont's Chief of Police Bolduc and his numerous family who to Exeter. Finally I spoke.
"Now what do you think?" I asked.
lived in a rambling old farmhouse. Kimball and I were adKimball just shook his head.
mitted by the chief into the sprawling country kitchen, where
"I certainly never expected to run into so many reports, two
an assortment of children and adults weie in varied stages of
finishing up dinner. Mrs. Phyllis Bolduc, plump and cheerful days in a row," said Kimball.
"All these things that keep repeating themselves," I said.
in spite of the confusion, was as cordial as her husband.
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"Like where do the cars always seem to congregate?"
"By the power lines," said Kimball. "Both Fremont and
Exeter."
"How many people have had the damn things come right at
their cars?"
"Let's see," said Kimball. He was driving slowly' because the
fog was still rather thick. "There's the woman that Bertrand reported on the 101 bypass. There's Mrs. Pearce, down on the
Exeter-Hampton line. There's the two young fellows the Hampton police took to the Coast Guard station. Muscarello, he wasn't
in a car, but he had to dive down on the road to get away from
it. Actually, it came right at Bertrand, too, wouldn't you say?
When he was out on the field with the kid?"
"Well," I said, "he started to pull his gun on it."
"That's close enough," said Kimball.
Before leaving Exeter, I made a point of visiting Norman
Muscarello's mother. She is Muscarello's mother from a previous marriage and her name now is Mrs. Dolores Gazda. She
lived in a modest but spotless apartment on Front Street in
Exeter, about a mile out from the center of town. An outdoor wooden stairway with a small landing on the top led to
the door, and she sat me at the kitchen table for a cup of coffee.
She was young-looking and trim, barely old enough, I thought,
to have an 18-year-old son.
"Do you want me to tell you something interesting?" she said
( as she poured the coffee. "When this whole thing started, I
told my son I really couldn't believe him. He had been out all
night, and he came walking into the house at about 4 in the
morning. I was really concerned and very upset. You see, he'd
sold his car because he was going into the Navy in a few weeks,
so he hitchhiked all the way to Amesbury to see this friend,
and that's how the whole thing started. Well, of course, I could
hardly believe this fantastic story, but when the two police officers told me what they went through, I knew that all three of
them couldn't be pulling my leg.
"Now my son says it was as big as a house, and that's about
the description of it when some friends of mine saw it over the
hospital. And then one night I went down with these friends
on Route 88. I hadn't had any luck on several nights when I
went with Norman. But this night, we weren't there more than
10 minutes when all of a sudden this thing, you couldn't see
what it was shaped like, came out from behind some trees, like
if it was just parked and rose. Now I describe it as being beautiful. It went right along the top of the trees, oh, several hundred
yards away. It was hard to tell the distance. It was huge, it
looked awful big even from that far away. What it looked like
to me, there were lights on the bottom going around it like
pinwheels. Red ones. And it was very bright and it was beautiful. Since then, I've seen it right over the house here. And the
other night, the whole neighborhood was shook up. I could
see it right here from the landing. And I went and told all
the neighbors and they all saw it with me. It was very low, and
spinning like always, with these red lights. So a few minutes
later, an airplane came over and made a circle around it. And
darned if that thing didn't just turn around and take off like
a bullet."
It was nearly 2 in the afternoon on October 23 when I
checked out of the Inn and began driving toward my home in
Connecticut. I had to admit my head was spinning. For nearly
four days I had been talking to everyday people who were discussing in infinite detail what might become the most important
news story in history. But why hadn't it broken? What was
holding it back?
I had talked with and interviewed, either singly or in groups,
nearly 60 people. I had nearly 20 hours of tape recordings.
Driving along the broad, straight superhighway toward Boston, I tried to summarize in my own mind just what specific
conclusions could be drawn from these long and involved days
in and around Exeter. What had I been able to gather that was
irrefutable evidence?
First, it was uncontestably true that Unidentified Flying Objects had been reported and verified in many cases by more
than one reputable person at regular intervals over a wide area
of southern New Hampshire.
Second, it was uncontestably true that the reports were coining in very frequently.
Third, it was uncontestably true that many reports indicated
the objects sighted over, near and along high-power electrical
transmission lines, although sightings were not confined to such
locations.
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Fourth, it was uncontestably true—to Kimball and me, at
least—that we had seen an object that could not be identified
as any known aircraft in existence.
Fifth, it was uncontestably true that some people were in actual shock or hysteria as a result of extremely low-level encounters with these objects.
The tape recorder was beside me in the front seat of the car
as I circumvented Boston on Route 128 and continued along the
Massachusetts Turnpike. I picked up the microphone and began
dictating a memo to my agent and editors in an attempt to give
them a brief picture of the progress of the research to date. I indicated that I could not understand why some kind of major
newsbreak should not be forthcoming on this subject in the light
of the material I had gathered.
"I say this after several days of intensive research in Exeter,
in which I interviewed nearly 60 people and tape-recorded hours
of testimony," the memo began. Then it continued:
The people who have given this testimony have been checked
out as far as character and reliability are concerned. For the
most part I would say that their judgment and capabilities
range from average to better than average.
The testimony adds up to this:
There is overwhelming evidence that UFO's or"flying saucers"
do exist.
They seem to exist in uncountable numbers.
They move at incredible speeds and in aerodynamically impossible patterns.
They are reported, checked and verified almost continuously.
They hover for considerable time, often at less than treetop level.
At low altitude, they sometimes assume a domelike shape with
an inner red or white glow. A pattern of red pulsating lights
is frequently observed. In others a red whirling pattern is reported around the edge.
They are usually absolutely silent, although in some cases a
high-frequency hum is heard.
They move almost directly overhead of cars and people, at
times causing fright and. panic.
At least four women, living in widely separate areas, are
afraid to go out alone at night and they refuse to do so.
At least four people report extremely large objects, 60 to 80
feet in diameter, rising up silently from behind trees.
The low altitude movement has been reported to consist of a
yawing, kitelike motion, wobbling in the air and moving slowly
back and forth, sometimes with a fluttering pattern,, like a
leaf.
At tunes, it is reported to throw a brilliant red light glow
which paints the side of white houses a brilliant red. It can
light up a wide area on the ground around it.
At high altitudes, in some cases, it seems to assume a shape
of a small disk, in the relationship of a pinhead (star) to a
tennis ball (UFO).
Reliable, but off-the-record information from the Pease Air
Force Base in Portsmouth indicates frequent radar.blips and
fighters are constantly scrambled to pursue these objects. This
information is not official, but it comes from a reliable source.
The objects are often reported in the vicinity of high-power
transmission lines: Some of these locations have been crowded
with cars many nights, with group sightings sometimes reported.
No one has ever been harmed physically by any of these objects, although psychological trauma has been evident.
The area covered by the research extends from Hampton,
New Hampshire, on the coast some 20 miles west to Derry, New
Hampshire, near Manchester.
In most interviews, I wa's able to determine the reasonable
capacity of the respondent to differentiate between a helicopter, balloon, jet, prop plane, planets or stars. Some sightings
have been described in daylight.

r

n October 27, I drove from Pittsburgh north some 30
miles to Beaver, Pennsylvania, in a rented car to investigate a
dramatic UFO photograph N1CAP had sent me. The Beaver
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County Times, an extremely able newspaper covering a large from the object could be ultraviolet?"
population in the Pittsburgh area, had covered the picture
"Well," said Frye, "this is something I couldn't answer. It
"• and story in depth, I had learned, and 1 planned to talk to could be, and it could be also something else. There is a lot
their reporter first before interviewing the youthful photo- of light outside of the visible spectrum that you can photographer directly.
graph."
One especially interesting thing had shown up in the picture:
"How about infrared?" I asked.
under the upside-down luminous dinner-plate shape was a
"That will also photograph on a plate to a certain extent,
whirling halus, a misty cloud extending beneath it like a especially with certain film."
ghostly tail of a kite, which had not been visible to the naked
"We discussed ways that the picture could have been faked,"
eye but which had shown up on the photographic negative said Shunk, "and we couldn't come up with a logical way you
dearly. Since film will pick up some invisible infrared and could do it."
utraviolet light, this might provide a clue to the power source
"In other words," said Frye, "if somebody asked us to go out
of the objects.
and duplicate this picture, we would find it impossible."
I found Tom Schley, a reporter for the Beaver County Times
I thanked Schley and the photographers for their informawho had covered the story, at his desk in the large, modern tion and then left to see James Lucci and his brother John to
building of the paper.
reenact the way the photograph was taken, and to see what other
He had plunged into the subject cold, and was as mystified as information I could pick up in their neighborhood.
I. He was convinced that the 17-year-old James Lucci, who had
James Lucci was quiet, soft-spoken and shy. His brother
taken the picture, was sound and able, an amateur photographer John was 20, three years older. He was a student at Geneva
who often took pictures of the stars and moon as part of his College nearby. Both were articulate and friendly. The Lucci
hobby. His father was a professional photographer for the Air house nestled at the bottom of a steep hill, so typical of western
National Guard, and both the family and the boy were highly Pennsylvania. I got both boys to take me to the exact spot
regarded in the community. At the time of the observation where their camera had been set. It was in the gravel driveway,
and the taking of the picture, James Lucci was with his brother. directly beside the house, and we stood there, looking up at
A third witness, Michael Grove, saw the UFO from his home an angle toward the hill. The trees stood out sharply in silacross the road. James was making time exposures of the moon houette against the sky, the same tree line which had showed
in the driveway of his home in Brighton Township, Beaver up in the pictures.
County, at about 11:30 p.m. A round, thick object, glowing
I asked James Lucci to point out the exact spot where the
brighter than the moon, came into the field of the camera object was when the picture was taken.
from over a high, .steep hill behind his house. Realizing the
He pointed to the high ridge, at about a 45-degree angle
camera must have caught it. James closed the shutter quickly, from where we were standing.
wound the film down for another shot. Before he could get
I looked up, following the direction of his finger, and caught
a third shot, the object climbed rapidly out of sight.
my breath.
The entire Lucci family was afraid, as many other people
For immediately below the part of the sky he indicated were
were, of ridicule and publicity, but friends persuaded James to the sweeping wires of a high-power transmission line, extendbring the picture to the Beaver County Times, where three ing from a tower on top of the ridge and stringing across the
photographers superimposed negatives and made other tests valley to the next hill. It was Exeter all over again, this time
which showed the UFO had slowly moved closer, left to right, with a striking photograph to go with it.
as described by the witnesses. After a full evaluation, they
I returned to Exeter on October 31. On the following mornlabeled the photograph genuine. The boy's character was ing, I followed up half-a-dozen leads by phone; they were invouched for by the chief of police, Brighton Township, the teresting mainly because they indicated the high frequency of
high school principal, and Beaver County police.
sightings in the area.
With reporter Schley's help, I was able to catch two of the
At noon, I stopped by the power plant on Drinkwater Road
.photographers on the newspaper who had made the examina- in Exeter and spoke to a couple of the engineers for the Exeter
tion of the Lucci negatives, Harry Frye and Birdie Shunk. We and Hampton Electric Company. They had heard many stories
joined them in the cafeteria.
about UFO's but had not been aware that so many people were
"How do you go about checking out the negatives?" I asked. reporting them above or near power lines. They were intrigued
"The only way," said Frye, "is to make completely sure that with the idea, though, and planned to investigate it. They
there's no double exposure involved, or anything like that. If said that high-voltage power lines do create an electromagthe negative is faked by a double exposure you have overlap- netic field, and that if the objects had any kind of affinity for
ping images. Now I studied the negatives for considerable time electromagnetic fields, the power lines would be an obvious
and I don't think they could possibly have been double-ex- attraction. There had been no unusual voltage losses reported
posed. Everybody else in the department agreed on this."
on the meters, but, they added, it would be possible for an ob"It wasn't a lens-reflection freak'in the development, either," ject to enter an electromagnetic field without affecting the
Shunk added. "We examined the negatives thoroughly for that voltage.
possibility.
<.
In midafternoon, I went to Officer Bertrand's house to get
. "After we all had studied them, we couldn't help but come to his reaction to a story the Pentagon had released to the local
the conclusion that the image was a definite picture. There was papers about his and Officer Hunt's sighting. It was such a
no other way it could have been done."
garbled distortion of facts that I could not understand how the
"How did you go about matching up the two negatives?" I Pentagon could release it. Later, an officer at the Pease Air
asked.
Force Base told me he was "shocked at the Pentagon's stupidity."
"Well," said Frye, "we put the two negatives, two separate
With a Washington, D.C., dateline of October 27, 1965, the
exposures, we put them together and lined up the trees, the news story read:
~HMMMMHMM
horizon line, the moon, and other things that were in both negatives. And-you could see where the object had moved across the
The Pentagon believes that, after intensive investigation,
film. From my judgment, the object had moved from a position •it has come up with a natural explanation of the UFO sightings
closer to the camera to a position a little farther away and in Exeter, New Hampshire, on September 3.
across."
A spokesman said the several reports stemmed from "mul"And that would have been difficult to fake?"
tiple objects in the area," by which they mean a high-altitude
"It would be, yes," said Shunk. "I would be difficult to fake Strategic Air Command exercise out of Westover, Mass., was
it in another way—to put something up there and photograph going on at the time in the area.
it, and still get the things that are seen in the background.
A second important factor was what is called a "weather inJust about impossible. I'd say. You also noticed that tail of version" wherein a layer of cold air is trapped between warm
mist coming down from the object."
layers.
"That wasn't seen by the naked eye," I said. "What sort of
The Pentagon spokesman said diis natural phenomenon
thing does a film pick up that the eye doesn't? Infrared? Ultra- causes stars and planets to dance and twinkle.
violet?"
The spokesman said, "We believe what the people saw that I
"Ultraviolet will appear on a film and not to the eye," said night was stars and planets in unusual formations."
'
Frye. "It would tend to produce a white jmage."
"Then is there a possibility that these rays coming down
I was confident that no one, including the Air Force, had inAUGUST 19S6

vestigated this sighting in greater detail than I had. What's
more, the release was a direct slam at both Bertrand and Hunt
and their capacity to distinguish between "stars and planets"
and an enormous, silent craft which had brought Bertrand almost to the point of pulling his gun. I had spent part of two
nights patrolling with Bertrand and Hunt, and had come to
respect them and their jobs. For the Pentagon to ascribe their
sighting to either "high-altitude exercises" or "stars and planets
in unusual formations" was patently absurd. If anything, it
could only lead-eventually to the embarrassment of the Pentagon.
Bertrand was very calm about it. "If they want to turn out
ridiculous statements like that," he said, "that's their business.
I know what I saw. They don't. And of course I can't accept
what they say there. I know for sure it had nothing to do with
the weather. I know for sure this was a craft, and it was not any
plane in existence. I know for sure it was not more than a hundred feet off the ground. I'm not saying it's something from
outer space. Fm saying I don't know what it was, and from this
newspaper story they've released, I know damn well they don't
either. I know it didn't have any wings, and I know it wasn't a
helicopter. Or no balloon, or anything of that sort. It's absolutely stupid of them to release something like that."

rather extensive random survey in the Exeter area
brought many more stories to light. Most impressive were the
off-the-record accounts by the military:
—A Coastguardsman from New Hampshire told me that although his station would never release any official information,
he was on watch one night when an enormous reddish-orange
disk moved slowly up the beach, not more than 15 feet above
it. He confessed that he was so shocked by the sight that he went
into the radio shack and closed the door.
—From an Air Force pilot I learned that pilots had been ordered to shoot at any UFO they came across in an effort to bring
them down. But he said that they were apparently invulnerable
and that they were capable of outmaneuvering any aircraft the
Air Force had. He said that he simply ignored the orders to fire
on such objects, since he felt personally it would be better not
to alienate them.
—A military radar operator reported that .a UFO came directly toward the base, was docked both visually and on the
radarscope. It seemed as if it were brazenly going to land at the
base. But instead of landing, it hovered over the base. The officer of the day was notified, and he put a telescope on the object.
As he watched, it suddenly accelerated to a speed of over 800
miles an hour, as clocked on die radarscope. It disappeared
within a minute.
—A brilliant orange object landed directly off the edge of one
of the runways at the Pease Air Force Base, illuminating a wide
area where many of the Air Force officers and their families
lived, according to a member of a high-ranking officer's family.
Some wives reported that the light was so bright that they
thought it was morning; one actually started to get dressed until
she realized it was still in the middle of the night. Phone calls
swamped the switchboard at the air base, and eventually the
base was cut off by the commander from outside communication.
The fire unit of the base was dispatched to die end of the runway as the object took off and disappeared at an unclocked
speed.
—I was given several more reports about the constant scrambling of jet fighters after the strange object when radar sightings had been made in concert with visual sightings.
—Constant radar reports were being made at the Portsmouth
Navy Base. In one instance, an object hovered over a water
tower at the base before taking off at incredibly fast speed. It
\vas checked both visually and by radar.
—One highly qualified officer at the Pease Air Force Base told
me that he had been skeptical about UFO's before he had been
assigned to the command at Portsmouth. He was no longer
skeptical at all. At least 15 pilots at the base felt the same way.
—Two additional officers of the air base told me that they
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were shocked and dismayed by the Pentagon report issued about
the Bertrand and Hunt case in Exeter. They said it was sb unbelievable in the light of what local authorities knew, that it
could make the Pentagon a laughingstock. They said in no uncertain terms that the report was severely damaging to the Air
Force.
Although.none of the personnel supplying this information
can be identified, for their own protection, these reports are
no less real than any of the other information I put directly on
the tapes. In fact, in view of the position of these people, the
stories reinforced the thesis that UFO's not only existed, but
were beyond the capacity of the military to deal with them. This
impotence, of course, might be the underlying reason why the
government was carrying out its ostrichlike program of nonrecognition. The public has a naive and childlike faith in the
military, and anything admittedly beyond its control might
shatter this faith forever.
I was not able to talk to Norman Muscarello until several
weeks later, when he came back to Exeter on leave from the
Navy. But the interview with him was strangely anticlimatic.
The recorded tapes of Officer Bertrand, Officer Hunt, his
mother, Officer Toland and others so surrounded the incident
in detail that Muscarello's story was simply a total but necessary confirmation of everything which had happened on that
predawn morning of September 3. It coincided almost exactly
with the description given by officers Bertrand and Hunt. He
demonstrated how he had dropped down on the shoulder of
the road to keep away from the object when it came toward
him. The interview with him completed the cycle of the original
incident at Exeter, which had set into motion such a long and
arduous period of research.
On Monday, November 8, I was in Exeter with two companions, an editor and a photographer from a national magazine.
We were there to recheck some of my earlier interviews. We
covered Mrs. Hale, Mrs. Gazda, the entire community in the
area of the Pearce home, the police, Ron Smith, Bessie's Lunch,
the Jalbert place by the power lines in Fremont and Chief
Bolduc and his family in the same neighborhood. In reviewing
their sightings with them, it was interesting to note that the
descriptions remained basically the same as when they had given
them to me a few weeks previously.
At the Bolduc house, Jesse Bolduc had joined the ranks of
the observers since die time I had first talked to him. He confessed that he no longer laughed at his wife, and admitted that
he had to eat his own words.
At the Jalbert home, the entire family reported continued
sightings, and both Joseph Jalbert and his mother recounted
a most interesting observation which had happened since I had
first met them.
Joseph had recently noticed a reddish, cigar-shaped object
in die sky, high over the power lines. It hovered there motionless for several minutes—exactly how many he did not know
because he was so absorbed with watching it. After a considerable length of time, a reddish-orange disk emerged apparently
from inside the object, and began a slow, erratic descent down
toward die power lines. As it reached a point within a quarter
mile of them, it leveled off, then moved over the wires until
it reached a point several hundred feet away. It then descended
slowly until it was only a few feet above the lines. Then a silvery, pipelike object came down from the base of the disk and
actually touched the lines, remaining there for a minute or so.
The protrusion then slowly retracted into the body of the
object, and it took off at considerable speed—exactly how fast.
Joseph could not estimate—and dien rejoined the reddish-cigarshaped object and disappeared inside it.
Joseph's modier had not seen this but had observed a similar
occurrence some 20 miles away, near Manchester. The only
difference in their descriptions was that the protrusion extending down from the object she observed was reddish, rather than
silver colored. Joseph was very reluctant to bring this sighting
up. His younger brodier had prodded him into telling about it,
and when we asked him why he was sb hesitant, he told us that
the whole thing looked too scary and he didn't like to talk about
it. "It's die first time I've ever seen one of these diings touch
anything," he said, "and it happened so near to me that I really
tried to put it out of my mind."
By Tuesday, November 9, I was ready to close out the research and begin the long job of trying to correlate all die tapes
and notes. Several more reports of sightings were brought to
our attention that morning, but most proved to be repetitive,
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and I could see no reason for extensive interviews. I met my
companions back at the motor inn in Hampton for dinner. It
was a cold, sparkling clear night, with a brilliant hunter's moon,
and the huge fireplace in the dining room was a welcome sight.
We met at about 5:30, and as I was leaving my room, I noticed
that the electric lights flickered, faltered for a few seconds, and
then came on brightly again. I thought nothing of it, went on
into the dining room. My friends were waiting for me in a
booth. We ordered Martinis and prepared to relax.
As the waitress brought the drinks, she had a broad smile on
her face. She had been helpful in the past in supplying the
names of people she had heard about who had sighted objects,
and was interested in the story as it developed.
"I suppose this is all your fault," she said, putting the Martinis down on the table.
"What is all our fault?" I asked.
"You mean~you haven't heard about it?" she said.
"Heard about what?"
"The blackout. The power failure. All over the east."
"You're kidding," I said. The lights in Hampton were blazing
brightly. I did recall, though, the flicker as I had left my room.
"It just came in over the radio in the kitchen," she said. "New
York, Albany, Boston, Providence, all of Massachusetts, are absolutely black. Not a light burning. This is no joke, I mean it."
This seemed so incredible that we hardly took it seriously. I
got up.went back to the room, and turned on the television set.
I was startled to see die news staff of NBC-TV broadcasting
in faint candlelight. The picture was fuzzy and barely discernible. The commentary, of course, confirmed all that the waitress
had told us, and more. I still found it hard to believe. And, of
course, the first thing which crossed my mind was the long
series of UFO sightings involving the power lines, such as Joseph Jalbert's report the evening before. I forgot completely
about dinner.
I quickly started pouring through the 203 pages of transcript
of the tape recordings. The words "power lines" or "transmission lines" appeared on an alarming number of pages. I began
making a notation in the margin of the transcripts wherever a
reference like this was made. There were 73 mentions in various
locations by various people. These included either the actual
use of'the words or references to locations near where the power
lines ran.
I sat glued to the television set, waiting for some word as to
the cause of the unprecedented failure. The news commentators
were as confused as everybody else. No one seemed to have any
. idea of the cause and never in history had there been a power
blackout of such extent. I tried to phone my home in Connecticut and was told by the operator that the only calls she could
put through were those that were a matter of life or death.
The Portsmouth-Exeter area, we learned, was one of the few
pockets of light in the entire Northeast. I found small comfort
in that, because I thought of the millions of people in the large
cities who must.certainly be trapped in cold, dark subways or
jammed, stuffy elevators.
I waited in vain throughout the evening and early morning
hours for more news but no announcement came which gave
even a clue to the mystery. I ran through the transcripts again,
still noting the phrases and descriptions referring to the power
lines. Suddenly, the major emphasis of the entire UFO research
—the power lines—was now becoming the focal point of a new
mystery—no less mysterious than the UFO phenomenon I had
been dealing with for weeks.

lie blackout caused by the failure of the Northeast Power
Grid created one of the biggest mysteries in the history of modern civilization. Eighty thousand square miles and 36,000,000
people—one-fifth of the nation's population—were suddenly
plunged into inexplicable darkness.
There was a curious lack of physical damage: The utility
companies looked for something to repair, but there was nothing. Only a few generators were out of action as a result of the
power failure, not a cause. What's more, the utilities were able
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to restore service with the exact same equipment that was. in
use at the time of the blackout. What happened that night was
not only far from normal; it was mystifying.
If there had been a mechanical flaw, a fire, a breakdown, a
short circuit, a toppling transmission tower, the cause would
have been quickly and easily detected. Mechanically, however,
the system as a whole was in perfect repair before and after the
failure.
At 10 p.m., it was announced that the crux of the difficulty
lay at a remote-controlled substation on the Power Authority's
transmission lines at Clay, New York, a town 10 miles north of
Syracuse. The high-tension 345,000-volt power lines stretching
over Clay are part of the authority's "superhighway" of power
distribution, running into Niagara Falls, east to Utica and south
to New York City.
Niagara Mohawk repairmen who drove out to Clay found
the substation in apparently perfect order. There were no signs
of mechanical failure, fire or destruction. Another report sent
FBI investigators and state police to the desolate Montezuma
Marshes outside of Syracuse, but they found nothing out of
order there.
Something else happened outside Syracuse, however, which
was noted briefly in the press, and then immediately dropped
without follow-up comment. Weldon Ross, a private pilot and
instructor, was approaching Hancock Field at Syracuse for a
landing. It was at almost the exact moment of the blackout. As
he looked below him, just over the power lines near the Clay
substation, a huge red ball of brilliant intensity appeared. It
was about 100 feet in diameter, Ross told the New York JournalAmerican. He calculated that the fireball was at the point where
the New York Power Authority's two 345,000-volt power lines
at the Clay substation pass over the New York Central's tracks
between Lake Oneicla and Hancock Field. With Ross was a
student pilot who verified the statement. At precisely the same
moment, Robert C. Walsh, deputy commissioner for the Federal Aviation Agency in the Syracuse area, reported that he saw
the same phenomenon just a few miles south of Hancock Field.
A total of five persons reported the sighting. Although the Federal Power Commission immediately said they would investigate, no further word has been given publicly since.
Pilot Ross's sighting took place at 5:15 p.m., at the moment
when the blackout occurred in the Syracuse area. At 5:25 p.m.,
a schoolteacher in Holliston, Massachusetts, watched through
binoculars with her husband an intense white object in the sky
moving slowly toward the horizon. At the same time, David
Hague, a 17-year-old from Holliston reported an identical object, moving toward the southwest.
In New York City, simultaneously with the blackout, two
women declared in two separate statements that they sighted
unusual objects in the sky.
In spite of the lengthy report issued by the FCC, the Great
Blackout has still not been adequately explained. Ostensibly,
backup Relay #Q-29 at the Sir Adam Beck generating station
Queenston, Ontario, was eventually pinpointed as the source
of the massive failure. But further investigation, hardly noted
in the press, showed that nothing in the relay was broken when
it was removed for inspection. In fact, it went back into operation normally when power was restored. The line it was protecting was totally undamaged. "Why did everything go berserk?" Life Magazine asks in an article about the blackout.
"Tests on the wayward sensing device have thus far been to no
avail." A later statement by Arthur J. Harris, a supervising engineer of the Ontario Hydroelectric Commission, indicated
that the cause was still a mystery. "Although the blackout has
been traced to the tripping of a circuit breaker at the Sir Adam
Beck No. 2 plant, it is practically impossible to pinpoint the
initial cause." As late as January 4, 1966, The New York Times
in a follow-up story indicated a series of questions regarding
the prevention of future blackouts. The new item says: "These
questions more or less are related to the cause, still not fully understood, of last November's blackout." The italics are ours.
The Great Northeast Blackout was a mystery, but not any
more puzzling than what followed on its heels. On November
16, a series of power blackouts hit many parts of Britain. Dozens
of sections of London were darkened, and telephone operators
in Folkestone, on the south coast, worked by candlelight.
On November 26, NICAP was advised that power failures in
St. Paul, Minnesota, were reported by the Northern States
Power Company simultaneous with the appearance of objects
overhead giving off blue and white flashes just off Highway 61.
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Fifteen minutes later, just north of the original sighting, a resi- by the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phgnomdent on Hogt Avenue reported a "blue-glowing" UFO as all ena, a private organization which has no connection with the
house lights and appliances in the area went dead. A motorist government. As a result of these articles, the Air Force has re- ;
ceived inquiry as to the cause of this report.
also reported that his car lights and radio went out.
Our investigation and evaluation of the sighting indicates
The power company announced that it was unable to deter-a possible association with an 8th Air Force Operation, "Big
mine the cause of that blackout.
By December 2, sections of two states and Mexico were Blast." In addition to aircraft from this operation, there were
plunged into darkness after a widespread power failure in the five B-47 type aircraft flying in the area during this period. BeSouthwest. Juarez, Mexico, was hit, as well as El Paso, Texas, fore a final evaluation of your sighting can be made, it is essenand Las Cruces and Alamogordo, New Mexico. Authorities were tial for us to know if either of you witnessed any aircraft in
the area during this time period either independently or in
unable to explain the cause of the trouble.
A few days later, on December 4, portions of east Texas were connection with the objects observed. Since there were many
knocked out electrically, with 40,000 houses losing power. It aircraft in the area, at that tune, and there were no reports of
unidentified objects from personnel engaged in this air operawas the third major blackout since the Northeast Grid failed.
By December 26, the mystery was growing deeper. The entire tion, we might then assume that the objects observed between
city of Buenos Aires, and towns as far as 50 miles away, were midnight and 2 a.m. might be associated with this military air
plunged into darkness by a power failure, with hundreds operation. If, however, these aircraft were noted by either of
trapped in subways beneath Buenos Aires' streets. The cause you, then this would tend to eliminate this air operation as a
was thought to be a single generator.
plausible explanation for the objects observed.
Sincerely,
On the same date, four major cities of south and central FinHECTOR QUINTANILLA, JR., Major, USAF
land were hit by a loss of electrical power attributed to a single
insulator.
Chief, Project Blue Booh
I atch.
|
One news story on January 13, 1966, is particularly interestArticle "Saturday Review"
ing because it received little attention in the press aside from
the Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Herald of that date, even
Curiously, the letter was not only undated, but the large
though it was an AP release, with an Andover, Maine, dateline:
••••••MM
brown envelope in which it was mailed bore no postmark.
The Telstar communications satellite tracing station was
The letter referred to the sighting as September 2, when of...
blacked out by a power failure which hit a 75-mile area in west- course it took place on September 3. It also indicated that the
ern Franklin County.
high-altitude exercises were conducted from midnight until 2
Electrical power failed at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and was re- a.m., while the police officers encountered the close-range obstored at 11:20 p.m.
ject at approximately 3 a.m. But most ironical was the indicaA spokesman for the Central Maine Power Co. blamed the tion that the case was still in process of "final evaluation," while
failure on "an apparent equipment failure which somehow cor-1 the Pentagon had already released its own "final evaluation"
reeled itself."
^^^^^^^J over a month before the letter arrived.
Officers Bertrand and Hunt replied to the Air Force with
Noteworthy are two things: 1) The power failure involved a this letter on December 2, 1965:
space satellite, and 2) in this age of science and engineering, the
equipment "somehow corrected itself." Coupled with the stories
iLLA, JR., Major, USAF
of the numerous other blackouts, it is strange indeed that the I Chief, Project Blue Book
engineers could not figure out how it went out—and how the Wright Patterson AFB
failure was remedied.
Dayton, Ohio
On the following day, an AP story datelined Augusta, Maine, Dear Sir:
We were very glad to get your letter during the third week
stated that Chairman Frederick N. Allen of the Public Utility
Commission indicated that there was no negligence by the two in November, because as you might imagine we have been the
power companies involved. The Central Maine Power Company subject of considerable ridicule since the Pentagon released its
said that the blackout was caused by the failure of a big trans- "final evaluation" of our sighting of September 3,1965. In other
former in its Rumford substation.
words, both Ptl. Hunt and myself saw this object at dose range,
CMP Vice-President Harold F. Schnurle went on to say that checked it out with each other, confirmed and reconfirmed the
it had not been determined why the transformer failed or why fact that this was not any kind of conventional aircraft, that it
it restored itself to service nearly seven hours later. '
was at an altitude of not more than a couple of hundred feet,
The relationship of the Unidentified Flying Objects to the and went to considerable trouble to confirm that the weather
power failures is entirely circumstantial, of course. Both UFO's was dear, there was no wind, no chance of weather inversion,
and the Great Blackout still remain unsolved. But stranger yet and that what we were seeing was no illusion or military or ciis the incapacity of modern science to come up with any kind vilian craft. We entered this in a complete official police report
of real answer to either question. More baffling still is the atti- as a supplement to the blotter of the morning of September 3
tude of the large bulk of the scientific fraternity in presumably (not September 2, as your letter indicates). Since our job delaughing off a phenomenon testified to by hundreds of techni- pends on accuracy and an ability to tell the difference between
cians, other scientists, airline pilots, military personnel, local fact and fiction, we were naturally disturbed by the Pentagon
report which attributed the sighting to "multiple high altitude
and state police and articulate and reliable citizens.
In the third week in November, a month after the Pentagon objects" in the area and "weather inversion." What is a little
explanation, officers Bertrand and Hunt jointly received an difficult to understand is the fact that your letter (undated) arundated letter from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and rived considerably after the Pentagon release. Since your letter
signed by Major Hector Quantanilla, Chief of the Project Blue says that you are still in the process of making final evaluation,
Book. It read:
it seems that there is an inconsistency here. Ordinarily, this
fmmmmmmmm
wouldn't be too important except for the fact that-in a situation
Mr. Eugene Bertrand, Jr.
like this we are naturally very reluctant to be considered irreMr. David R. Hunt
sponsible in our official report to the police station.
Exeter Police Department
Since one of us (Ptl. Bertrand) was in the Air Force for four
Exeter, New Hampshire
years engaged in refueling operations with all kinds of military
Gentlemen:
aircraft, it was impossible to mistake what we saw for any kind
The sighting of various unidentified objects by you and Mr. of military operation, regardless of altitude. It was also defiNorman Muscarello was investigated by officials from Pease Air nitely not a helicopter or balloon. Immediately after the object
Force Base, New Hampshire, and their report has been for- disappeared, we did see what probably was a B-47 at high altiwarded to our office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This tude, but it bore no relation at all to the object we saw.
Another fact is that the time of our observation was nearly
sighting at Exeter, New Hampshire, on the night of 2 September has been given considerable publicity through various news an hour after 2 a.m., whidi would eliminate the 8th Air Force
releases and in magazine articles similar to that from the "Sat- operation Big Blast, since as you say this took place between
urday Review" of 2 October, 1965. A portion of this article is midnight and 2 a.m. Norman Muscarello, who first reported
attached for your information. This information was released this object before we went to the site, saw it somewhere in the
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vicinity of 2 a.m., but nearly an hour had passed before he got
into the police station, and we went out to the location with
••him.
We would both appreciate it very much i£ you would help
us eliminate the possible conclusion that some people have
made in that we might have a) made up the story, or b) were
incompetent observers. Anything you could do along this line
would be very much appreciated, and I'm sure you can understand the position we're in.
We appreciate the problems the Air Force must have with a
lot of irresponsible reports on this subject, and don't want to
cause you any unnecessary trouble. On the other hand, we think
you probably understand our position.
Thanks very much for your interest.
Sincerely,
PTL. EUGENE BERTRAND|
PTL. DAVID HUNT
••••
Nearly a full month went by, but the officers received no reply
whatever from Wright-Patterson. Finally, on December 28, the
officers wrote again:
••f^MMMH

IECTOR QUINTANILLA, JR., Major, USAF
]Wright Patterson AFB
Dayton, Ohio
Dear Sir:
Since we have not heard from you since our letter to you of
December 2, we are writing this to request some kind of answer, since we are still upset about what happened after the
Pentagon released its news saying that we have just seen stars
or planets, or high altitude air exercises.
As we mentioned in our letter to you, it could not have been
the operation "Big Blast" you mention, since die time of our
sighting was nearly an hour after that exercise, and it may not
even have been the same date, since you refer to our sighting
as September 2. Our sighting was on September 3. In addition,
as we mentioned, we are both familiar with all the B-47's and
B-52's and helicopters and jet fighters which are going over this
place all the time. On top of that Ptl. Bertrand had four years
of refueling experience in the Air Force, and knows regular
aircraft of all kinds. It is important to remember that this craft
we saw was not more than 100 feet in the air, and it was absolutely silent, with no rush of air from jets or chopper blades
whatever, and it did not have any wings or tail. It lit up the
entire field, and two nearby houses turned completely red. It
stopped, hovered and turned on a dime.
What bothers us most is that many .people are thinking that
we were either lying or not intelligent enough to tell the difference between what we saw and something ordinary. Three
other people saw this same thing on September 3, and two of
them appeared to be in shock from it. This was absolutely not
a case of mistaken identity.
We both feel that it's very important for our jobs and our
reputations to get some kind of letter from you to say that the
story put out by the Pentagon was not true; it could not possibly be, because we were the people who saw this; not the Pentagon.
Can you please let us hear from you as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
PTL. EUGENE BERTRAND |
PTL. DAVID HUNT
-• ••••••
In the official Air Force files at Wright-Patterson field is other
information on the case:

I

MM^MMM

—In his signed statement to the Air Force investigators, PaItrolman Bertrand said: "At one time [the lights] came so close,
I fell on the ground and started to draw my gun." He also noted
that the lights were always in line at about a 60-degree angle,
and when the object moved, the lower lights were always forward of the others.
—In the official Air Force report of the investigation by the
Administrative Services Officer of the Pease Air Force Base to
Wright-Patterson, dated. September 15, 1965, the following information was included: Identifying Information on Observers
(I) Civilian. Norman Muscarello, Age, 18. 205i/£ Front Street,
Exeter, N. H. Unemployed (will join Navy on 18 Sept. '65)
Appears to be reliable. (2) Civilian. Eugene F. Bertrand, Jr.
Age, 30. Exeter Police Department. Patrolman. Reliable. (3)
Civilian. David R. Hunt. Age, 28. Exeter Police Department.

Patrolman. Reliable.
—In the same official report, a statement by Major David H.
Griffin, Base Disaster Control Officer, Command pilot. "At this
time have been unable to arrive at a probable cause of this
sighting. The three observers seem to be stable, reliable persons,
especially the two patrolmen. 1 viewed the area of the sighting
and found nothing in the area that could be the probable cause.
Pease AFB had 5 B-47 aircraft flying in the area during this
period but do not believe they had any connection with the
sighting." (Our italics)
^H|||g
The difference between this report of the actualMBHM|
investigating
officer at Pease AFB, and the one officially released by the Pentagon to the local press on October 27, is marked and startling.
When I left Exeter, the sightings were still continuing, seemingly without letup. In the early months of 1966, while Hunt
and Bertrand were still waiting to hear from the Pentagon, as
many as two or three reports a week were being received by
police in the vicinity of the town, one of which induced a dyedin-the-wool skeptic to run to the police station with a full
account of a UFO viewed by at least seven people.
On February 9, 1966, the Pentagon finally wrote a letter of
apology to Patrolmen Bertrand and Hunt:
•
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Washington
Office of the Secretary
FEBRUARY 9, 1966
Gentlemen:
Based on additional information you submitted to our UFO
investigation office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
we have been unable to identify the object you observed on
September 3, 1966. . . .
In 19 years of investigating over 10,000 reports of unidentified flying objects, the evidence has proved almost conclusively
that reported aerial phenomena have been objects either created or set aloft by man, generated by atmospheric conditions,
or caused by celestial bodies or the residue of meteoric activity.
Thank you for reporting your observation to the Air Force
and for your subsequent cooperation regarding the report. I
regret any inconvenience you may have suffered as a result.
Sincerely,
/s/ JOHN P. SPAULDING
Lt. Col., USAF
Chief, Civil Branch
Community Relations Division
Office of Information.
MR. EUGENE BERTRAND, JR.
MR. DAVID R. HUNT
Exeter Police Department
Exeter, New Hampshire.

|he most logical, but still unprovable, explanation is that
the Unidentified Flying Objects are interplanetary spaceships
under intelligent control. NICAP and others have been supporting this hypothesis for years. Its credibility, however, has
suffered by the support of the crackpot fringe. In spite of this,
the hypothesis remains stronger than any other theory advanced.
The biggest remaining question is the apparent attitude of
government and scientific authorities who have shown no indication of setting up a full-scale project either to prove or disprove the existence of UFO's. Or if they have, the ostensible
paternalistic protection of the public is not consistent with
democratic principles. The reaction of those who have experienced close encounters with UFO's in the Exeter area has been
one of shock, followed by intense curiosity rather than sustained
panic. An unprepared public is far more likely to panic than an
informed one. Truth isn't likely to remain hidden forever.
In the light of recent developments, the situation has reached
a point where it appears to be the duty and responsibility of
the government either to reveal what it knows, or to order a
scientific investigation on a major scale and report the findings
immediately to the public at large.
—John G. Fuller
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THIS FUj$Y LIFE
While attending an exhibition game
between the New York Yankees and the
West Point Cadets team, one of the
cadets in the stand began to heckle one
of the Yankee players who had been
charged with three errors early in the
game.
"Hey, you," he bellowed. "How did a
little runt like you ever get into the
major leagues?"
The player's reply convulsed the
stands: "My Congressman appointed
me!"
Harry Rowley
Waltham, Mass.

Residents of Vermont, by payment of a
special fee, are able to obtain automobile
license plates bearing four or five letters
of their own choosing. Thus one may
see such license plates as: SKIER, MARY,
SATYR, OOPS and many other novel letter
combinations which inventive car owners have thought up.
One of the most amusing combinations
is held by the artificial insemination
technician who services dairy cows in
central Vermont. This fellow, makes his
rounds from farm to farm in a Volkswagen bearing the license plate: TORO.
John R. Cashman
St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Tour demerits during barracks' inspection usually meant a one-hour tour of
guard duty for a hapless cadet. The inspector, a brand-new second lieutenant,
was either trying to be funny or believed
there was corruption in low places when
he discovered a dime on one cadet's bottom shelf.
The lieutenant's discrepancy report
read as follows:
Untidy bottom shelf........2 demerits
Trying to bribe
•*
inspecting officer
1 demerit
Insufficient bribe
1 demerit
Earl C. Steady
Bath, New Hampshire
;V-
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1 work in a lumberyard. One day a customer told me that she wanted a threequarter-inch pipe plug. I asked, "Do you
want a male plug, a female plug or
both?"
"I just want to stop a leak," the woman
replied. "I don't plan to raise theml"
Joe Olsen
Miami, Okla.

As the hour of noon rolled around, the
pilot and copilot of our SAC Jet Tanker
decided to eat lunch. The young copilot
was dressed as though he were over
enemy territory; he had a revolver
strapped to one boot and a hunting
knife strapped to the other.
He picked up a can of fruit juice and
•took out his knife. Two quick thrusts of
the knife punctured the top of the can.
Because I' was new on the crew, the
older, more experienced pilot turned to
me and sighed, "Thank Godl He usually
shoots them open."
Capt. G. G. Gibbons
Amarillo AFB, Texas

While I was waiting to get a haircut
in a Detroit barbershop, I noticed a onearmed customer in the chair wince when
the barber accidentally nicked him. But
the barber kept right on talking and paid
no attention.
Finally the barber asked, "Haven't you
been in here before?"
"Hell, no," the customer replied. "I
lost this arm in the war."
Charles Kennedy
Jackson, Michigan

1 he pert little co-ed minced her way into
the professor's office the day before final
exams and said nervously:
"Oh, Professor, I'll just do anything to
pass this course!"
"Anything?" asked the professor.
"Oh, yes, just anything. I'll do anything to pass this course!"
The professor sat back, thought for a
minute, then replied, "Even study!"
Name withheld at writer's request,
San Diego, Calif.
During basic training at Parks AFB, I
was assigned as flight leader over 48
other men of Flight 391. I was assigned
all barracks' cleaning details, barracks'
guard and K.P duty, etc.
I guess I gave the guys a pretty rough
time because when I returned to the
barracks one night, I found this note:
Cates—
Tomorrow will be Tuesday—if it'sall right with you. Thanks.
God
Donald J. Cates
Billings, Montana

Une warm afternoon a small group of
firemen were sitting in front of the station house, playing with their company
mascot, a large spotted Dalmatian. A
woman and her small son drove up to
the parking area. The lady asked, in a
serious manner, "Why is it most fire departments have dogs?" One old-timer
said, with a smile, "They find the hydrants for us at night."
Bill V. Sininger
Lexington, Ky.
$1OO will be paid on acceptance for each
original, not previously published, true anecdote
(preferably from your own experience). Contributions, which must be typewritten, cannot be acknowledged or returned; and if your submission is
not accepted within six weeks, consider it reiected. Address: TRUE Magazine Fun Editor,
67 West 41th Street, New York, N. Y. 10034.
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Reporter Doubts UFO Is Hoax
When the Manchester Union Lea*
der printed Ian Monday a story concerning UFO*!, or "unmdennflcd flying objects," .over Exeter, N-H-, a great "stir"
was created, within die ranks of the DERRY NEWS.
Througfaout the summer, a continual
argument, or rather "discussion,'" has raged
as to whether people really do see these
objects, whether UFO*! do, in fact, exist
at all, and whether they are- interlopers
from other planets or just natural phenomenon raused by certain conditions within

our own atmsphere. At any rate, I was
assigned the task of i*j«ing down a few
of die answers to our questions and reporting diem to die DERRY NEWS,
Because I knew little more than
what I had read in die newspapers, I de>
cided that the best start would be to contact
the Exeter police and interview die two
officers who apparently saw the UFO last
Friday morning. Unfortunately, bom men
were unable to be contacted but I talked
with Lieutenant CottrelL the Chief Deputy,

tie toM me that contrary ID
what many newspaper] had reported. Eogene Bertrand, the ol*
ficer on dory that crating, docovered an R.U. 101 one woman,
not two, ai many readers had
been led to beliere. who bad been
ehaied by the UFO. He said that ?~f
the woman sated she 'had been -ji
A WILD GOOSE CHASE" went these two Deny chased along Rtt. 101 from Epr
policemen Jib morning (Officers George Casren, left: and prog to the Exeter 'n^r^tt, . a T^P", .
Roland Caron) as. they were called to the home of Mr.. distance of 12 miles. He also toU ~i.;r. ... \,
and Mrs. Alan B. Shepard in East Derry to capture a me drat Officer Bertrand had_
wild goose which apparently, was crippled and an inviting not stated that the UFO was "as-,
prey for neighborhood dogs. As it turned out, dm was die big ai a home" is the Manchet- ,
Krm_Lffl»£Bport_
same goose which Derry policemen captured at the traffic' ler Union Leader had previously rello. 18, the hoy who had spotcircle in Derry Village yesterday and gave to a local reported.
red
the UFO while hitch-hiking
sportsman for safe keeping. The bird escaped from his
From die police station, 1 went along Ate. 150 to ha home rn
new home this morning and after a bit of fancy footwork to interview Norman J. Mnsca- Ezeter. Talking to me, he do-

by me men in blue, it was safely captured and turned
over to a member of the DERRY NEWS staff who wffl
contact Game Warden Phillip Carr to seek permission to
raise die half grown bird.

CALENDAR OF
EVENTS

Hold Two Youths For Superior
Court Following Store Theft
Two breaks were reported to
Oerry Police Ian week, one occurring Thursday morning at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eogar
Rule on the bland Pond Road
nut the other at Cub. and Carry
Cleaners on East Broadway.
Camera equipment was reportedly stolen at the . gnv> home
and police are looking (or a
Masaaciiuseco ***•' »t,g» wai seen
in die area. Police are- still mDamel LeClaire age 19 of
Chester and James Reader, 17
of Oerry were apprehended- by
Derry police and charged with
breaking into Cuh aad Carry
Cleaners
where appmrfmatrry
J200 wa> taken.
The break wu dicorord by
the proprietor at S un. and the
men were- apprehended the same
day .at 9 un. The money wma

also reeoxered the same day.
A special session of District
court waa held this morning Cor
LeClaire and Reader with Judge
Grinnell
presiding.
Probable
came was found .and the two men
were bound orer to the next se>iion of Superior Coon.

Mrs. Robert Perry Has
Paintings At First
National Bank in Derry

cribed the- object as being a galaxy of fire, brilliantly red lights,
all patterned in a straight fine
.and all blinking in a definite order. (The Manchester Leader had
previously reported it> being **....
so briniandy red that iu shape
i-ould not he determined in the
glow.") Abo, he laid that it had
oat chased him and, when asked • whether U had taken, any apparent notice of ha presence, be
laid, "no." (Another ouarepreicniau'on of fact by die Leader.)
However, he admitted it' had
passed by him at a distance which
.he estimated to be forty feet.
Continued P
I UFO ISPTT HOAX

A RE-MODELED PLAZA THEATER WAS BACK IN
BUSINESS in downtown Deny last week and tab huge
Saturday Matinee crowd filled the house to its 400 seat
capacity.

sree In Mathematics at me oalrealty of Now aampatun and
Mta. Robert Perry of Lag a SdU. uaetan of Edacatua at ColumEast Oorry. M.S. ba> carrenttr bia oninmtr malonng la uacn30 siMMUan «t ae Pint <fa- lag of aementary Art. :
ttooal Bank of Deny oil and war SH, baa eablbttad at tha Eeotor colot palntlfiav* '
aabank snct Stan sraoeum,
Sfra. Perry, a ffinmr aenentarj Serurabankport and octmouiU
tMeher tanant in chnator ad Tlta PvrrT palatlnca vUl be
Derry Schools.:
an-amiblt at tha. Bank throogn
She bit /ecoliad a BA :0e- me moatti of September.'

Derry Jr. Women
To Dine Monday

I To Have Ynur Protrraiii List,
.rd. I'leane Mail <)r Phone In
Separate Notice)
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 13
2:00 p.m. • Derry Garden Chifa
tneeu at home of Mrs; Frederick Dodge.
7 :30 p — - Plaza Uoerrcu The
Family JewchT and "Cirb
On The Beach"
oKW pju. • Episcopal Guild, Kim
fall tueeting at home of Mrs.
Arcn Mertzon, Man. rXd.
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 14
6:30 pun. • Baptist Women hold
fat fall meeting a home of
Mr. aad Mrs. Everett Pubbury, Bearer Lake.
740 pun. • Derry Lions-Hold first
fall dinner meeting with new
President Larry Etoa ore7:30 fja. Plaza Crnenia: "The
Family Jewels" and "Glrb on
The Beach"
8KW pjn. - Free Square Dance
team at Anociarioa Hall,

De try VQZage
Tt> Dory Junior *Bmarf9
Onb wtll OOOB Its fall aoaea of WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER L5
aaaaatm with a dinner gmatertm 2:00 PLTB. & 7:30 fja. Plaza Ooema - "Lawrence of Arabia"
at ttia CMna Oraann rastanrant
In Hookaatt an Mandat ergnlng. 8*0 pjn. Derry Hhmriral Soeit>
ty irurti Jl Ijoraryi
at-T.30 MIi

Serrg Ncme
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 13. 1965

"DERRV
May Casten
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bransdon
of Chester Road had as recent
guests. Mrs. Bronsdon's Aunt
and ancle. Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
3. Tyler of Newton. Iowa.
Oulng their visit the group
went down Maine for some deep
sea ashing and from what [ hear
did pretty well.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor
and family of Everett Street
vacationed recently In Arlington.
Vli4nla.;The Taylor's visited
M th Mrs. : Taylor's sister and
husband. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
NlolL Mrs. Nlcoll Is tbe former
Rosemary barren.
Ralph "Dash" OeaRoslers
had unite a start, (to say tbe
least) the other morning about
' 5 A.M. co be exact, 'He awoke
with .a start, -jumped out of bed,
ran downstairs, (lew back again
for his pants and when wife,
Leona asked him what on earth
the matter was, Ralph told her
there was a whol« bunch of
horses outside of their house.
Well, Leona mougbt this was

Tel. 432-336O
"It". ; 3y that time- the whole
household was up and when
Ralph bad gone downstairs for
the second time he went outside.
. -.
Hearing a commotion and voices outside. . Leona and Mary
looked out to see husband and
rather Ralph (Cattle Rustler)
DesRoalers talking to and leading four brown horses Into his
corral.
We found out that these were
the- same horses that officer
Roland Caron was chasing that
morning.. >
Tbe case of the missing horses has been cleared up now.
They had broken loose from
Linda Webber's farm about two
miles away.
•
•
•
•
Our new police officer. Roland
Caron. must think that be has
signed up with a wild animal
farm: he's chased hones and
wild geese already, and he's
only been on the job two weeks.
•
•
•
•
Well, that does it for today.
See you Thursday.

OBITUARY frost Home Has
New Occupents
Ernest Webster
Ernest W. Webster. 72, formerly of the American House In
Derry died Sunday afternoon at
the Mitchell Memorial aospltal
In-arentwood. <N.H. after a long
Illness. Re was born in Deny
and bad been a resident here for
most of his life. He attended
Deny Village school and Pinkercon Academy. Previous to his
Illness he had been employed by
a poultry Processing plant In
Merrtmacfc. N.n.
He leaves his sister. Maude A.
parshley of Derry and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday afternoon at 2:00
from the peabody Funeral Home
In Derry. The burial will be In
Forest Hill cemetery In E&st
Derry.
Friends may call at the Finer.ol Home Monday evening from 7co 9 and Tuesday afternoon and
evening tram 2 to 4-and 7 to 9
PM.

Baptist Women
To Meet Tues.
The Daughters of Ruth of the
First Baptist church will conduct their first meeting of the
new season Tuesday at the
summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett plUsoury at Beaver
Lake. A cook-out will be enloyed.
Members are to aring something
to cook, -the oeverage and dessert win be served by the hostess. • The group will meet at
5:30 and inose needing transportation should meet at the
church at 6:15 o,m.

The DERRY NEWS was Informed this week that Mr. and Mrs.
J.A.G. Therlault and family are
now residing in tbe Frost home
on Rocfclngham Road. '
The Frost Home, formerly
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Lee was recently sold co the
state of New Hampshire for
MO.100. Tbe State plans to make
Che home into an historical
shrine to perpetuate the mensry
of the famous poet and former
teacher at Plnkenon Academy.
When asked by the OEHRT
NEWS as to why tbe Frost home
was rented, a trustee of the historical site said the committee
board does not expect Co start
renovating until next year. The
home was rented co discourage
vandalism and to keep the property from deteriorating.
Much luck to the new Alexander Eastman Hospital Administrator and his family who will

I tare arranged to talk with one nth what [ have already leannan In Fremont who allegedly ed. It will provide me with some
saw the OPO Thursday night son of basis to form a concluand who has remained silent (K sion. • I will keep my. readers
CONTINUED PROM PAGE 1
fear of not being believed. •
posted on what [ find and hope
After tbe object disappeared,
At any rate. • I hope to gain to have something In the Thurslie flawed down a passim car enough Information so^ combined day edition of the DERRY NEWS.
which took btm to toe Exeter
police station where ae related
his story to Desk Office; Reginald Toland. During Chls tiros.
Officer Bertraod entered me
station and. upon bearing Us
story, drove Urn Immediately to
•me scene of the sighting. They
were soon Joined by Officer
Dave Hunt, also of tbe ESettr
Police Force, Tbe three proceeded Into the Held where Mr.
E . W. POORE
Unscarello bad Urst sighted the
' 826 FJm St.
object bat found nothing, bl-.
Manchester
lowing a cursory, search.
The two officers had turned
back towards their cars when
they were alerted by Mr. Musesrello's shout. Turning, they both
saw me DFO rise. In a hovering
fashion. • tram behind a small
knoll In the field. (While [ was
Ln Exeter. I checked the Odd
with a.gelger counter borrowed
Sawyer&
from the civil Defense unit In
Webster
Derry. hut go no positive resalts. Prom what ur.-Moscarello
Ambulance
said, the field bad been checked
Service
for radioactivity earlier In the
week by some civilian agency.
The results of that test are on-,
known to me.) [t gradually drifted to the left side of the add.
a width of perhaps ISO yards .
and settled close to the ground
beside a stone wall. They viewed the object while It continued
throughout the field and adjoin'
Ing lots until It finally disappeared on the horizon. (Although
I say "drifted." Mr. MuscareUo
told me It exhibited astonishing
speed at one point In his observation.):
One interesting note volnniaer*
ed by u>. Mnscarello was the
fact that the crickets, normally
noticeable In the field at night,
were absolutely silent while tbe
OPO drifted over 1L .Also, he
added .that tbe norses stabled In
a bam close to the top of the
knoll were rxtremely restless
until the object was Anally out
of sight.
To date. [ have neither completed my story nor arrived at
any positive conclusion. I have
no reason to oelleve the whole
thing Is a hoax and. In fact.
was Imoressed • by the sobriety
of those people I have already
Interviewed, This week. I plan to
Interview Officers aertrand and
Bunt as well as Desk officer
Tolaad. In addition. I nope to
• RCA Solid Copper Clrcuto
arranie an Interview with two
Air Force officers at Pease A.F.
• Glare-proof RCA Hl-LmTuBa
3. who were assigned to Inves• Super-powerful 25,000-vort chassis
tigate the case at Exeter. Also.

UFO Isn't Hoax
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RCA VICTOR
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have the distinction of being
the first family to occupy the
Robert Frost Homestead after
It was purchased by the State
(or an historical alte.

Girl Scout Program Meet Thursday
Do you care about your daughter'
Would she like to be a Scout1
Would you give a little time.
Just to help us find that out?
There will be a planning meeting.
On Thursday Morn at ten:
If you care about your daBghter1__
May we hope to see yon then'
There will be a planning meeting held on Thursday. Sept. ISth.
at 10 A. M. at tbe home of Mrs. Say Borne. Route 28 Sy-Pess. 10
discuss ways and means of providing better scout programs for
che Brownie. Junior and cadette age girls of Derry. If yon can
volunteer your time or'help In any way. you are invited t, attend.
For information, contact Mrs. Borne. 432-5952, or Mrs. Virginia
Rennie. 432-5496.
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